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FOREWORD
A new scramble for land is heating up across the
developing world. Global demand for natural
resources—minerals, timber, oil, and fertile farmland—is skyrocketing as markets rebound from
the 2008 Great Recession and economic growth
raises the living standards of millions. To keep pace
with demand, companies are rapidly expanding
their operations into resource-rich Africa, Asia,
and Latin America, often encroaching on land that
Indigenous Peoples and rural communities have
held for generations. Forced to make way for these
investors, communities are losing their land at an
alarming rate.
Indigenous Peoples and rural communities are now
racing to secure their land rights before companies
come knocking. While they collectively hold more
than half of the world’s land, these communities
legally own just 10 percent of land globally, and
even less of this land is registered and titled. The
customary tenure arrangements that once protected
collectively held land are weakening, and those who
lose their land lose everything: their livelihoods,
homes, cultural heritage, and more.
But, as this report finds, Indigenous Peoples and
rural communities face an uphill battle in registering and documenting their land rights. This report
is one of the first comprehensive global reviews of
how communities and companies obtain formal
land rights, and it reveals the vastly different barriers that each face—disparities that give investors a
clear advantage.
To safeguard their land rights, communities sacrifice years, sometimes decades, navigating unwieldy,
expensive government processes. As these procedures drag on, companies acquire long-term rights
to large swaths of undocumented community land.
Investors with savvy lawyers and deep political
connections find shortcuts around complex requirements, work with governments to obtain land rights
in as little as 30 days and, in some instances, begin
to clear the land before securing rights to it.

This unfair playing field not only threatens the
livelihoods of the 2.5 billion people who depend
on collectively held land, but it also poses grave
environmental risks. Too often, investors who
obtain rights to community lands exhaust natural
resources in one community and then move on to
the next. They displace Indigenous Peoples and
rural communities, many of which have sustainably managed their land, surrounding forests, and
nearby rivers. Little wonder that, as previous WRI
research in the Amazon Basin shows, deforestation
rates on tenure-secure indigenous lands are less
than half what they are outside of them.
As the race for land intensifies, governments, companies, and civil society organizations must step up
their efforts to safeguard Indigenous Peoples’ and
local communities’ land rights. This report shows
how creating fairer, more accessible procedures to
register and document collectively held land, as well
as following through on implementation, can begin
to level the playing field. The report also calls for
providing communities with a more comprehensive
bundle of rights, including their right to give free,
prior, and informed consent to any developments
on their land. Establishing dedicated resources to
transparently mediate border conflicts and resolve
competing third-party claims that arise during land
formalization processes is equally crucial. These
recommendations will be useful to government land
agencies, communities seeking recognition of their
rights, companies that want to operate ethically,
and nongovernmental organizations pressing for
legal and regulatory reform.
The stakes are high. Reducing the inequity in
community and company procedures for acquiring
formal land rights can help protect the rights of our
greatest environmental stewards, the Indigenous
Peoples and communities who care for half the
world’s land.

Andrew Steer
President
World Resources Institute
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Indigenous and community lands, crucial for rural livelihoods,
are typically held under informal customary arrangements. This
can leave the land vulnerable to outside commercial interests,
so communities may seek to formalize their land rights in a
government registry and obtain an official land document. But
this process is time-consuming and complex, and in contrast,
companies can acquire land relatively quickly and find shortcuts around regulatory burdens. This report maps these
inequities between communities and companies, and offers
recommendations on how to level the playing field.
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HIGHLIGHTS

▪▪ Community land, crucial to rural livelihood

around the world, is increasingly targeted
by commercial interests. Its loss can lead
to environmental degradation, increased
rural poverty, and land disputes that last
for years. Without formal legal recognition
of their land rights, communities struggle
to protect their land from being allocated to
outside investors.

▪▪ This report reveals endemic challenges

facing communities across 15 countries.
Procedures to register and document
their customary land rights are complex,
difficult, and costly, requiring communities
to sacrifice time, finances, and customary
land and resources.

▪▪ As a result, it can take decades for

communities to formalize their land rights.
In the Philippines, the process requires
56 legally mandated steps; in Indonesia,
21 different government entities were
involved.

▪▪ In comparison, companies acquire formal
land rights relatively quickly. Some
companies take shortcuts to acquire
land, or begin commercial operations
before obtaining final approvals. Few
laws require foreign investors to engage
in meaningful community consultation.
This disadvantages more responsible
companies and risks displacing
communities.

▪▪ To level the playing field between

communities and companies, this report
calls on countries to establish accessible
and transparent community procedures
that recognize all customary land, mitigate
associated land conflicts, coordinate
implementation and budgetary support for
community land formalization, and better
monitor company compliance.
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Land Rights in Context
As global demand for foods, fuels, minerals, fibers,
wood products, and other natural resources grows,
both large and small-scale land acquisitions are on
the rise around the world. Companies and investors are scrambling to acquire land and secure it for
long periods of time. As this competition intensifies, land that communities (including Indigenous
Peoples) hold under customary tenure is vulnerable
to acquisition by powerful political and economic
elites, particularly if it is not entered in a government registry (cadastre) or officially documented
(land certificate or title). Against this backdrop,
communities across Africa, Latin America, and Asia
are mobilizing to formalize their customary rights
and better protect their land. The stakes are high,
given that as many as 2.5 billion people depend
heavily on community land for subsistence. And
while the drivers of socioeconomic inequality (and
the resulting unequal opportunities and treatments)
vary by country and over time, land inequality
largely drives income inequality in Latin America
and is a growing factor in some Asian and African
countries.
Governments often consider community land, especially the land managed as common property (e.g.,
forests, pastures, and wetlands), to be vacant, idle,
and underused. For many, the promise of economic
growth and needed foreign exchange trumps community land rights and justifies allocating this land
to companies for investment purposes. In addition
to this bias, there are often inequities between legal
procedures that govern acquisition of formal land
rights by communities and by companies, as well as
in how these procedures are implemented.
Understanding the challenges and opportunities for
improving community land formalizations procedures is central to securing customary lands and
protecting rural livelihoods worldwide. To this end,
the authors designed research to better understand
procedural pathways for communities and companies and assess whether community or company
processes are advantaged and favored by government. This report provides a systematic review of
the law and practice of 33 community and company
procedures for acquiring formal land rights in 15
countries (see Methods below).

This report also provides practical
recommendations for improving and ensuring
equity in community and company procedures.
The recommendations target government agencies
responsible for developing and implementing
community and company procedures, as well
as their development partners; domestic and
international companies and their investors; and
communities, local civil society organizations,
and international nongovernmental organizations
concerned with land rights, human rights, and
poverty reduction.

Why Formal Community
Land Rights Matter
More than 50 percent of the world’s land, across
all continents except Antarctica, is community
land. Globally, national laws recognize 10 percent
of land as belonging to communities, and another
8 percent is designated by governments for community use. But not all community land that is
legally recognized is registered and titled. In most
countries, a significant amount of community land
is not formalized. In Peru, for example, some 6,500
groups hold 36.3 million hectares of land that is
registered and documented to them, but another
4,000 groups have pending claims to a further 34.9
million hectares.
Despite its importance to rural populations, community land formalization is rarely a government
priority. In many countries, national laws do not
recognize collectively held land or establish a formalization procedure. Elsewhere, the law permits
formalization but limits the types of customary land
and customary rights that can be formalized. Where
formalization procedures are in place, the law is
often poorly implemented, or implementation
efforts have stalled. In Bolivia, for example, formalization efforts for land titles granted to Indigenous
Peoples since 2005 have slowed in recent years with
the government instead allocating customary land
to investors to generate needed revenues for social
programs.

While customary tenure systems historically provided communities with land security, the growing
threats to exploit community land are leading to
new insecurity. Communities around the world are
therefore applying for formal land rights in order
to integrate their customary rights into official legal
systems and to protect their lands. Even in countries where formalization is not needed for legal
recognition, communities are seeking to register
their land to “double-lock” their rights. While registration and documentation of land is not a guarantee of tenure security (and can bring challenges
such as property taxes, gender inequality, and
exposure to unwanted investors), many communities consider the benefits to outweigh the costs.
Formal land documents can help communities
convince others of their legal rights, ensuring that
they will be recognized and respected by others.
These documents can be used as evidence of legal
possession in a court of law when challenges arise,
where they commonly carry more weight than oral
testimony on customary rights. Land certificates
or titles can also provide communities with critical leverage in negotiations with outside investors,
improving the chances that they get a fair deal in
sharing the benefits and reducing the likelihood of
conflicts that can arise from bad deals. Documented
community land rights may also open opportunities for accessing project finance. In seeking viable
community-based investment projects, many
governments and banks consider documented community land to be more secure than customarily
held land, thereby reducing their risks.
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Methods
To conduct this research, the authors collected data
on 19 community land formalization procedures
in 15 countries—five each in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. National laws were reviewed for all 19 community procedures, and on-the-ground implementation for 7 land rights procedures. In addition, 14
company land acquisition procedures were examined
in 12 of the research countries. Researchers reviewed
the relevant laws for all 14 company procedures and
investigated practice for 6 procedures.
Across the 15 countries, data comparisons between
community and company procedures focused on
eight key issues:

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

preconditions and steps
cost in time
cost in money
land size
rights duration
rights granted

Figure ES-1 |

▪▪
▪▪

rights maintenance
rights revocability

To help ensure consistency in data collection
across informants, procedures, and countries, the
researchers developed common indicators for each
of these issues and a corresponding methods guide.
For more information, see the Data Collection
Methods section.
In Peru, Tanzania, and Indonesia, field teams were
mobilized to conduct the research. The teams were
led by the Ujamaa Community Resource Team
(UCRT) in Tanzania with support from the World
Resources Institute (WRI); the Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) in Peru; and the
AsM Law Office in Indonesia with support from
the Rights and Resources Initiative (RRI). Data
collection methods included literature reviews of
community and company procedures, legal reviews
of national laws and technical directives, interviews
with a range of stakeholders, and site visits to meet
with community members with experience in land
formalization.

Map of Research Countries

INDIA
CAMBODIA
GUYANA
PANAMA

COTE D’IVOIRE

UGANDA

PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

CAMEROON
TANZANIA
PERU

BRAZIL

MOZAMBIQUE
CHILE
Desk Research Country
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PHILIPPINES

Field Research Country

INDONESIA

The WRI authors conducted desk research on the
law of community and company procedures in the
other 12 countries. Data were collected principally
by reviewing the literature on community and
company procedures and all relevant national laws,
to the extent they were available. For Guyana and
Mozambique, the WRI authors also assessed the
practice of community and company procedures
principally by reviewing the academic and gray
literature. The Rainforest Foundation-United States
(RFUS), Amerindian Peoples Association (APA),

Figure Es-2 |

and Forest Peoples Programme (FPP) provided
important information on Guyana.

Findings
Analyzing the data collected on community and
company procedures across three continents
yielded five significant findings, which highlight
the complexity of community land formalization
procedures and the inequality between community
and company procedures.

Obtaining a Native Title in Peru: 19 Legally Mandated Steps and Additional Barriers in Practice

STEPS 1–8
Community obtains
formal legal recognition
as a native community.

STEPS 12 –13
The Regional Agrarian
Office addresses
conflicts with neighbors
or non-community
occupants on the land.

Applications languish
when there are disputes or
competing claims.

STEP 19
Title registered in the
national land registry.

Steps required by law

Most communities need
legal support to draft
community statutory
documents (like by-laws).

STEPS 10–11
The Regional Agrarian
Office conducts field
visits and produces a
report.

STEP 14
Specialists from the
Regional Agrarian Office
conduct a soil analysis.

Some communities
stop here because of
registration costs or a lack
of information.

Officials refused to recognize
two communities because
they did not wear traditional
dress, causing two-year
delays.

STEP 9
Community requests a
land title.

One community waited 9
years to be included in a
titling program.

Communities need outside
programs or NGOs to help
collect paperwork and
provide political leverage.

The soil analysis is a
highly technical process,
even with recent
simplifications.

Overlapping forestry
concessions effectively
halt the process.

STEP 18
Title granted to
community.

STEPS 15–1 7
Resolution approving
the territorial map
issued, published, and
approved.

Barriers in practice

Source: CIFOR, modified and simplified by WRI.
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1. Community procedures are burdensome and
inaccessible. In seeking to formalize their land

rights, communities face complex and sometimes insurmountable legal, technical, and
evidentiary requirements (see Figure ES-2).
For example, in Indonesia, Indigenous Peoples
must first lobby their regional legislature for
formal recognition of their indigenous status. In
Chile, indigenous communities are not eligible
for the procedure unless they possess a specified
historic document. And in Uganda, communities
must incorporate themselves into an association, elect officers, and write a constitution. In
addition, formalization procedures are rarely
transparent. Communities are not always able to
correct or contest government errors, to obtain
information, or to find out why applications are
delayed or rejected. They also may be excluded
from crucial steps in the process such as boundary mapping. Finally, procedures are often complicated by third parties who claim competing
rights to the land in question, or due to border

Figure ES-3 |

conflicts. These disputes are not well addressed
in law or in practice and may effectively halt the
process.

2. To formalize their land, most communities must
accept restricted rights, new risks, and/or less
land. In most countries surveyed, significant

areas of customary land may be excluded in
certificates or titles granted to communities. For
example, some communities cannot formalize
any forested land, while others must exclude
areas of land claimed by third parties. In addition, for all but one of the procedures that were
assessed in practice, government officials impose
arbitrary caps on the size of land granted to communities. Communities also do not receive full
rights over the natural resources on their land.
Governments retain the right to allocate overlapping concessions to high-value natural resources
such as timber, and communities only had rights
to exercise full free, prior, and informed consent
to these transactions in 2 out of the 19 surveyed
procedures.

Land Formalization and Acquisition Timelines: Comparing Companies and Communities

Communities

Guyana*

Companies
Communities

Indonesia

Companies
Communities

Peru*

Companies
Communities

Tanzania

Companies
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Years to Formalize Land Rights or Acquire Land
Note: Limited data was available for companies in Guyana and Peru. In Guyana companies can take one year to “much longer.” In Peru there is not comprehensive data, but in one
case study a company took four years. Across all procedures, tracking company timeframes is challenging due to limited transparency in concession allocation.
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3. Procedures are, on average, more challenging for
communities than investors. Community procedures generally take years to decades, while land
acquisition procedures for companies typically
range from one month to five years (see Figure
ES-3). Many communities are unable to formalize their land, sometimes after decades of efforts.
Different standards are imposed on communities and companies to screen for and resolve
competing claims to the land. All community
procedures require a screening for third-party
rights, and such third-party claims in practice
often prevent a community from successfully
formalizing its land. By contrast, only 6 of the 14
corporate land acquisition procedures surveyed
for this report require any form of community
consultation, and only 3 of those contain provisions protecting communities’ rights to free,
prior, and informed consent (FPIC). Instead,
the law presumes that the government owns the
land or has the right to give it away.

4. Community rights are restricted in practice,
but investors have expanded opportunities,
especially if they do not have strong social and
environmental commitments. Communities

have narrow windows of opportunity for land
formalization. Legal procedures are narrow and
offer little flexibility; and in practice, a lack of
resources and capacity means most communities
have only one opportunity (if any) to formalize
their land. Similarly, in exercising rights over
natural resources, communities are seldom
able to realize those rights to the full extent
allowed by the law. In contrast, for companies,

Figure ES-4 |

land acquisition is facilitated by a range of legal
alternatives, as well as quasilegal, extralegal, and
illegal measures. Company engagement with key
steps in the process, like community consultations, varies widely (see Figure ES-4). Across
countries, some companies exploit natural
resources to which they have not been granted
rights, and revocations of land rights when companies fail to meet conditions or comply with the
law are inconsistent. These companies therefore
have a competitive advantage in obtaining
formal land rights against both communities
and those companies that comply with legal and
social or environmental standards.

5. Regulatory and policy frameworks favor investors over community formalization procedures.

Communities receive inadequate and sporadic
support, compared to dedicated and sustained
support for investors. Companies often benefit
from dedicated investment centers and government recruitment efforts, whereas community
land formalization programs are underresourced and implemented inconsistently.
Some countries lack the requisite institutions
to formalize customary land rights. In Uganda,
entities responsible for approving key steps
were never established, making implementation
of the procedure impossible in some regions.
Finally, in some countries political and economic
elites have successfully undermined community
land formalization efforts that threaten their
interests.

Variations in Company Consultations with Communities in Mozambique

NO CONSULTATIONS AT ALL:
Prior studies indicate between 10
and 33% of investors do not
conduct community consultations

TOKEN
CONSULTATIONS:
Sign-off by community leader
or neighborhood chief

LEGAL REQUIREMENT:
Two community
consultation meetings

WEAK

RIGOROUS
CONSULTATIONS:
For one company,
consultations took 2 years

STRONG
STRENGTH OF COMMUNIT Y CONSULTATIONS

Source: Di Matteo and Schoneveld 2016; Ghebru et al. 2015; Hanemann 2016.
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Recommendations
In comparing the complexity of community and
company procedures, the research uncovered
several key distinctions, to the benefit of foreign
corporations. This is the opposite of what might be
expected, given that communities are seeking to
formalize long-standing customary rights, which in
some countries already have the force of law, while
companies are applying to obtain new rights. The
research highlights significant procedural challenges, encoded in the law and realized in practice,
to communities obtaining formal land rights. It also
highlights inequalities in how regulatory frameworks and implementing actors treat community
procedures as compared to company land acquisition procedures. To address this inequality, this
research makes the following recommendations to
reform community procedures:

1. Establish and implement a clear community
land formalization procedure. Legislation and

implementing regulations should provide a
clear, accessible procedure for Indigenous
Peoples and other communities to register and
document their land rights. Governments should
simplify overly complex procedures and amend
steps that impose difficult burdens. Participatory
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community mapping is a best practice, and is
crucial to ensuring accuracy and preventing later
conflicts. Implementing institutions and civil
society partners should collaborate in systematic
implementation programs, adopt participatory
community mapping as a best practice, and
develop a coordinated budgetary strategy.

2. Establish conflict resolution mechanisms and
address competing third-party claims. Boundary

conflicts between communities and overlapping
claims by third parties are primary sources of
delays and increased costs during community
land formalization. Governments should establish clear, fair, and accessible conflict resolution
mechanisms; promote communication between
the ministries involved in community land
formalization and those involved in allocating
concessions to high-value resources; and explore
options for establishing a unified cadastre.
Implementing institutions and partners should
incorporate dispute resolution planning into
titling programs. Companies should conduct
their own due diligence and not rely on assurances from a single ministry or office that land is
freely available.

3. Prevent the loss of customary land and provide
more inclusive bundles of rights. Communities

must not be forced to give up land or natural
resources that they have customarily enjoyed.
Governments should insure that certain classes
of land, such as forests or unoccupied areas,
are included in formalization and should grant
communities full rights to the range of natural
resources on their land. As a safety net, legal
procedures should clearly allow communities to
obtain additional land in the future. Implementing partners and civil society should ensure that
communities are included in land surveying and
mapping, and can sensitize government officials
on the importance of seemingly vacant collective
land to community well-being.

4. Ensure oversight, accountability, and transparency. Monitoring and oversight mechanisms

should be simultaneously bottom-up (from communities) and top-down (from higher-level institutions). Governments should establish avenues
for communities to make complaints or appeal
decisions and to request information about
the status of their applications. Country-level
monitoring of community formalization efforts,
in law and in practice, is also key to the effective
implementation of formalization procedures.

5. Level the playing field between communities
and companies. Governments should strengthen
monitoring and oversight of company behavior,
require companies to engage in full FPIC, and
ensure that natural resource concessions are not
allocated on community lands while applications for community land certificates or titles
are pending. In addition, all actors must pay
renewed attention to customary understandings
of land, and the challenge of integrating customary land-tenure systems into a statutory framework. Governments and civil society should
support community empowerment initiatives
both during and after the land formalization
process. Companies should seek FPIC from
communities, even when not required to do so
by law, and promote industry-wide standards
acknowledging customary land rights and the
importance of communities giving their free,
prior, and informed consent.

Abbreviations
APA

Amerindian Peoples Association

CCO

Certificate of Customary Ownership
(Uganda)

CIFOR

Center for International Forestry Research

CPI

Centro de Promoção de Investimentos
(Mozambique)

CSO

Civil Society Organization

CVL

Certificate of Village Land (Tanzania)

DUAT

Right to Use and Improve the Land
(Portuguese: Direito do Uso e
Aproveitamento de Terra) (Mozambique)

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

FPIC

Free, Prior, and Informed Consent

FPP

Forest Peoples Programme

FUNAI

National Indian Foundation (Portuguese:
Fundação Nacional do Índio) (Brazil)

GPS

Global Positioning System

HGU

Land Exploitation Right (Indonesian: hak
guna usaha) (Indonesia)

Hkm

Community Forest Rights (Indonesian:
hutan kemasyarakatan) (Indonesia)

HTI

Industrial Forest Plantation (Indonesian:
hutan tanaman industri) (Indonesia)

ILO

International Labour Organization

Mha

Million Hectares

NGO

Nongovernmental Organization

PNG

Papua New Guinea

RFUK

Rainforest Foundation-United Kingdom

RFUS

Rainforest Foundation-United States

RRI

Rights and Resources Initiative

SABL

Special Agriculture Business Lease (Papua
New Guinea)

UCRT

Ujamaa Community Resource Team

ULC

Uganda Land Commission

WRI

World Resources Institute
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
Competition for land is intensifying as global demand
for foods, fuels, minerals, fibers, wood products, and
other products grows. Companies and investors are
scrambling to acquire land and secure it for long
periods of time, with both large and small-scale
acquisitions on the rise around the world.
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Competition for land is intensifying as global
demand for foods, fuels, minerals, fibers, wood
products, and other products grows. Companies
and investors are scrambling to acquire land and
secure it for long periods of time, with both large
and small-scale acquisitions on the rise around the
world (Abinwi Ngwa and Bionyi 2017; Alden Wily
2016; Gilbert 2017; Land Matrix 2018; World Bank
2017). A considerable amount of land acquired by
companies is community land held under customary tenure arrangements (Alcorn 2013; Land Matrix
2018). Community land rights that are not entered
in a government registry or cadastre and officially
documented (land certificate or title) are particularly vulnerable to acquisition by powerful political
and economic elites (Alden Wily 2011a; Pearce
2016; UN 2014).
As the threats increase, communities around
the world are therefore racing to formalize their
customary rights in an effort to protect their land
from alienation. But titling community land is not a
simple process. In Cambodia, a Malaysian corporation (Mega First) and 128 ethnic Bunong families
are involved in a long-running land disagreement
over 9,000 hectares of land. The community claims
the land is its customary forestland while the
company notes that the land was granted to it in
2012 as an economic land concession. The dispute
highlights Cambodia’s complex indigenous land
titling system, which involves several ministries and
requires approval from multiple local and national
authorities, and has proved difficult for many communities to navigate (Pheap 2017). Elsewhere in the
country, it took 18 years for a community to obtain
a title and cost more than $100,000. In that period,
most of the forest, which had spiritual, housing,
and fuel purposes for the villagers, was cut down by
those with “power and money” (Down 2016).
Governments often consider community land,
especially the land managed as common property
(for example, forests, pastures, and wetlands), to be
vacant, idle, and underused (Chao 2013; Hall 2011;
Martin and Palat 2014). For many, the promise
of economic growth and needed foreign exchange
trumps community land rights and justifies allocating this land to companies for investment purposes.
Inequities in the law and implementation in community and company procedures to acquire formal
land rights can exacerbate land inequity.
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Unequal distribution of land is often a component
of social and economic disparity because land and
resources are high-value assets, and a large portion
of the world’s population depends heavily on them
for their subsistence (Albertus et al. 2016; Guereña
2016).1 While the drivers of socioeconomic inequality (and the resulting unequal opportunities and
treatments) vary by country and over time, land
inequality largely drives income inequality in Latin
America (Guereña 2016; Klasen and Nowak-Lehmann 2008) and is a growing factor in some African
and Asian countries (Seok-gon 2016).
Whether investments are in natural gas in Mozambique, gold in Peru, oil in Uganda, cattle ranching
in Paraguay, or palm oil in Indonesia, when communities are dispossessed of their lands and involuntarily resettled, social and economic hardships
often follow, with many rural people falling deep
into poverty (Cernea 1999; 2015). Community land
is a primary source of livelihood and income; establishes social identity and security; has cultural and
spiritual significance (FAO 2014); and generates
significant social, economic, and environmental
benefits for society (Ding et al. 2016). National laws
rarely provide communities with fair or adequate
compensation for their losses (Keith et al. 2009;
Tagliarino 2017). In Tanzania, only improvements
on the land are eligible for compensation (Veit et al.
2008). Even where new commercial investments
bring jobs or other benefits, these do not always
compensate for the loss of the lands and natural
resources that communities formerly occupied and
used (Tagliarino 2017).
Land disputes between communities (or certain
members) and companies as well as governments
are common, and becoming more violent. In 2016,
conflicts linked to mining, oil extraction, and logging accounted for more than half of the killings of
land and environmental defenders (Global Witness
2017). In 2017, agribusiness overtook extractives
as the business sector associated with most attacks.
Last year, 197 defenders (principally private citizens, but also some public servants) were killed, the
bloodiest year since Global Witness began keeping
records (Global Witness 2017; Watts 2018).2

Understanding the challenges and opportunities for
improving community and company procedures is
central to securing customary lands and protecting
rural livelihoods. There is a growing body of principally gray literature on community land formalization procedures (Feiring 2013; Knight 2010; Knight
2012; Nkuintchua 2016; Ortiga 2004). There is
also a large literature on the procedures to acquire
community rights to forests (Arnold 2001; Gilmour
2016; Larson and Pulhin 2012; Oyono et al. 2007;
Paudel et al. 2009), wildlife (Boudreaux and Nelson
2011; Nelson 2007; Sulle et al. 2011), and other
natural resources. These studies identify a host
of challenges that communities face in acquiring
formal land and resource rights, including burdensome procedures and limited government support.
Few studies, however, provide a comprehensive
review of community procedures across countries
(Hatcher 2009; Indufor/RRI 2014) or a comparative analysis of community and company procedures (Andiko 2017; German et al. 2013; RFUS
et al. 2015). The few community-company comparisons note differences in the number of steps
and costs, companies not always complying with
procedural requirements, and governments not
systematically monitoring and overseeing investor
behavior.

About This Report
This report provides a systematic review of the
law and practice of 33 community and company
procedures for acquiring formal land rights in 15
countries—5 countries in each of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America. A total of 19 community procedures
in the research countries and 14 company procedures in 12 of these 15 countries were examined.
Information was collected and analyzed on a set
of indicators of eight critical procedural issues,
such as steps, costs, duration of rights, and rights
granted. The research was designed to better
understand procedural pathways for communities
and companies and assess whether community or
company processes are advantaged and favored by
government.

Based on the research findings, this report provides
practical recommendations for improving community and company procedures and for ensuring
equity in law and practice. The recommendations
target government agencies responsible for developing and implementing community and company
procedures as well as their development partners,
domestic and international companies and their
investors, and communities, local civil society
organizations (CSOs), and international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) concerned with land
rights, human rights, and poverty reduction.
This report is organized in six sections. Following
this introduction (Section I), Section II provides
background on the legal recognition and formalization of community land rights. Section III presents
the methods used to collect the data on community
and company procedures to acquire formal land
rights. Section IV presents the data collected on
community and company procedures, and Section
V provides the analysis of this data. Section VI
provides several policy and program recommendations designed to improve community procedures
and protect community land rights. There are
also several appendices that provide a glossary of
commonly used and legal terms, the data collected
on community and company procedures, and the
national laws and regulations reviewed in the 15
research countries.
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SECTION II

COMMUNITY LAND
RIGHTS IN CONTEXT
Community land supports as many as 2.5 billion people globally.
But only a small portion of this land is recognized under formal
property regimes. In some countries, communities can formalize
their land rights by entering them in a government registry and
obtaining an official land document. While this is not a guarantee
of tenure security, it can provide legal and political leverage for
communities to safeguard their lands against outside threats, or
in negotiations with investors.
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BOX 1 | DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY AND
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (SEE APPENDIX A)
Community: Communities are groupings of individuals
and families that share common interests in a definable
local land area within which they normally reside.
Communities vary in size, identity, internal equity, and
land-use systems. They may exist informally or be
formally recognized as a community and structured
via state institutions. Community identity is based on
self-definition, with some qualifications where this risks
exclusion of vulnerable or minority members (Knight 2010).
This research uses a flexible definition of community
to capture this principle of self-definition as well as the
variety of communities defined under domestic law as
landholding entities.
Indigenous Peoples: Indigenous Peoples are a type
of community. According to the International Labour
Organization (ILO) Convention 169, Indigenous Peoples
hold distinct social, cultural, or economic characteristics
and practice, in part or in full, their own customs or
traditions (ILO 1989). They are descended from peoples
inhabiting a country or region at the time of conquest,
colonization, or the establishment of modern boundaries.
Whether a group of persons constitutes an indigenous
people is based on self-identification (ILO 1989). Many
communities consider themselves indigenous to the
locality but do not define themselves as Indigenous
Peoples. This is especially so in Africa and Asia. The rights
of Indigenous Peoples receive heightened protection
under international law (e.g., ILO Convention 169, United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples).
Governments have a responsibility to recognize the
unique relation that Indigenous Peoples have with their
traditional or ancestral lands (Case of the Saramaka
People v. Suriname 2007; Case of the Sawhoyamaxa
Indigenous Community v. Paraguay 2006).
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A Global Overview
More than 50 percent of the world’s land is community land3 that supports as many as 2.5 billion
people (Land Rights Now 2018; Pearce 2016; RRI
2015). Community land is found on all continents
except Antarctica, with Africa having more community land than any other region (Alden Wily
2011b; IWGIA 2017). Community land is held in a
collective manner by Indigenous Peoples or other
local communities (hereafter communities; Box
1), regardless of recognition under national statutory law. Most community land is governed under
customary tenure arrangements. Community land
may include both common property and land that
the community has allocated to individuals, households, or subgroups for homesteads, family farms,
and other purposes.4
Historically, community land covered much or
even the entire land area of many countries. Today,
all customarily held community land has been
lost in some countries, such as Rwanda, often by
individualizing the land (Gillingham and Buckle
2014; RRI 2015). Efforts are under way in Scotland
and elsewhere to reconstitute community land and
strengthen community landownership (Community Land Scotland 2017). And around the world,
communities are taking steps to regain control
of customary land that was lost. In Paraguay, for
example, Indigenous Peoples lost most of their land
in the late 1800s, but in recent years the government has been purchasing some land and returning
it to them (Veit and Sarsfield 2017).
Today, 10 percent of the world’s land is recognized
under national laws as belonging to communities,
and another 8 percent is designated by governments for communities (RRI 2015). Land is owned
by or designated for communities depending on
the bundle of granted or recognized rights (Box
2). About 67 percent of the global land area that is
owned by or designed for communities is found in
China, Canada, Brazil, Australia, and Mexico (RRI
2015). An estimated 78.7 percent of Africa’s land is
community land, yet only 26.7 percent of this community land is legally recognized as such (Alden
Wily 2017; LandMark 2018).

Not all community land that is legally recognized,
however, is registered and titled to communities.
In Uganda, Mozambique, Burkina Faso, and other
countries, national laws do not require community
land to be registered for the rights to be recognized
by the government. In some of these countries,
little community land is formalized. In Uganda,
an estimated 68.7 percent of the nation’s land is
community land, but few, if any, communities
have acquired a Certificate of Customary Ownership (CCO) (Knight et al, 2013; Zevenbergen et al.
2012), although some individuals and households
have obtained a CCO over their family plots (Okello
2016).
In Brazil and other Amazonian countries, certain
lands have been formally set aside by the government for communities and do not need to be registered and documented by them, such as government-created reserves for Indigenous Peoples living
in voluntary isolation (Wallace 2016). Elsewhere,
national laws recognize community land but do not
provide a formalization procedure. In Kenya, the

Community land
formalization is rarely
a government priority.
In many countries,
national laws do not
recognize collectively
held land or establish a
formalization procedure.
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BOX 2 | COMMUNITY-BASED TENURE REGIMES
Community-based tenure regimes vary in the rights of
communities over land and natural resources. Ostrom (1992)
identified five property rights that are most relevant for the
use of common-pool resources, including access, withdrawal,
management, exclusion, and alienation.
The right to enter a defined physical area and enjoy
▪▪ Access:
nonsubtractive benefits.
or Use: The right to obtain resource units or
▪▪ Withdrawal
products of a resource system.
The right to regulate internal use patterns
▪▪ Management:
and transform the resource by making improvements.
The right to determine who has access rights and
▪▪ Exclusion:
withdrawal rights and how those rights are transferred.
The right to sell or lease management and exclu▪▪ Alienation:
sion rights.
The Rights and Resources Initiative (RRI 2015) recognizes
an additional two rights: the right to due process and
compensation in the event of government expropriation and the
right to hold tenure rights for an unlimited span of time.
RRI recognizes two categories of community-based tenure
regimes:
Owned by Communities. Community-owned land is
▪▪ Land
defined as an area where community tenure is unlimited in
duration; communities have the legal right to exclude outsiders from using their resources; and communities are entitled
to due process and compensation in the face of potential
extinguishment by the government of some or all of their
rights. Alienation rights are not considered to be essential for
community ownership.

Designated for Communities. Designated land is
▪▪ Land
governed under tenure regimes that recognize some rights

on a conditional basis for communities. While communities
have some level of control exercised through use, management, and/or exclusion rights over land, they lack the full
legal means to secure their claims to those lands (i.e., they do
not have all rights required under the “ownership” designation: the right to exclude, to due process and compensation,
and to retain rights for an unlimited duration).
Source: RRI 2015
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Community Land Act of 2016 recognizes community land (60 percent of the country) and calls
for the development of a land formalization procedure. The government, however, has not prepared
enabling regulations or guidelines to implement
the law (Alden Wily 2016; 2018; Economist 2016a).
In Greenland, all land is recognized as indigenous
land, but there is no statutory or regulatory framework for Indigenous Peoples (90 percent of the
population is Inuit) to register and document their
land rights (IWGIA 2017; LandMark 2018).
An estimated 30 percent of the world’s land is
registered and documented (World Bank 2018a),
although the amount varies considerably by region,
with only 2 to 10 percent of the land in Africa held
under formal tenure in 2003 (Deininger 2003).
Much of the land in Europe and North America,
principally private property, is documented. In
Africa and Asia, most of the documented land is private property in urban areas (Gallup 2017; Toulmin
2006).
In a few countries, all or most community land is
formalized. In Tanzania, the government declared
in 2017 that 11,000 of the country’s 12,500 villages
had a Certificate of Village Land (CVL) (Schreiber
2017a).5 In Mexico, an estimated 52.02 percent of
the land area (101.13 million hectares (Mha)) is
registered and documented to communities (ejidos
and comunidades agrarias) (Boege 2008; RRI
2015). Only a small amount of community land is
not formalized.
In most countries, however, a significant amount
of community land is not formalized. In Peru,
some 6,500 groups hold 36.3 Mha of land that is
registered and documented to them, but another
4,000 groups have pending claims to 34.9 Mha of
land (AIDESEP 2016; Defensoría del Pueblo 2014;
GOP/MINAM 2016; IBC 2016). In Indonesia, an
estimated 30 percent of Indonesia’s forest estate
or 40 Mha of hutan adat or customary forests
is indigenous land (Butler 2013). In December

2016, President Joko Widodo gave nine customary
forests to indigenous groups, and in October 2017,
he devolved another nine forests, covering just
16,400 hectares (Gokkon 2017; Varagur 2017a). In
Australia, 67.5 percent of the country’s land area is
indigenous land, but only 43.7 percent of this land
is registered and titled to Indigenous Peoples (Altman 2014).
Community land formalization is rarely a government priority. In many countries, national laws
do not recognize collectively held land or establish
a formalization procedure (LandMark 2018; RRI
2015). Elsewhere, the law permits formalization
but limits the customary land and customary rights
that can be formalized, such as only the land that
is “used and occupied,” principally the homesteads
and family farms and not the common property. In
many countries with community land formalization
procedures in place, the law is poorly implemented
(Larson and Springer 2016). And where communities have formal land rights, the government often
fails to adequately protect them (Maya Leaders
Alliance 2016; RRI 2017; Zimmerman 2013), leaving communities on their own to defend their lands
from intruders (Giardino 2018; Smith 2017)
In some countries, government efforts to formalize
community land have stalled. In Bolivia, more than
90 percent of land titles held by Indigenous Peoples
were issued after President Evo Morales took office
in 2005. In recent years, however, formalization
efforts have slowed as the government has allocated
customary land to investors to generate public
revenues needed to fund social programs (Achtenberg 2013; Sturtevant 2015). In Liberia, after many
years of discussion, the House of Representatives
passed the Land Right Act in August 2017, but it is
now held up in the Senate (Karmo 2017). In Indonesia, the government long ago drafted a bill on
indigenous rights. The bill has been discussed in the
House of Representatives but stalled due to upcoming presidential and legislative elections (AMAN
and AIPP 2017; Varagur 2017b).
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Why Formal Community
Land Rights Matter
Customary tenure systems historically provided
communities with land security (Alden Wily 2011c;
Freudenberger 2013),6 but growing threats from
outside and from within the community, are leading
to insecurity.7 In many places, customary laws and
traditional institutions are under threat, weakening,
and no longer able to safeguard community land for
their members (Larson and Springer 2016). Additional measures are needed to secure community
land (Land Rights Now 2018; Tenure Facility 2018).
The registration of community land rights into a
government registry or cadastre and the issuance
of an official document by the government to the
community (land certificate or title) are central
to the integration of customary rights into official
legal systems and the establishment of formal land
rights. Formalization may document and confirm
customary rights that the law generally acknowledges or it may create new legal rights, such as
when companies apply for and acquire formal land
rights.
The registration and documentation of land is
not a guarantee of tenure security (Aikaeli and
Markussen 2017; Bruce 2012; Bruce et al. 2006;
Finley-Brook 2016; Larson et al. 2016), although
communities around the world apply for formal
land rights in order to enhance their rights and
protect their lands. Even where formalization is not
needed for legal recognition, communities register
their lands to “double-lock” their rights (Alden Wily
2017). While formalization can bring challenges (for
example, property taxes, gender inequity, and exposure to unwanted investors;8 (Cousins and Sjaastad
2009; Finley-Brook 2016; Stickler and Huntington
2015)), for many communities, the possibility of
tenure security outweighs the costs.
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Formal land documents can help communities
convince others of their legal rights, ensuring that
they will be recognized and respected by others.
These documents can be used as evidence of legal
possession in a court of law when challenges arise,
where they commonly carry more weight than oral
testimony on customary rights. Land certificates
can also provide communities critical leverage in
negotiations with outside investors, improving the
chances that they receive a fair deal in sharing the
benefits and reducing the likelihood of conflicts that
can arise from bad deals (Knight 2012).
Tenure security creates incentives for community
members to make land-related investments by
providing them with high expectations of rights
over the returns (Bledsoe 2006; Deininger 2003;
Deininger and Feder 2009). Coupled with other
measures (e.g., payments for ecosystem services
and technical assistance), tenure security can
promote long-term investments by communities
in land stewardship that generate positive environment and development outcomes.9 In Bolivia, Brazil, and Colombia, the average annual deforestation
rates on titled indigenous lands in the Amazon are
two to three times lower than in similar forestlands
not titled to Indigenous Peoples (Ding et al. 2016).
In the Peruvian Amazon, formalizing indigenous
lands significantly reduces forest clearing and
disturbance (Blackman et al. 2017).
Such investments can, in turn, enhance the productivity of the land, boost farmer income, and discourage unsustainable practices that generate negative
effects (Byamugisha 2013; Knight 2012; World
Bank 2018a). In Mexico, India, Nepal, and other
countries, many communities with documented
land rights have forest-based enterprises that
produce significant benefits for local producers and
restore ecological values for society (Hodgdon and
Monzón 2017; Hodgdon et al. 2013). Even longterm concessions can generate investment incen-

tives. In Guatemala, communities with 25-year
(renewable) concessions over forestlands in the
Maya Biosphere Reserve invest in sustainable forest
management (Gray et al. 2015).
Documented community land may also open opportunities for accessing project finance using channels
other than credit (Box 3). Many governments and
banks fund against the viability and profitability of
projects, including community-based investments
(Ding et al. 2017). These institutions consider documented community land to be more secure than
customarily held land, thereby reducing their risks.
In Mexico, the government has directly promoted
and supported the creation of community forest
enterprises, both at the communal and household
level (Bray et al. 2006; Guerra 2015). Communities with any outstanding land rights issues are not
eligible to participate in government programs that
finance forestry projects.

The registration and
documentation of land
is not a guarantee of
tenure security.
But formal land
documents can help
communities convince
others of their legal
rights, ensuring that
they will be recognized
and respected by
others.

BOX 3 | DOCUMENTED LAND RIGHTS
AND ACCESS TO CREDIT
De Soto (1989; 2000) and others argue that titled private
property allows landholders to access loans that can be
used for capital investments to boost labor productivity
and incomes. Titles can also increase private property
values and make it easier to sell the land as buyers can
be confident that the landowner has the legal right to do
so (Galiani and Schargrodsky 2010; 2016). These effects,
however, are not obvious for documented community
land (Bruce et al. 2006). Few banks and other financial
institutions in Latin America, Africa, and elsewhere
consider documented community land as creditworthy
collateral (Mwakyusa 2016; Stein et al. 2016). In Brazil
and other Amazonian countries, for example, the legal
frameworks establish indigenous land as non-seizable.
Banks, therefore, would not be able to seize this land
if the indigenous group failed to repay the loan. Even
community land titled to individuals or families is not
always creditworthy.
In many countries, the titled family land within community
land may not be considered creditworthy collateral by
banks. In Tanzania, financial institutions do not consider
a Certificate of Village Land (CVL) as collateral for
credit facilities, and they are also reluctant to accept a
Certificate of Customary Right of Occupancy (a certificate
of family land within village land) even though such
certificates are legally recognized as titles. This is due
partly to the high administrative costs of small loans,
but principally because, when a debtor fails to settle the
loan, there is often a long process involved in selling the
land to recover the funds. In Tanzania, the law provides
that when a debtor fails to pay and the land is put up for
sale, it must be sold to another person in the community
(a restriction designed to maintain community land).
The land can only be sold to another person outside
the village with approval of the village government. The
government is considering amending the law lifting
the restriction requiring lenders to sell foreclosed land
only to community members (Mwakyusa 2016). Similar
circumstances are found in New Zealand (RNZ 2018) and
other countries.
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SECTION III

DATA COLLECTION
METHODS
Unearthing and publicizing the challenges and
opportunities for improving community and company
procedures is essential to securing customary lands and
protecting rural livelihoods. This section describes the
methods used to provide a systematic review of the law
and practice of 33 community and company procedures
for acquiring formal land rights in 15 countries.
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Community and Company Procedures
to Acquire Formal Land Rights
The report authors collected data on the law and
implementation of community land formalization
procedures and, for comparative purposes, the
procedures for companies (domestic and foreign) to
acquire formal land rights for investment purposes.
To guide the research, the authors defined a community or company procedure as a process that
registers land rights in government records and
grants the community or investor a unique legal

Table 1 |

The authors reviewed a total of 19 community land
formalization procedures in 15 countries—five
each in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Table 1).
National laws were reviewed for all community
procedures, and practice was assessed with regard
to seven procedures. In addition, the authors
examined 14 company procedures to acquire formal
land rights in 12 of the 15 research countries (Table

Community Land Formalization Procedures

COUNTRY

PROCEDURE

Brazil

Collective Land Titling of Quilombolas

●

Brazil

Indigenous Territories

●

Cambodia

Collective Land Title

●

Cameroon

Land Title

●

Chile

Art. 20(b) Land Transfer

●

Côte d’Ivoire

Land Certificate

●

Guyana

Amerindian Land

●

India

Community Forest Rights

●

Indonesia

Customary Forest

●

●

Mozambique

Delimitation

●

●

Mozambique

Demarcation

●

●

Panama

Indigenous Community Land Title

●

Peru

Native Community Land Title

●

●

Peru

Usufruct Contract for Classified Forestland

●

●

Philippines

Certificate of Ancestral Domain

●

Papau New Guinea

Registered Customary Land

●

Tanzania

Certificate of Village Land

●

Uganda

Certificate of Customary Occupation

●

Uganda

Group Freehold

●

TOTAL

19

Source: WRI.
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document. Procedures were treated separately if
recorded in a different registry or conveyed via a
different legal instrument.
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2). National laws were reviewed for all company
procedures, and practice was examined for six
procedures. Many countries provide more than
one procedure for communities and companies to
acquire formal land rights. In these countries, the
various procedures commonly formalize a unique
bundle of rights and establish a distinct tenure
system.
The community procedures analyzed are the most
common or, in some cases, the only legally established procedures for registering and documenting
new community or preexisting customary land rights
in the research countries. All procedures provide
communities with a large, but not complete bundle
of land rights. For example, no procedure provides
communities with commercial use rights over
high-value natural resources on or below their land
(unlike company procedures, see below). Further,
some formalization procedures do not provide communities with rights in perpetuity, while others do
not provide them with the rights to sell or lease their
lands. A few procedures (e.g., Indonesia and India)
focus on formalizing community tree and forest
rights, but were included in this research because
they also grant significant land rights (Box 4).
For the purposes of this research, the authors
considered the formalization process to be complete
when the land rights were registered and documented. Procedures for other purposes were not
assessed. For example, many community procedures grant formal rights to use natural resources
only for subsistence or domestic purposes. Rights
to use certain resources for commercial purposes
involve a separate procedure. In Tanzania, many
communities prepare a formal village land-use plan
after acquiring a Certificate of Village Land (CVL),
believing that it provides them with additional
tenure security. The researchers did not examine
these latter procedures.
To mirror community procedures, the researchers
examined 14 company land acquisition procedures
administered by the government, including the
principal procedures for acquiring government
and community land (Table 2). While the granted
bundle of rights varies by procedure, all provide
companies with some commercial use rights. The
researchers did not examine private market transactions to purchase or lease privately held land (for

BOX 4 | PROCEDURES EXCLUDED FROM
THIS RESEARCH
Procedures that do not meet the definition of community
land formalization were not examined. For example, some
procedures do not result in the government providing
the community with a title, land certificate, or other
formal document. Other procedures are only available
to economic cooperatives and producer associations,
while still others grant only limited land and natural
resource rights to communities (e.g., Wildlife Management
Areas in Tanzania and Community Forests in Cameroon).
Communities use them because such schemes may be
the only means to obtain rights over certain types of land
or to engage in commercial use of certain resources.
Many procedures to acquire community natural resource
rights are complex and burdensome.
In Indonesia, a community forest rights procedure
(Hkm) allows communities living in or around protected
forests or production forests to obtain a forest use permit
(Andiko 2017). To obtain the permit, the community must
incorporate as a producer association and undergo an
administrative and technical review of its application. In
practice, this process can take 6 years. Once the permit
is granted, the community must submit a business plan.
The right is only granted for 35 years, and community
compliance with the business plan is supposed to be
assessed for compliance every 5 years (although this is
not always enforced). The permit grants communities
forest use rights but only limited rights to the land.
As such, the forest use permit is not considered a
formalization of land rights.

example, willing seller, willing buyer transactions),
compulsory land acquisition by the government
and the subsequent transfer of this land to companies, and illegal paths or procedures that are not
established by law. In addition, the authors did not
examine agrarian reform programs. In some cases,
domestic elites or companies use agrarian reform
programs to access land for economic investment
purposes (for example, social land concessions in
Cambodia).
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The researchers did not examine company procedures in 3 of the 15 research countries. In Brazil and
Chile, companies acquire land primarily through
the market (or by extralegal procedures; see Section
V). In India, companies acquire land at the state

Table 2 |

Company Land Acquisition Procedures

COUNTRY

PROCEDURE

Cambodia

Economic Land Concessions

●

Cameroon

Provisional Concessions on National Land

●

Côte d’Ivoire

Emphyteutic Lease

●

Guyana

State Land Grant or Lease

●

●

Indonesia

HGU Land Use Right/Palm Oil Plantations

●

●

Indonesia

HTI/Industrial Forests

●

●

Mozambique

DUAT Acquisition for Economic Purposes

●

●

Panama

Concessions for Tourist Investment

●

Peru

Rights to Forests on Classified Agricultural Land

●

Philippines

Lease of (Public) Alienable and Disposable Land

●

Papau New Guinea

SABL

●

Tanzania

Granted Right of Occupancy/Derivative Right

●

Uganda

Freehold Land from District Land Board

●

Uganda

Grant/Leasehold from ULC

●

TOTAL

14

Source: WRI.
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level, where many critical land decisions are made,
and not at the national level, which is the focus of
this research (see below).
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Figure 1 |
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Data and Data Collection Methods
The World Resources Institute (WRI) authors
selected 15 research countries from Africa, Asia,
and Latin America (Figure 1).10 Selection criteria
included

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

countries with community land (many research
countries had a significant amount of documented and undocumented community land);
countries with national laws that establish at
least one community land formalization procedure; and
the availability of data and information on the
community and company procedures.

Research Focus: Eight Land Rights
Procedural Indicators
Prior to collecting data on community and company procedures in the 15 research countries, the
WRI authors, with the assistance of an intern from
Wageningen University (Netherlands), conducted a
broad literature review on community and company
procedures to better understand the context of
formal land rights and to identify key procedural
issues and develop indicators and subindicators for
analysis. In addition, students from Yale University,
through the Environmental Protection Clinic, a
joint endeavor by the Law School and the School
of Forestry and Environmental Studies, conducted
background desk research on community land
formalization procedures in Canada and the Philippines. This background research helped frame the
research (e.g., set goals and objectives, identify
key questions and data needs) and data collection
methods, and supported the overall data collection
effort.
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The WRI researchers identified eight procedural
issues through the preliminary literature review
as central to better understanding community
and company procedures to acquire formal land
rights. The researchers developed one indicator and
multiple subindicators for each procedural issue.
Several of these indicators are also used by the
World Bank in its annual assessment of company
land acquisition procedures for the Doing Business
reports (e.g., number of steps, cost in dollars, and
cost in time) (World Bank 2018b). The eight indicators are as follows:
1.

PRECONDITIONS AND STEPS. The eligibility criteria
and preconditions to formalize land rights and
the various steps and government agencies
involved in the procedures.

2.

COST IN TIME. The cost in time to formalize land
rights, including reasons for variations.

3.

COST IN MONEY. The cost in money to formalize
land rights, including reasons for variations.

4.

LAND SIZE. The minimum and maximum amount
of formal land set in the law and any floors or
ceilings that exist in practice.

5.

RIGHTS DURATION. The duration in time of the
formal land rights in law and practice (e.g.,
granted in perpetuity or a set term).

6.

RIGHTS GRANTED. The bundle of formal land
rights (Box 2) granted in law and practice under
each reviewed procedure.

7.

RIGHTS MAINTENANCE. Affirmative obligations to
maintain the formal land rights over time (e.g.,
property taxes and environment and development conditions).

8.

RIGHTS REVOCABILITY. Actions that may result in the
formal land rights being revoked or extinguished
and the government entity with the authority to
limit or extinguish the formal land rights.

The WRI authors developed a corresponding methods guide to help ensure consistency in data collection across informants, procedures, and countries.
Averages and ranges of indicator and subindicator
scores were calculated when possible to account for
ambiguity in laws and sometimes wide variation in
implementation.
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Field Research Countries
The WRI authors selected Peru, Tanzania, and
Indonesia for in-country research because of specific opportunities to engage and shape the community land formalization procedures. In Indonesia,
the government is preparing an Indigenous Peoples
Act which is expected to provide a procedure to register and document indigenous land. In Peru, multiple donor agencies are making sizeable investments
in community land formalization. And in Tanzania,
the government is preparing a new National Land
Policy which will likely be followed by reform of the
national land laws.
In each of these three countries, a team of two to
four researchers collected and analyzed data on the
law and practice of community and company procedures and prepared a country report with major
findings and recommendations. The field teams
were led by the Ujamaa Community Resource Team
(UCRT) in Tanzania with support from WRI; the
Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR)
in Peru; and the AsM Law Office in Indonesia with
support from the Rights and Resources Initiative
(RRI).
Data collection methods included literature reviews
of community and company procedures for acquiring formal land rights (with a special emphasis
on the gray literature); legal reviews, including
national (or federal) laws, public policies, and technical directives; individual and group interviews
with a range of stakeholders; and site visits to meet
with community leaders and villagers with experience in land formalization. A few specific community and company experiences in each country were
selected for deeper analysis.
In each country, the researchers conducted
extensive interviews of more than 20 stakeholders, including government and company officials,
local CSO and NGO leaders, and academicians
and researchers (see Appendix C). The interviews
covered a wide range of community and company
procedural issues. Formal surveys with standardized questionnaires were not administered, but
data collection (for example, interviews and legal
reviews) focused on the eight procedural indicators
shown above.

Desk Research Countries
The WRI authors conducted desk research on
community and company procedures in the other
12 research countries. The research focused on
collecting information and scoring the same eight
sets of indicators as the research teams did in Peru,
Tanzania, and Indonesia. The WRI researchers
collected data principally by reviewing the literature
on community and company procedures, and all
relevant national (or federal) laws, including the
constitution, statutes, regulations, and court rulings
of relevant cases, to the extent they were available.
To allow for clear comparisons across countries, the
legal analysis did not examine subnational laws and
regulations. It also excluded government policies
or statements that were not legally binding. Laws
were assessed via a legal analysis of domestic laws
and regulations enacted prior to December 2017.
In most cases, the authors read and reviewed the
laws in their original, official language, although for

some countries, good-quality (often official) translations of the law were used. Secondary sources (e.g.,
development and academic literature) and legal
commentaries were consulted if the law or court
ruling was ambiguous or not available.
For Guyana and Mozambique, the WRI authors
also assessed the implementation or practice of
community and company procedures principally
by conducting desk research, including reviewing
the academic and gray literature (e.g., governmentissued documents, NGO literature, international
organization documents, and news sources).
Specific community and company experiences in
acquiring formal land rights were also examined.
The Rainforest Foundation-United States (RFUS),
Amerindian Peoples Association (APA), and Forest
Peoples Programme (FPP) provided important
information on Guyana (see Appendix C).
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SECTION IV

DATA: KEY FINDINGS
This section summarizes the key data findings for both
community and company procedures. For each, it looks first
at the legal framework for all procedures, and then at how
select procedures are implemented in practice. Our findings
reveal significant differences in the scale and extent of
barriers faced by communities and by companies.
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The assessed indicators are organized under each
section according to: 1) preconditions and steps
required by the procedure; 2) the time and expense
of the process; 3) the duration of the rights, what
conditions are attached to them, and the ease of
revocability; and 4) what rights are granted, in
terms of the size of the land and the resources and
bundle of rights granted on that land.
The research tested the relative barriers for communities and companies by looking at the overall
number of steps in the process. However, the
authors found that challenges associated with
specific steps were often more important than the
process as a whole. As a result, the research also
examined the relative legal burdens imposed on
the parties and the rights received in exchange, and
identified those steps that proved most challenging
for communities in practice.
For data tables on the eight indicators, see Appendices B through F. All legal analysis is based on the
laws listed in Appendix F. Data in the practice section are derived from a combination of interviews
conducted during field research in Tanzania, Peru,
and Indonesia and from secondary literature. For
further information on in-country interviews, see
Appendices C and E. For secondary literature not
otherwise cited in this report, which informed the
data on practice in Mozambique and Guyana, see
Appendix G.

Community Land Formalization
Procedures: Law

Preconditions and Steps in the
Legal Procedure (Indicator 1)
To win formal recognition of and rights to their
land, Indigenous Peoples and rural communities
typically must take multiple, often burdensome
steps required under the law to register and document community land rights. The researchers
define a step as any interaction between the community and an external actor or between external
actors such as government agencies or officers and
contractors.11
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In addition, before the process can even start, communities must meet legal preconditions. Preconditions typically include requirements regarding the
nature of eligible communities, such as indigenous
status, or mandate community ties to the land.
The authors defined preconditions as immutable
characteristics of a community, as well as any affirmative actions that communities must take but that
are not specifically tied to the process of formalizing land rights. For example, researchers labeled
circumstances where a community must obtain
formal legal status a precondition, unless this status
was linked to land use or ownership, in which case
it was considered a step.
Preconditions typically impose requirements
governing the nature of eligible communities or
mandate community ties to the land. Ten of the 19
community procedures are reserved for Indigenous
Peoples (Brazil, Guyana, India, Philippines, Indonesia, Panama, Cambodia, both procedures in Peru,
and Chile). One procedure is reserved for Quilombola communities (Afro-Brazilian communities
who trace their origins to escaped slaves), and the
remaining eight procedures applied to communities defined more broadly. Of the 11 procedures
restricted to Indigenous Peoples and Quilombolas,
the laws may impose additional requirements
regarding how the community is defined. In Guyana, the community must consist of at least 150
persons and have existed for 25 years. In India, the
community must be part of a “scheduled tribe” or a
forest-dwelling community.
Government agencies require communities to
demonstrate historic ties to the land in 12 of the
19 procedures examined. Several procedures also
define temporally what constitutes a historic link.
For example, in Cameroon, the community must
have occupied or exploited the land before August
5, 1974. Evidentiary requirements can also be
stringent. In Chile, only communities that possess
a specific, historic government document meet the
evidentiary requirement for a historic land claim.

Table 3 |

Steps in the Community Land Formalization Procedure
NUMBER OF
STEPS

NUMBER OF
GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

Brazil: Indigenous Territories

18–21

8

—

Brazil: Quilombola Collective Titles

15–21

6

Open-ended steps

Cambodia: Collective Land Title

11–25

5–9

—

Cameroon: Land Title

12–17

8–9

Open-ended steps

6

2

Missing implementing regulations

Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate

14–15

9

—

Guyana: Amerindian Land Title

10–12

3

Significant ambiguities in the law
Open-ended steps

India: Community Forest Rights

13–22

5

—

Indonesia: Customary/Adat Forest

12

12

Some steps governed at the regional level

Mozambique: DUAT Delimitation

7

1–2

—

Mozambique: DUAT Demarcation

10

4

—

11–18

5–6

—

Peru: Native Community Land Title

19

7

—

Peru: Usufruct Contract of Forestland

20

8

Implementing regulations are enacted at the
regional level

Philippines: Certificate of Ancestral Domain

54–61

19

Open-ended steps

PNG: Certificate of Title to Customary Land

10–13

5–6

3

2

Implementing regulations do not
provide more detailed steps
Open-ended steps

Uganda: Certificate of Customary Occupation

14–16

5

Open-ended steps

Uganda: Group Freehold

15–17

5

Open-ended steps

Average (low and high)

14.4–17.6

6.3–6.7

Median (low and high)

12–17

5–6

PROCEDURE

Chile: Article 20(b) Land Transfer

Panama: Indigenous Collective Land Title

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

COMMENTS*

—

Note: *Open-ended steps refer to steps that could continue indefinitely.
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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Communities must form a legal entity or otherwise
obtain government certification or approval that
they constitute a community in 12 out of 19 procedures. This requirement varies in complexity.
Often, a community must complete an application
or draft bylaws. In Guyana, the community must
elect a village council capable of holding the land
title. In Cambodia, communities must register
with two different government entities and draft
written bylaws. In Uganda, the community must
elect to incorporate themselves into an association, write a constitution, and obtain a certificate of
incorporation.
The authors calculated the number of steps
mandated by law, as shown above, by examining
governing laws and regulations. Project guidelines
without the force of law were not included, and
regional laws were not evaluated, leaving gaps in
some procedures. Further complicating the picture,
many procedures lacked precise legal guidance
for certain steps. In two cases—Chile and Tanzania—implementing regulations outlining a precise
procedure were missing entirely (see Table 3). As
a result, the land rights formalization procedures
shown above with the lowest number of steps—in
Tanzania, Indonesia, and Chile—are missing
implementing regulations or also included regional
processes excluded from the analysis.
Typical steps include submitting the application;
notifying other agencies, the general public, or
neighbors; a field visit or technical verification; surveying and/or boundary agreement with neighbors;
settling opposition to the application or disputes;
entry into an official registry; and issuance of a deed
or certificate. All the procedures require some kind
of mapping or surveying, of varying degrees of technicality, except for Chile (which is missing implementing regulations). Fifteen procedures explicitly
incorporate field visits by government officials, and
three more have verification requirements that
would likely require a field visit. (Tanzania does not
require this, although it has few legal steps outlined
in the law.)
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Countries with formalization procedures involving higher numbers of steps usually require multiple field or verification visits, multiple levels of
approval, and/or more detailed requirements for
community decision-making. Where a range of
steps is possible, opposition or contestation from
third parties often triggers the upper ranges. All the
procedures surveyed require some level of screening for third-party claims via public notice followed
by contestation periods, government verification for
such claims, or alternate forums for oppositions to
be brought. However, guidance on how to resolve
these claims is thin across the board, particularly
where governments have allocated overlapping
concessions on community land. For example, in
Peru, the procedure requires that the implementing
agency discuss conflicts with neighbors but gives no
guidance on how to resolve such conflicts or what
steps to take where overlapping forestry concessions are present (see Figure 2). Both procedures in
Brazil require the resettlement of other occupants
before formalization can be completed.

Time and Expense of the Formalization Process
(Indicators 2 and 3)
No reviewed legal procedures establish overarching
time frames within which the process must be completed. However, legally mandated deadlines are
imposed for certain steps in most of the procedures,
most commonly related to notice requirements, or
timelines within which oppositions or contestations
must be made. Time frames on entry of rights into a
registry or on signatures of approval are uncommon
and not systematic. For example, Guyana requires a
decision by the indigenous ministry within 60 days
but sets no deadline on the subsequent issuance of
the certificate by the president.
Similarly, although none of the procedures have
detailed provisions on the costs of formalization, 14
of the procedures provide general allocation of costs
among parties (Table 4). Land surveying, which is
frequently expensive, is required by all procedures
except Chile (which is missing regulations and
mandates few steps). The costs of surveying, which
are typically broken out from overall costs, are
slightly more likely to be allocated to the government compared to costs generally, although the
government still bears the cost in a minority (7 out
of 19) of instances (Table 4).

Figure 2 |

A Snapshot of a Legal Procedure: Granting Communal Land Titles in Peru

STEP 1
Community prepares and
submits constitutional
documents to DRA to
apply for legal recognition

STEP 2
DRA forms the technical
team; organizes fieldwork
activities

STEP 3
DRA coordinates and
implements fieldwork
activities with community

STEP 4
DRA drafts the technical and
legal reports for community
legal recognition

STEP 8
DRA informs the Directorate of
Rural Property Regularization
and Rural Cadastre at
MINAGRI of the legal
recognition

STEP 7
DRA registers the community
as a legal entity in SUNARP

STEP 6
DRA submits national
registry to MINAGRI

STEP 5
DRA submits regional
registry to the Regional
Directorate of Native
Communities

STEP 9
Community, now legally
recognized, files a request
for a communal land title

STEP 10
DRA organizes a scoping
visit to the community and
its neighbors

STEP 11
DRA produces a demarcation
report during a communal
assembly

STEP 12
DRA discusses conflict
situations with neighbors

STEP 16
DRA publishes the Directorial
Resolution within 30 days

STEP 15
DRA issues a resolution
approving the territorial map
and delivers this resolution
to the community

STEP 14
DRA specialists conduct a
soil analysis

STEP 13
DRA discusses with
noncommunity
occupants the possibility
of incorporating in the
community

STEP 17
DRA sends the resolution to
MINAGRI for final approval

STEP 18
DRA grants the title to the
community

STEP 19
DRA submits communal
title and demarcation map
to SUNARP to complete the
registry

ABBREVIATIONS

Legal Recognition
as a Native Community

Soil Analysis

DRA = Regional Agrarian Office (Dirección Regional Agraria)
MINAGRI = Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation (Ministerio de Agricultura y Riego)
SUNARP = National Registry Office (Superintendencia Nacional de los Registros Públicos)

Application for Title
and Initial Field Visit

Final Approvals
and Publications

Conflict Resolution

Issuance and Registration
of the Title

Source: CIFOR, modified by WRI.
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Table 4 |

Allocation of Responsibilities for the Costs of Formalization under the Law

RESPONSIBILITY FOR COSTS GENERALLY
Government (4)

▪▪ Guyana: Amerindian Land
Community Forest
▪▪ India:
Rights
▪▪ Indonesia: Customary Forest
Indigenous
▪▪ Panama:
Community Land Title

Community (4)

▪▪ Cameroon: Land Title
▪▪ Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate
Certificate of
▪▪ Uganda:
Customary Occupation
▪▪ Uganda: Group Freehold

Varies (6)

Not Specified (5)

Varies (5)

Not Specified (2)

▪▪ Mozambique: Delimitation
▪▪ Mozambique: Demarcation
Native Community Land
▪▪ Peru:
Title
Certificate of
▪▪ Philippines:
Ancestral Domain
Registered Community
▪▪ PNG:
Land

▪▪ Brazil: Indigenous Territories
Quilombola Collective
▪▪ Brazil:
Title
▪▪ Cambodia: Collective Land Title
Article 20(b) Land
▪▪ Chile:
Transfer
Usufruct Contract of
▪▪ Peru:
Forestland
Certificate of Village
▪▪ Tanzania:
Land

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SURVEYING COSTS
Government (7)

▪▪ Brazil: Indigenous Territories
Quilombola Collective
▪▪ Brazil:
Title
▪▪ Guyana: Amerindian Land
▪▪ India: Community Forest Rights
▪▪ Indonesia: Customary Forest
Indigenous
▪▪ Panama:
Community Land Title
Certificate of
▪▪ Philippines:
Ancestral Domain

Community (4)

▪▪ Cameroon: Land Title
▪▪ Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate
Certificate of
▪▪ Uganda:
Customary Occupation
▪▪ Uganda: Group Freehold

Collective Land
▪▪ Mozambique: Delimitation ▪▪ Cambodia:
Title
▪▪ Mozambique: Demarcation
Native Community Land ▪▪ Tanzania: Certificate of Village
▪▪ Peru:
Land
Title
Usufruct Contract of
▪▪ Peru:
Forestland
Registered Community
▪▪ PNG:
Land

Note: No survey is required for Chile: Art. 20(b) Land Transfer.
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.

Where communities bear the costs of formalization, the law does establish some fees. These are
generally nominal, although in Uganda, one of the
fees incurred in obtaining a group freehold title is
a potentially significant 0.5–1 percent of the land
value (the range reflects whether buildings or other
“improvements” exist on the land).
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Duration of the Rights, Requirements to Maintain
Them, and Revocability (Indicators 5, 7, and 8)
The rights granted to communities are mandatorily
of unlimited duration for almost all procedures. The
only exceptions are group freehold titles in Uganda,
which may be discretionarily granted for a shorter
time, and Côte d’Ivoire, where land certificates
are supposed to be converted into (noncollectively
held) titles in three years (see Box 6).

Only one of the 19 procedures mandates affirmative obligations on communities as conditions to
retaining the recognition of their rights. In Côte
d’Ivoire, all certificates must include a “mise en
valeur” condition (meaning the land must be under
an agricultural or other operation). No countries
have laws requiring the regular submission of
land-use or development plans. However, for three
procedures (Guyana and both Uganda procedures),
government authorities have the discretion to
impose additional conditions as they see fit, creating additional obligations on an ad hoc basis.
It is more common for laws to include requirements
related to environmental, conservation, or land
use, without clearly establishing that the rights will
be revoked if these requirements are not met. For
example, in the Philippines, Indigenous Peoples
have responsibilities to “maintain ecological balance” and “restore denuded areas” on ancestral
domains. Many countries also have legal provisions that, while not constituting explicit conditions, penalize landholders who do not develop
or use their land. For example, legal ambiguities
in Tanzania and Panama could be interpreted to
reserve vacant or unoccupied lands for the government, without a clear exception for community/
indigenous land.12 A positive counter-example is in
Brazil, where the quilombos were previously subject
to heavy tax burdens on unproductive land. Following activism and a legal challenge, the quilombos
were exempted from this tax.

There is significant ambiguity as to what conditions may result in revocation of rights if they are
violated. For eight procedures, the law is silent as to
whether or how the rights may be revoked (typically implying irrevocability but without necessarily
establishing it). The remaining 11 variously have
provisions allowing for revocation if a condition of
the right has been violated, the land is abandoned
or left undeveloped, or there was fraud or mistake
in the allocation process. It is generally unclear
what impact dissolution or alteration of community
bodies has on land rights (i.e., where a community
is legally unincorporated). Although most procedures require formation of a legal entity or community registration, only Papua New Guinea addresses
this issue, specifying that the rights revert to the
customary owners who held the land prior to its
formalization.
This research did not look at the loss of rights
through expropriation. It also did not examine the
consequences of community participation in a Torrens system of land registration, which is common
to many countries globally. Under this system, if
a person loses his or her land fraudulently but a
third party acquires it in good faith, the land may be
lost to the good faith purchaser. This is a potential
issue in countries like Uganda, where one procedure (group freehold) results in a Torrens title, but
another procedure (a customary right of occupancy)
does not, and highlights the challenges of integrating customary land tenure systems into existing
statutory frameworks.
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Scope of the Rights Granted
The rights granted to communities may be limited
geographically, or in terms of which rights may be
exercised over the land.

Size of the Land (Indicator 4)
The amount of land that is formalized may be
restricted directly or indirectly. It is restricted
directly when specific numeric caps are placed on
how much land can be allocated. No community
procedures examined had such a numeric acreage
ceiling. However, the size of land may be indirectly
restricted. Of the 12 procedures which require a
showing of historic status or land use, 7 procedures

BOX 5 | INDIRECT RESTRICTIONS ON THE
SIZE OF LAND TITLES FOR AMERINDIAN
COMMUNITIES IN GUYANA
The Guyanese Amerindian Act includes a provision which
exempts rights held by leaseholders at the time the act
was enacted (2006). No clear procedure is established
for resolving competing claims, and the president has
broad discretion to introduce additional exceptions for
competing claims on a case-by-case basis (for example,
for leases given after 2006). The legal framework
accordingly creates a path of least resistance for simply
excising land claimed by third parties from the title given
to communities.
Guyanese law also instructs surveyors (under outdated
regulations from 1919) to exclude land that is 66 feet from
the high-water mark, even though the Amerindian Act
itself no longer prevents this land from being recognized.
This is a significant restriction because some Amerindian
community lands have large portions of low-lying land,
which is then left vulnerable to acquisition by third parties
(Atkinson et al. 2016). Finally, only individual villages
can title land, which may fracture community land and
indirectly limit the size of the land allocated.
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link this demonstration of historic use specifically
to the land that may be formalized. This means the
size of the land may be restricted to that for which
communities can meet the evidentiary requirements of historic use. Similarly, some procedures
exclude certain types of land or land granted
or leased to third parties (Box 5). For example,
procedures may not account for separate legal classifications for forested and nonforested land: five of
the 19 procedures either exclude forested land, or
exclude nonforested land.

Rights Granted (Indicator 6)
Withdrawal rights examine a community’s ability to
take and use resources found on the land. For each
resource, rights are ranked separately for subsistence and commercial purposes. For minerals, the
right is divided into subsistence mineral rights
(rights to mineral resources for building materials),
artisanal or small-scale mining rights, and commercial mining rights.
Subsistence rights to water and forests are well
protected, with some limited exceptions.13 This
protection often exists independently of the underlying land right and is based on more universal
guarantees of subsistence water or forest rights.
Rights to wildlife for subsistence purposes show
much greater variation and are only fully guaranteed in 6 of the 19 procedures. Other procedures
only grant hunting rights subject to significant
restrictions (e.g., hunting can only be done with
traditional weapons or in certain areas), or require
the acquisition of a permit. In India, where the Forest Rights Act generally allows flexibility in which
rights communities may request, wildlife rights
are expressly disallowed. Commercial rights to
trees, water, and wildlife almost universally require
further government approval or licensing. The complexity of licensing requirements varies significantly
among countries, but a recurring feature is that
permits and requisite forms are not well adapted
for collective entities (as opposed to individuals or
companies).

Rights to hydrocarbons are not granted to any
communities on a subsistence or commercial basis.
The Philippines is somewhat of an exception,
as priority rights in the development of natural
resources in ancestral domains in the Philippines
(including hydrocarbons) belong to the community.
Seven procedures do allow for subsistence use of
mineral resources for building resources. However,
commercial uses of mineral resources, even at an
artisanal level, almost always requires meeting significant licensing requirements (such as technical
plans, fees, or forming a company or cooperative),
or is not possible.
Most communities were also granted general
management rights, including for commercial
purposes, although this would be restricted by the
resource-specific limitations described earlier.
Alienation rights were highly inconsistent across
procedures. The right to sell the land generally
fell on one extreme or the other: fully granted (5
procedures), never allowed (10 procedures), and 4
procedures allowing alienability with conditions or
additional procedures. The right to lease was more
evenly dispersed: fully granted for 4 procedures and
disallowed for 6 procedures, with the remainder
allowing leases in some circumstances.
Communities typically have strong legal rights to
exclude others from their land. However, this does
not extend to circumstances in which the state
grants rights to third parties, either via expropriation or via the grant of rights not allocated to
the community. We measured this by assessing
whether the right to free, prior, and informed
consent was granted to the community. Strong
FPIC guarantees were only present for two of the
examined procedures. Eight procedures had no
or only limited provisions allowing some form of
consultation.

Other Rights or Benefits Lost (Indicator 6)
Formalizing community land rights may result in
the loss of other rights or benefits not specified
above. For example, in Papua New Guinea, forming
the requisite legal entity may open customary land
to creditors in the case of unpaid debts. In India,
the Forest Rights Act bundles community and

BOX 6 | LOSS OF COLLECTIVE RIGHTS IN
CÔTE D’IVOIRE
The procedure in Côte d’Ivoire provides for an initial land
certificate, valid only for three years. This certificate
must then be converted to a title. Titles cannot be held
collectively, meaning communities must either divide the
land into individually held parcels or transfer the rights to
the government, which will then lease them back to the
communities. This is a major disincentive to formalization,
as the potential loss of collective status may outweigh any
potential benefits.

individual rights recognition procedures together
in a manner that would make it difficult for communities to recognize collective rights without
also engaging in some level of individual titling.
In Uganda (via group freehold) and Papua New
Guinea, community land loses its customary status
upon formalization, requiring communities to
engage with potentially unfamiliar statutory institutions and laws.
This research also assessed whether communities
lose the ability to acquire additional land in the
future following formalization. There was significant legal ambiguity on this point. In Brazil, this is
currently a contested point of law regarding indigenous territories. In most countries, the law is silent
or ambiguous, and only four procedures have legal
provisions that clearly protect the right to make
future claims. Tanzania allows for boundary alterations with ministerial approval, and Peru allows
for territorial expansion (ampliación) although a
specific procedure is not established. While Guyana
does have a specific procedure for later extensions,
it includes potentially burdensome procedural
requirements. Positively, the Philippines has strong
protective language specifying that if an indigenous
claimant only has uncontested portions of a claim
surveyed, this is not considered a waiver of rights
over contested areas.
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Community Land Formalization
Procedures: Practice
Researchers surveyed land formalization procedures in practice in five countries: Tanzania,
Mozambique, Guyana, Peru, and Indonesia.

Preconditions and Steps in Practice (Indicator 1)
Meeting preconditions can be burdensome, timeconsuming, and sometimes disqualifying for
communities. In Peru and Indonesia, government
agencies applied eligibility criteria strictly, and
regional authorities sometimes mandated burdensome demonstrations that communities had
maintained customary practices. By contrast, in
Tanzania, Mozambique, and Guyana, most communities could meet the definition of community,
although government officials told some Guyanese
communities they were too small to meet the
150-person threshold (Atkinson et al. 2016). Preconditions were a much more significant problem
for some of the procedures that were not part of the
in-depth case studies: strict requirements in Chile,
where communities must possess a historic land
title document, and in Cameroon, where land must
be used or exploited currently and prior to 1974,
effectively prevent many communities from accessing the formalization procedure (Alden Wily 2010;
Bauer 2015).
Government policies or priorities may effectively
create new preconditions. In Mozambique, the law
provides two legal pathways for communities to
formalize their rights: delimitation (resulting in a
certificate) and demarcation (resulting in a title).
However, in practice titling projects have directed
funding for demarcation primarily to producer
associations rather than communities as a whole.
For this reason, the researchers only examined one
Mozambican procedure for data on practice (EDG
et al. 2014; Quan et al. 2013).
In practice, given communities’ limited resources,
either inclusion in a titling program or NGO support is critical for communities to begin the process
of formalizing their rights. In Indonesia, all nine
indigenous communities that received customary
forest grants in 2016 were assisted by NGOs or
CSOs. In Mozambique, provinces without a strong
NGO leading delimitation efforts made limited
progress (De Wit and Norfolk 2010).
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Table 5 summarizes the data findings on the
approximate number of steps and government
agencies for all five countries. This represents a best
estimate by researchers, given significant variations
in practice. Steps that presented key barriers for
communities to complete the process and obtain
formal land rights are also highlighted. For an
example of steps in practice, see Figure 3.
Additional steps in practice sometimes fill gaps
in the law. For example, implementing authorities may add steps in the form of non-binding
guidelines or project-specific plans, such as a set of
recently developed guidelines in Guyana (Amerindian Land Titling Project Board 2016). These extra
steps are not always barriers. They may be designed
to reduce the discretion granted to officials and to
mandate communication with the community, and
have been welcomed in some cases by civil society.
The total number of steps these communities must
navigate highlights the complexity of a typical land
formalization process. However, often one step in
the process, or one particular institution, is responsible for the procedure breaking down in practice.
While the exact problem varied across procedures,
the research highlighted some recurring challenges.
First, opposition to formalization from competing
land claims or from certain government ministries
can effectively block any progress. Researchers
found that solving overlapping claims and boundary disputes was a complicating factor for all six
procedures shown in Table 5. Interagency politics
and inaction by specific administrative departments
were also common sources of delays. There is little
evidence of established dispute resolution procedures in any of the case study countries. In Tanzania, dispute resolution mechanisms were integrated
into some formalization efforts (Schreiber 2017a),
but in other cases the government skipped villages
where boundary conflicts existed during titling
programs (Fairley 2012; Tanzania interviews). In
Guyana, there is no established mechanism for
alternative dispute resolution (UNDP 2013).
In other instances, problems resulted from a lack
of an established framework for implementation.
Some countries lacked key institutions, such as the
absence of a specific directorate responsible for

Table 5 |

Formalization Processes in Practice: Steps and Barriers in Five Countries

PROCEDURE

STEPS

GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

LAW

PRACTICE

LAW

PRACTICE

10–12

37–44 (Guidelines)
29–32 (actual
practice)

3

8–9

Indonesia: Customary/
Adat Forest

12

17

12

21

Mozambique: DUAT
Delimitation

7

9

1–2

2

Peru: Native Community
Land Title

19

28

7

12

Peru: Usufruct Contract of
Forestland

20

33

8

15

Tanzania: Certificate of
Village Land

3

18

2

5–6

Guyana: Amerindian Land

KEY BARRIERS TO COMPLETING THE PROCESS

conflicting concessions
▪▪ Resolving
Demarcation
errors and disagreements over maps
▪▪ Institutional disputes
▪▪ Process restarts when a request is changed
▪▪
recognition as a community from the
▪▪ Obtaining
local legislative body
▪▪ Lack of technical regulations at the national level
harmonization and settling land
▪▪ Boundary
disputes
participatory map to the technical map
▪▪ Translating
▪▪ Issuance of certificate
overlaps with concessions/productive
▪▪ Resolving
forests
registration in various cadastres
▪▪ Completing
▪▪ Soil analysis (potentially simplified by new laws)
over institutional responsibility
▪▪ Confusion
Lack
of
implementing
regulations and guidelines
▪▪
boundary conflicts
▪▪ Resolving
Delays
in
issuing
documents/misplaced docu▪▪ ments
district level approval
▪▪ Obtaining
▪▪ Surveying (lack of capacity/expense)

Note: For Guyana Amerindian Land, recent nonbinding guidelines have been developed but not yet implemented.
Source: WRI. See Appendix C.

customary forest recognition in Indonesia (Indonesia interviews). Elsewhere, governments failed
to develop crucial implementing regulations or
procedures. In Peru, the National Forestry Service
has not yet developed a procedure for granting usufruct contracts, as required by law, although some
subnational governments developed their own
procedures, allowing a few contracts to be issued.
Peru also lacks clear guidance on how to implement
procedures where forest concessions overlap (Peru
interviews).
Capacity and coordination issues were common,
with limited transparency as to the reasons for
these breakdowns. This included government
inability to coordinate across multiple maps or
registries and ensure their accuracy, challenges

meeting technical surveying requirements, and lack
of community expertise to write reports. At the end
of the formalization process, registration and delivery or issuance of the final certificate or deed to the
community is also a recurring problem, triggering
major delays in Mozambique and Tanzania (Quan
et al. 2013).

Time and Expense of the Formalization
Process (Indicators 2 and 3)
The time to complete formalization procedures
varies significantly among communities within a
country, and across countries. Overall, completing
the procedures takes from around a year to up to
around 30 years. This does not include claims that
are still pending (Table 6).
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Figure 3 |

Procedural Steps in Practice: A 10-Year Journey for the Native Community of Vera Cruz, Loreto, Peru

MAY 2007
Community Representative
applies for legal
recognition of Vera Cruz at
the DRA office.

AUGUST 7, 2007
Community receives legal
recognition.

JUNE 2016
World Wildlife Fund
starts titling project of 15
communities, including Vera
Cruz.

JULY 6-9, 2016
DRA Rural Titling Office
carries out demarcation. A
team of 9 persons spends 4
days in the community.

SEPT. 21, 2016
DRA Titling Office sends
letter to the DRA Directorate
requesting approval of the
demarcated area.

SEPT. 20, 2016
DRA Legal Office issues
report to the DRA Titling
Office and recommends
approving the demarcation.

SEPT. 2016
DRA presents soil study
classification to the Office of
Environmental and Agrarian
Matters in MINAGRI.

SEPT. 20, 2016
DRA Rural Titling Office issues
report on fieldwork activities.

SEPT. 21, 2016
DRA Directorate issues
resolution of approval and
divulges resolution for 30
days.

NOV. 21, 2016
DRA Titling Office asks for
registration of Vera Cruz.

NOV. 24, 2016
Legal Area of DRA issues
opinion to DRA Directorate to
register Vera Cruz.

NOV. 28, 2016
Subnational DRA issues
registration resolution and
authorizes property title.

DEC. 13, 2016
Environmental Affairs Office
of the Ministry of Agriculture
informs DRA of the approval
of soil classification.

DEC. 12, 2016
Modified resolution is issued
by the DRA Directorate.

DEC. 12, 2016
DRA legal office observes an
error in the resolution (the
name is incorrect).

DEC. 1, 2016
Title resolution is presented
to SUNARP.

DEC. 19, 2016
SUNARP observes an error in
landmarks.

JAN. 23, 2017
DRA Legal Office issues a
letter observing the error (a
difference of 0.1 m2).

JAN. 24, 2017 DRA
Directorate issues
modifications to the
resolution.

JAN. 24, 2017
DRA Directorate issues land
title of Vera Cruz over 739
hectares of agriculture land.

ABBREVIATIONS
DRA = Regional Agrarian Office (Dirección Regional Agraria)
MINAGRI = Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation (Ministerio de Agricultura y Riego)
SUNARP = National Registry Office (Superintendencia Nacional de los Registros Públicos)

Source: CIFOR, modified by WRI.
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FEB. 24, 2017
SUNARP registers land title of
Vera Cruz.

Certain factors recur across the procedures as a
major source of delay. These include boundary
disputes with neighbors (Peru, Mozambique, Tanzania), which take time to resolve, or may result in
government postponements. In Tanzania, surveyors skipped villages with seemingly irreconcilable
differences over boundary locations (Fairley 2012).
Delays also occur where there are competing claims
from third parties or opposition from concession
holders for mining, forestry, or other purposes
(Peru, Mozambique, Guyana, Indonesia).
Lack of government capacity or prioritization is a
further concern. Authorities may have insufficient
budget, qualified personnel, or requisite supplies
(such as crested paper in Tanzania) (TFCG 2015).
Lack of political will, commitment from local and/
or national authorities, and accountability for
government staff are further concerns (Box 7).
Technical requirements, such as soil analysis in
Peru, can be time-consuming. Communities sometimes struggle to meet requirements, due to a lack
of literacy, translation issues, or intra-community
divisions (Mozambique). Conversely, in Peru, nonprofits found that working closely with the relevant
government offices facilitated the process.
Table 6 |

Communities may also experience significant delays
in even beginning the application process (this
is generally not captured in Table 7). Many communities, lacking resources to begin formalization
procedures themselves, must wait to be included
in a government titling program or for a nonprofit
to approach them.14 For example, in Peru, the
Vera Cruz community had to wait nine years after
completing the initial steps in the procedure (legal
recognition as a community) to be included in a
titling program. Once a program included the community, completing the process took less than one
year (see Figure 3) (Peru interviews).
In terms of the procedure costs, financing typically comes from a combination of governments,
nonprofits, international organizations, and communities themselves. Even where under the law
governments bear responsibility for paying costs,
communities often have expenses in practice;
in Guyana, communities often pay for certain
field expenses and for meetings with government
agencies (APA/FPP comments). Communities are
heavily reliant on donor organizations to meet their
costs. Government titling programs are also typi-

Time to Complete Formalization Procedures

PROCEDURE

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

SOURCE

Guyana: Amerindian Land

—

Around 30 years
Claims still pending from 1960s

Atkinson et al. 2016

Indonesia: Customary/Adat Forest

4 years

15 years
Claims still pending for longer
than 15 years

Indonesia interviews

Mozambique: Delimitation

2 years

3 years

De Wit and Norfolk 2010
(giving averages)

Peru: Native Community Land Title

1 year (titling alone)

20+ (titling alone)

Peru interviews

10 years

25 years

RFUS et al. 2015

Peru: Usufruct Contract of Forestland

(Same as Native Community
Title) with additional 30 days

(Same as Native Community Title)
with additional 1+ year

Peru interviews

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

1 year

3 years
Claims still pending for 5+ years

TFCG 2015

Source: WRI. See Appendix C.
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BOX 7 | OBTAINING SUPPORT FROM
REGIONAL LEGISLATURES IN INDONESIA
In Indonesia, before indigenous communities can obtain
recognition at the national level for their customary forest
rights (adat forest), they must obtain legal recognition of
their indigenous status at the regional level. Legally, this
can be obtained via the regional head or via regulations
from local legislative bodies. However, in practice, regional
head decisions have not been accepted unless the territory
is located outside the forest area, necessitating that
communities lobby the legislature for a regional regulation.
Obtaining the regional regulation is an expensive
and time-consuming step. For example, in one case
study, the community had to hold a hearing with the
parliamentarians, followed by four public consultations
on the draft regulation. The process is highly reliant on
NGO support, and parliamentarians will not support the
draft regulation unless they perceive a potential political
or electoral benefit. In the meantime, communities incur
heavy costs engaging in the necessary lobbying, while the
process may take years. One community took five years to
obtain the regional regulation; where local governments
have granted concessions on the land, it takes even longer
or never occurs.
Source: Indonesia interviews.

Opposition to
formalization from
competing land claims or
from certain government
ministries can effectively
block any progress.
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cally dependent on international support, such as
from the UNDP in Guyana. The broad diversity of
funding sources makes obtaining comprehensive
data on total costs difficult, but some specific costs
have been reported. Tanzania’s process for obtaining a Certificate of Village Land is likely the least
expensive of the procedures, ranging from US$500
to $1,000 per community (Byamugisha 2013).
For titling of agricultural land in Peru, the cost
ranges from $1,000 to $13,000 (Peru interviews).
In Mozambique, one study estimates that costs for
delimitations conducted in the early 2000s ranged
from $2,000 to $8,000; another reports average
costs of around $13,000 for projects implemented
between 2010 and 2012 (these costs are not
adjusted for inflation) (De Wit and Norfolk 2010;
Quan et al. 2013).
The cost of boundary demarcation, particularly
the cost of technicians, is one of the key cost
burdens to communities (Mozambique, Guyana,
Peru, Tanzania). Further costs are added by other
technical requirements, such as the soil analysis in
Peru, although this has been somewhat simplified
recently.15 Costs are also increased if records are not
readily available where rights overlap and where
there are conflicts (Peru) (Peru interviews; Quan
et al. 2013; Schreiber 2017a; TFCG 2015; UNDP
2013). Indigenous Peoples in Indonesia had to
lobby and mobilize the legislature to recognize them
as an indigenous community, which was a major
expense (see Box 7). Traveling costs are a concern
(although not included in the previously mentioned
cost summaries), particularly where communities
are remote (Guyana, and Peru, where some communities are a four-day journey by boat). (Peru
interviews; UNDP 2013). In Mozambique, there
were reports in one province of government surveyors conducting additional field visits or extended
stays to obtain higher allowances, which increased
costs (Quan et al. 2013). On the other hand, costs
were reduced in Mozambique by delimiting several
communities in a region at the same time (De Wit
and Norfolk 2010).

Duration of the Right, Requirements to Maintain it,
and Revocability (Indicator 5, 7, and 8)

Scope of Rights Granted

In all the procedures for which practice was examined, rights were granted for the full duration
specified in the law (in perpetuity). The research
also did not indicate any instances of rights being
revoked once they were granted. The exception to
this was a report from Guyana, which described
titles granted to a few communities being revoked
immediately on unclear and apparently arbitrary
grounds (Almås et al. 2014). Otherwise, however,
this has not occurred, even where revocations have
been included in some forest usufruct contracts in
Peru or where otherwise allowed by law.

Table 7 provides a summary of available data on the
size of land over which rights have been recognized,
with the caveat that in some instances, there are
carve-outs or overlapping natural resource concessions that are not reflected in these data:

There are examples of rights being lost through
other means. For example, when a village is subdivided in Tanzania, this invalidates the prior
Certificate of Village Land and requires communities to repeat the process, a major issue in practice
(Schreiber 2017a). In Mozambique, land that is
perceived as idle or unused may continue to be susceptible to reallocation or alienation away from the
village. Poor record-keeping, contradictory registrars, or lost or damaged title documents were also
documented problems across multiple procedures.
In Guyana, for instance, village leaders have not
always passed records of titles to their successors
(APA/FPP Comments).

Table 7 |

Size of the Land (Indicator 4)

A significant issue, reported for five of the six procedures examined in practice, was government officials
imposing unofficial caps or arbitrary criteria restricting the size of land granted. Indonesian officials have
refused to process applications that they consider too
large, arguing the area exceeds community management capacities. In Guyana, there are indications of
an established policy to deny areas deemed excessive
or “too large,” and a number of requests have been
denied on this basis (Almås et al. 2014; Atkinson
et al. 2016; GOG/OP 2010). Government officials
in Mozambique have sometimes been hesitant to
approve delimitations of large areas, due to continued confusion over a now outdated regulation.16
Conversely, some Mozambican NGOs have also
voluntarily focused on smaller areas (a maximum
of 10,000 hectares, compared to early allocations of
200,000 or even 500,000 hectares) because they
found that the large allocations led to subsequent
management issues and overlapping land rights
(Quan et al. 2013).

Size of Formalized Community Lands

PROCEDURE

MINIMUM (HA)

MAXIMUM (HA)

MEAN (HA)

Guyana: Amerindian Land

259a

8,288a

Insufficient data

Indonesia: Customary/Adat Forest

24

5,172

1,282.9 (mean); 313.99 (median)

Mozambique: DUAT Delimitation

<10

500,000

10,676

Peru: Native Community Land Titleb

19

452,735

7,706

Notes: a) Based on limited data. b) Based on IBC, 2017 (SICNA database—Sistema de Información sobre Comunidades Nativas de la Amazonia Peruana: http://www.ibcperu.org/
mapas/sicna/).
Source: WRI. See Appendix C.
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Technical teams conducting demarcations or other
exercises also have reduced the size of community
land claims on questionable grounds. In Peru, the
amount of land granted to a community is highly
dependent on the technical team. Because there
is no clear legal guidance, the number of families
may be used as a parameter, although this is borrowed from an inapplicable legal standard (Peru
interviews). Similarly, in Guyana, civil society has
raised concerns about the “shearing away of land
in demarcation exercises” (APA 2013). In Mozambique, there are problems in translating maps that
communities prepare as part of the delimitation
process to the actual cadastre. At times, the cadastral service takes a few GPS points and draws lines
between them, instead of documenting the boundaries agreed upon by communities and their neighbors (Cabral and Norfolk 2016). There were similar
problems in Tanzania with straight lines drawn on a
map, without regard for actual boundaries, resulting in later conflicts among villages (TFCG 2015).
Communities have also had sections of their
land excised on behalf of third-party or overlapping claims. In Guyana, a community land map
showed a title area of 24.3 square miles, “save
and except for” 20 of the 24.3 square miles, which
were marked as private land held by third parties
(Donovan et al. 2012). Certain types of land may
also be lost. In Peru, few communities have been
able to obtain the requisite forest use contracts on
land classified as forestland, meaning the forestland
effectively remains unrecognized. In Indonesia,
formalization is challenging where land overlaps
with conservation areas.

Rights Granted (Indicator 6)
Subsistence resource use rights were generally
protected the same in law and practice but with
some exceptions.17 The exceptions were typically
due to encroachment by third parties or restrictions
near conservation areas. In other cases, communities enjoyed some rights for subsistence use even
where the law is ambiguous or disallows such use,
due to lack of enforcement of laws (some of which
are ambiguous or outdated).
Commercial use of natural resources is less likely to
be exercised in practice than the protection given in
law. In practice, it is often difficult for communities
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to obtain requisite licenses. For example, in Peru, a
small percentage of communities has the requisite
authorizations to engage in extraction and commercialization of forest resources. Most communities
that obtained this authorization and can meet ongoing compliance requirements can do so because of
support from donor organizations (CIFOR 2016;
Peru interviews).
Communities are not always able to exercise
management and exclusion rights to the full extent
allowed by law. For example, many communities
with delimited land in Mozambique did not have
strong resource management structures in place
(Ghebru et al. 2015; Knight et al. 2014). Elsewhere,
communities are unable to exclude third parties
from entering their land or are unable to effectively
control high value resources targeted by external
interests through legal and illegal means. For
example, incursion by gold miners is a major issue
on Amerindian lands in Guyana (Donovan et al.
2012). In Peru, one community saw 100 percent of
its communal territory divided into mining rights,
and 10 other communities in the area had similar
issues (Trujillo 2012). This is closely linked to a
lack of protection for the right to free, prior, and
informed consent.
Alienation rights are occasionally more or less protected in practice as compared to the law. Informal
leasing, for example, occurs in Peru on a looser
basis than the law provides (Peru interviews). In
contrast, in Mozambique, leasing is allowed by
the law but does not occur because implementing
regulations have not been developed (Cabral and
Norfolk 2016; Rose 2014).

Investor Land Acquisition
Procedures: Law
This section examines 14 company procedures for
acquiring land rights for agricultural, oil palm,
forestry, tourism, or general economic purposes.
These procedures, shown in Table 8, were chosen
to reflect key mechanisms by which investors can
acquire land from the government. Due to controversy, two of the procedures are currently under a
moratorium, namely Economic Land Concessions
in Cambodia and Special Agriculture Business
Leases in Papua New Guinea (Cambodian Center
for Human Rights 2016; Karigawa et al. 2016).

Preconditions and Steps in the Procedure
(Indicator 1)
The key precondition for companies seeking
to invest in land relates to investor nationality.
Foreign investors must meet additional certification requirements in Papua New Guinea, Tanzania,
Mozambique, and Indonesia. They are also barred
from accessing the procedure in the Philippines
and from obtaining leases from the District Land
Boards in Uganda, although in both countries other
land rights procedures are available to overseas
companies. In Tanzania, and for land acquisitions
from the Ugandan Land Commission, foreigners
can only obtain the equivalent of a lease rather than
a permanent grant.18
In addition, for most of the land acquisition procedures surveyed, companies can only access land
in specific legal or geographic categories. In some
cases, this relates to the nature of the concession. In
Panama, for example, the land acquisition procedure focuses on tourism and is only available on the
islands. Elsewhere, the restrictions reflect particularities in a country’s land tenure framework. In
Cameroon, only national land free of all effective
occupation as of 1974 is available for concessions
under the assessed procedure. Similarly, in the
Philippines, only alienable lands of the public
domain may be subject to agricultural concessions.
These categories do not always reflect reality, as
noted in the section on practice below.

The number of procedural steps that companies
face and the number of government agencies
involved are generally higher where countries
impose environmental licensing requirements or—
in the case of Mozambique and the Philippines—
where community consultations are required (Table
8). Other technical requirements, not captured
in Table 8, can add further complexity, such as
land valuation and the acquisition of land clearing
permits in Peru.
Of the 13 procedures researchers examined, 10
involve straightforward applications to government
bodies, while two procedures also incorporate a
bidding process. The Cambodian procedure can
involve either bidding between companies or an
unsolicited application. Two of the procedures, in
Papua New Guinea and Tanzania, involve lease/
lease-back arrangements where, if land has customary owners, it is first leased to the government,
which then leases it to the investor. The remaining
procedures presume government ownership of
the land in question, and except for any requisite
community consultations, the burden of verifying
third-party claims lies with the government. (There
are some minor exceptions to this, such as in the
Philippines, where investors include information
on whether there are indications that the land is
occupied in their application.) However, only six
procedures incorporate any sort of community
consultation around land issues (see Table 9), and
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Table 8 |

Steps in the Process of Investor Land Acquisition

PROCEDURE

NUMBER
OF STEPS

GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

NUMBER OF
STEPS THAT
INCLUDE
ENVIRONMENTAL
LICENSING

NUMBER OF
STEPS INVOLVING
SOME LEVEL OF
COMMUNITY
CONSULTATIONS a

DOES
PROCEDURE
INCORPORATE
STEPS TO
ENSURE FPIC?

COMMENTS b

Cambodia: Economic Land
Concession

14–17

5–7

5–6 steps

0 steps

No

Open-ended
steps

Cameroon: Provisional
Concessions on National
Land

5–7

5

0 steps

0 steps

No

—

Guyana: State Land Grant
or Lease

6–7

3

0 steps

0 steps

No

—

Indonesia: HGU Land Use
Right/Palm Oil Plantations

19–26

22

8 steps

2 steps

No

—

Indonesia: HTI/Industrial
Forests

14

9

8 steps

0 steps

No

—

Mozambique: DUAT
Acquisition for Economic
Purposes

11–15

8–13

0 steps

2–3 steps

Yes BUT legal
ambiguity

Open-ended
alternative steps

Panama: Concessions for
Tourist Investment

19

10

7 steps

0 steps

No

Open-ended
alternative steps

Papua New Guinea: Special
Agriculture Business Lease

3

2

0 steps

1 step

No

Missing
implementing
regulations

Peru: Rights to Forests
on Classified Agricultural
Land

28

11

5 steps

0 steps

No

Open-ended
alternative steps

Philippines: Lease of
Agricultural Land of the
Public Domain

9–33

4–10

0 steps

0–19 steps

Yes, if land is an
ancestral domain

Open-ended
steps

Tanzania: Granted Right
of Occupancy/Derivative
Right

4–14

2–5

0 steps

0–5 steps

Yes BUT legal
ambiguity

Open-ended
alternative steps

Uganda: Freehold Land
from District Land Board

8–13

4

0 steps

0 steps

No

Open-ended
steps

Uganda: Grant/Leasehold
from ULC

5–7

2

0 steps

0–1 step

No

Open-ended
steps

11.2–15.6

6.7–7.9

9–14

5–7

Averages (Low and
High)
Median (Low and High)

Notes: a) Community consultations are noted here even if they do not rise to the level of free, prior, and informed consent. However, they are not included if only the presence
or participation of a leader or local authority is required or if only a general opportunity for oppositions to be expressed is given. This also does not count consultation steps
required as part of environmental licensing (i.e., consultations on the environmental impacts of a project). b) Open-ended steps refer to steps that could continue indefinitely.
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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only three require investors to engage in FPIC
procedures. In the latter case, two of the three
procedures, are legally ambiguous on whether communities have the right to refuse consent. None of
the procedures requires any resettlement of people
living on the land prior to the acquisition of the
land right.

Time and Expense of the Formalization Process
(Indicators 2 and 3)
The relevant laws contain few provisions governing either time or cost of the procedures. As with
communities, none of the assessed procedures
establishes overall time frames. Time frames are
typically specified where there are notice or publication requirements or where there is environmental
licensing (Box 8). Otherwise, step-specific deadlines
were uncommon, with some exceptions such as a
requirement in Mozambique that technical opinions from ministries be granted in 45 days, or limits
on total negotiation time over bids in Cambodia.
In terms of costs, companies are expected to bear
the costs of land acquisitions in all the procedures
examined (i.e., the cost of surveying and other
technical requirements). They will also generally
be expected to pay registration fees, although laws
incentivizing investment occasionally exempt certain companies from this: Cameroon, for example,
provides exemptions from any stamp duty for
certain investors. Company procedures that include
bidding (Cambodia and the Philippines) require initial deposits as part of the bid. Initial rent payments
may also be required.

Duration of the Right, Requirements to Maintain It,
and Revocability (Indicators 6, 7, and 8)
Most companies may only acquire land rights for
limited terms. The maximum allowable terms
range from 25 to 100 years, excluding procedures
that allow for unlimited grants of land (Peru or
domestic investors in Uganda), or only establish
temporary provisional concessions that are later
converted to definitive concessions (Cameroon and
Mozambique).

BOX 8 | DEADLINES FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL LICENSING IN
CAMBODIA
Detailed time frames are uncommon in land acquisition
procedures generally, both for companies and
communities. But environmental licensing, where
required, often sets stricter deadlines. In Cambodia, the
environmental ministry must review an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) within 30 working days of
receipt. Each step of the review process also sets
deadlines: 10 working days for the field visit, 5 working
days for comments by the relevant departments, etc. If
the investor must revise and resubmit the EIA, the second
review process must also occur within 30 working days.

If it is assumed that all possible renewals are
granted and that all provisional concessions converted to definite ones, seven procedures have a
potential life of 50 to 100 years. Another four procedures, as well as domestic investors in Uganda, are
unlimited. The remaining procedures have ambiguous provisions on renewal (Table 9).
All the procedures impose conditions (i.e., additional obligations) on the land acquisition, except
freehold title in Uganda where imposing conditions
is discretionary. Violating certain conditions can
result in revocation of the right for all procedures.
Eleven of the 14 company procedures include mandatory conditions to develop the land. A majority
of these define development subjectively (around
the company’s own development plan or contract
obligations), but a minority use objective criteria
(development is defined in the law). Other conditions include payment of rent (Philippines and
Cambodia), completion of technical requirements
(such as demarcation of the land in Mozambique),
implementation of community or small-holder
projects (both Indonesia procedures), or compliance with environmental or other laws.
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Table 8 | Duration of Company Land Rights
PROCEDURE

MAXIMUM TERM

RENEWAL AND
TERM OF RENEWAL

TOTAL TERM IF
RENEWAL GRANTED

DEVELOPMENT
CONDITION?

Cambodia: Economic Land
Concession

50 years*
*reduced in 2011

Once, 50 years
(possible 99 year cap)

99–100 years

Yes (objective)

Cameroon: Provisional Concessions
on National Land

5 years (provisional)

Yes (extended or
converted)

No limit

Yes (subjective)

Côte d’Ivoire: Emphyteutic Lease

18–99 years

Yes, unclear time

Unclear

Yes (objective)

Guyana: State Land Grant or Lease

99 years

No; exceptionally 1 year

99–100 years

Yes (objective)

Indonesia: HGU Land Use Right/Palm
Oil Plantations

35 years

Once, 25 years

60 years

Yes (subjective)

Indonesia: HTI/Industrial Forests

60 years

Once, 35 years

95 years

Yes (subjective)

Mozambique: DUAT Acquisition for
Economic Purposes

2 (foreign) or 5
(domestic) years
(provisional)

Definitive: 50 years
Renew once

100 years

Yes (subjective)

Panama: Concessions for Tourist
Investment

40–60 years

Once, 30 years

90 years

Yes (subjective)

Papua New Guinea: Special
Agriculture Business Lease

99 years

Not specified

Unclear

No

Peru: Rights to Forests on Classified
Agricultural Land

No limit

N/A

No limit

Yes (subjective)

Philippines: Lease of Agricultural Land
of the Public Domain

25 years

Once, 25 years

50 years

Yes (objective)

Tanzania: Granted Right of
Occupancy/Derivative Right

98–99 years

Yes, no limit

No limit

Yes (subjective)

Uganda: Freehold Land from District
Land Board

No limit

N/A

No limit

No

Uganda: Grant/Leasehold from ULC

99 years (foreign); none
(domestic)

Not specified (foreign)
N/A (domestic)

Unclear (foreign); none
(domestic)

No

Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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Scope of the Rights Granted
SIZE OF THE LAND (INDICATOR 4)
Eight of the 14 company procedures do not impose
a numeric cap on the amount of land that investors
may acquire (although in Tanzania the law instructs
a cap to be imposed by as yet unwritten regulations). Five procedures do impose specific caps,
ranging from 500 hectares for individual citizen
investors in the Philippines up to 150,000 hectares
(in two 75,000-hectare plantations) for industrial
forests in Indonesia. The remaining procedure
(Panama) restricts tourist concessions from exceeding a certain percentage of the land on an island.
Laws do not clearly prohibit companies from evading these size limitations by combining multiple
concessions or using creative ownership structures.
Only three procedures (both Indonesian procedures
and Cambodia) restrict companies from combining multiple concessions. Of these, only Cambodia
specifies that this extends to companies owned by
the same persons (one of the Indonesian procedures also has restriction on this for some companies). For the other procedures, the law does not
clearly forbid creating shell companies to acquire
larger tracts of land, although the Philippines does
have a law targeting shell companies generally. As
described below in the section on company practice,
companies exploit these legal loopholes.

Full management rights are granted to investors
almost universally, excepting standard environmental and social regulations. Some restrictions exist on
clearing forests in Papua New Guinea and Peru, and
in Indonesia, oil palm concessions must dedicate
20 percent of the land to small-holders (although it
is unclear whether this must be part of the concession itself). Exclusion rights were also fully granted
across the board, although in some instances there
are strong easement requirements mandating
access to water or other subsistence resources for
neighboring communities.
Alienation rights are fully granted, both for sale or
transfer or for lease or sublease, for six procedures
(excluding Cambodia, where the law is contradictory). Transfer rights are only fully denied for one
procedure (industrial forests in Indonesia), and
lease rights are fully denied for two procedures
(Mozambique and industrial forests in Indonesia).
Several procedures allow alienation subject to
restrictions, specifically government authorization
(Mozambique, Guyana, Philippines, Papua New
Guinea). Laws that restrict alienation do not generally prevent the company holding the land rights to
transfer shares, leaving a loophole by which companies may effectively transfer land even where there
are legal limitations on alienability.

RIGHTS GRANTED (INDICATOR 6)
The same scale was used to assess rights received
by investors as for communities, but only for
commercial (not subsistence) purposes. The right
to commercial use of both water and wildlife are
typically governed by a separate legal framework,
but were available subject to a permitting process
for most procedures. The granting of forest rights
varied more significantly: unsurprisingly, the right
was stronger where the underlying procedure was
linked specifically to forestry activities (such as in
Peru and Indonesia). As with communities, investor
commercial rights over minerals and hydrocarbons
were limited and generally require the company to
have expertise in mining and go through the proper
licensing processes. Mining and hydrocarbon rights
were not tied to the underlying land rights in any of
the investor procedures examined.

Complex regulations,
combined with minimal
oversight, can result in
wide variations in the
time investors actually
spend on meeting
requirements.
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Investor Land Acquisition
Procedures: Practice
The researchers examined investor land acquisition
in practice for six procedures—in Tanzania, Peru,
Guyana, Mozambique, and for both palm oil plantations and industrial forests in Indonesia. The findings for Guyana and Mozambique are based solely
on desk research, and data were scarce for Guyana,
with the findings based on a limited sample size.

Preconditions and Steps in the Procedure
(Indicator 1)
Investors do not always have to meet preconditions
for land classification because these legal classifications do not reflect reality on the ground. For
example, in both Peru and Guyana, this is true of
“forest” versus “agricultural” land, such that investors can obtain permits to clear forests on what is
technically considered land suitable for agriculture
(Morgera 2009; Peru interviews). Companies have
also found ways around restrictive preconditions
related to nationality. For example, foreign investors in Mozambique register a domestic subsidiary,
and those in Indonesia acquire shares in a domestic
company. Some preconditions can be burdensome for companies, such as the requirement in
Mozambique to register with an investment agency.
However, this requirement does not delay the land
acquisition process as it is conducted in parallel
(Hanemann 2016).
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Estimates of the total steps investors must go
through in practice to acquire land vary significantly across companies. In Mozambique and
Tanzania, some companies complete the process
with fewer steps than the law requires by, for
example, abridging community consultations or
failing to notify relevant government agencies,
but other companies undertake significantly more
steps. For example, in Tanzania, even where land
must be transferred from villages to the government and then on to a corporation, one source
reports a streamlined process of only 9 or 10 steps,
where investors directly contact district officials
who expedite the process at the local level. By contrast, another case study indicates a more complex
process involving 20 steps (Cleaver et al. 2010;
Makwarimba and Ngowi 2012; Olenasha 2013).
In Indonesia, researchers estimated that the steps
required in practice for both company procedures
are one shorter than the total required by law due
to part of the environmental licensing process being
condensed. By contrast, in Peru the examined case
study indicated 38 steps required in practice to
gain the rights to forests on classified agricultural
land—10 more than required by law. However, in
both countries, there are reports of some companies
evading many required steps, again indicating a
wide range in actual procedural complexity experienced by companies. (For an example, see Box
9). In Indonesia, many palm oil companies use

the “location permit” as a basis to start operations,
although this is only one of several permits required
before the final land right is granted (Indonesia
interviews).

Time and Expense of the Formalization Process
(Indicators 2 and 3)
The time it takes for investors to acquire land under
the relevant procedures generally ranges from a few
months up to several years. On the low end, in Tanzania acquiring land already held in the Tanzania
Investment Centre’s land bank may be as short as
30 days, and acquiring a use right in Mozambique
may occur in three months. On the other end of the
spectrum, procedures can take several years, with
upper ranges of between two years and five years
in Tanzania, Mozambique, and for both Indonesia
procedures.19 (CPI 2016; Hanemann 2016; MITADER 2018; Tanzania interviews).
Factors that increase the land acquisition time
include more complex licensing requirements: in
a case study from Peru, the lengthiest procedures
were completing environmental licensing (two
years) and the technical soil analysis (two years)
(Dammert Bello, 2015; Dammert Bello 2017;
Peru interviews). Environmental permitting is
the primary source of delay for industrial forest
permits in Indonesia. Community consultations
may also be time-intensive when required, such

BOX 9 | EVADING BURDENSOME
REGULATIONS IN PERU
Companies in Peru that comply with all legal requirements are
subject to a relatively complex licensing process, including an
environmental certification, soil analysis, land-use clearance
permit, and a forest clearance permit. Some companies have
accordingly found creative legal and illegal ways to avoid
these requirements. In particular, companies have started to
strategically acquire smaller plots of land from private owners
instead of acquiring land from the government. This can result
in less burdensome requirements and shifts some of the
permitting to the subnational level where it may be easier to
buy political will.
One oil palm company, for example, entered separate permit
applications for 18 different plots of 30 to 50 hectares each.
The land-use changes were authorized at the subnational
level and apparently did not obtain the required environmental
certification.
Another example is the Grupo Melka palm oil and cacao
company, which created 25 shell companies that approached
private small-holders and subnational governments to acquire
land. At some point between entering the country in 2010
and 2014, the group acquired 15,000 hectares through direct
purchase (14,000 of which have been deforested already),
and another 45,160 hectares have been requested from the
subnational government. This resulted in several ongoing
lawsuits (Dammert Bello 2017; Salazar and Rivadeneyra 2016).
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as for a company in Mozambique, which reported
that the requisite consultations took two years to
complete (Hanemann 2016). Other factors include
a lack of clarity around time frames for processing
applications (Mozambique and palm oil plantations
in Indonesia) and waiting times in securing the
necessary government approvals (Tanzania). Conversely, some investors may find shortcuts: there
are reports in both Tanzania and Mozambique,
for example, of inadequate community consultations, consisting of a single meeting or a token
approval from a community leader (often excluding
women or vulnerable groups) (German et al. 2013;
Salcedo-La Viña and Morarji 2016). In Indonesia
and Peru, not all investors have met mandated
licensing requirements (Indonesia interviews; Peru
interviews). Complex regulations, combined with
minimal oversight, can result in wide variations
in the time investors actually spend on meeting
requirements.
Data on the financial expenses required to acquire
land for investment were not readily available.
Costs vary significantly depending on how long the
procedure takes, what licenses and environmental
permits are needed, the size and scope of the project, and other factors. In Peru, official permitting
fees (set at the regional level) were relatively low,
not exceeding $587. However, costs of completing
requisite studies were much higher: for one palm
oil project, costs of requisite studies and permits
ranged from $15,150 to $121,00020 (Dammert
Bello 2015; Dammert Bello 2017; Peru interviews).
Obtaining the permit for a release of forest area
in Indonesia, which is a necessary component of
obtaining a palm oil permit, costs between $74,000
and $110,550. In Mozambique, one company noted
ongoing costs of $200,000 (Hanemann 2016).
This suggests high expenses for obtaining land
rights for companies, although the costs should
be contextualized by the overall capacity of companies, the benefits received in exchange (which
may extend to commercial licenses as well as land
rights), tax incentives offered to investors, and the
possibility of deducting some expenses as business expenses. Note that this analysis does not
include the cost of bribes, which may be significant.
For palm oil plantations in Indonesia, companies
reportedly pay bribes as high as $580 per hectare of
requested land (Andiko 2017).
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Duration of the Right, Requirements to Maintain It,
and Revocability (Indicators 5, 7, and 8)
Most concessions in the countries examined were
granted for the full duration allowed by law, with a
few exceptions, such as in Guyana, where the land
surveying department reports a standard lease of
50 years rather than the permitted 99-year term.
By contrast, companies may effectively continue
operating past the expiration of the two- or fiveyear provisional grants in Mozambique, given lack
of government monitoring and capacity to issue
definitive grants (Chiziane et al. 2015; CPI 2016).
Even where companies breach conditions of a land
grant, revocations of the land rights are inconsistent. Rights have been revoked, particularly where
projects have been abandoned (Mozambique,
Tanzania, both procedures in Indonesia), or due
to improper use of fire to clear land in Indonesia.
However, revocations are not systematic. An indigenous group in Guyana reported that abandoned
leases overlapping its land had not been canceled,
despite repeated requests (Atkinson et al. 2016). In
Mozambique and Tanzania, revocations have been
made in response to public outcry, or have been
politically driven, instead of being based on systematic monitoring (see, e.g., Chiziane et al. 2015; Land
Matrix 2018; Mandamule 2017).
This is partly due to limited government monitoring
capacity. In Mozambique, the Cadastre Services is
supposed to monitor whether investors demarcate
the land after they receive a provisional concession,
but limited capacity means that revocation of the
land rights of noncompliant investors is rare (Filipe
and Norfolk 2017). Similarly, for industrial forest
projects in Indonesia, the remoteness and size of
the concession areas have meant limited oversight:
one official told The Economist that his province
gave 40,000 hectares in forest concessions the prior
year, “but we have no way of knowing if they used
40,000 or 400,000.” (Economist 2016b; Indonesia
interviews). Governments may also negotiate with
companies instead of revoking rights, by reducing
concession size (Mozambique) or allowing revisions
to the development plan (Indonesia) (Cabral and
Norfolk 2016; Indonesia interviews).

Scope of Rights Granted
Size of the Land (Indicator 4)
Legal requirements attempting to limit large
landholdings by one owner are not effective in
practice. In Peru and Indonesia, caps on concession
size are avoided by companies applying for multiple
concessions. (AsM/RRI comments; Borasino 2016;
Dammert 2017). In Mozambique, where additional
procedural requirements are triggered when land
parcels of more than 10,000 hectares are sought,
companies have requested multiple discrete parcels
apparently to avoid the additional requirements
(Cabral and Norfolk 2016). Even in Cambodia—not
one of the case studies for examining practice, but
one that had the strongest legal restrictions on companies with the same ownership holding multiple
concessions—it was common practice to create
subsidiaries to avoid the 10,000-hectare limit on
Economic Land Concessions (U.S. Department of
State 2009).
This practice sometimes results in companies
obtaining very large concessions: there are palm oil
and industrial forest plantations in Indonesia that
are twice the legal limit of 100,000 and 150,000
hectares respectively. In Mozambique, one forestry
company held 356,000 hectares across 43 different concessions (as of 2009) (IFC 2016). Although
very large investments attract significant attention,
available data also suggest a high number of small
and/or medium-sized concessions, often held by
domestic investors, in at least Guyana and Peru.21

Rights Granted (Indicator 6)
Rights to withdraw and use natural resources on
the land are occasionally exercised more freely
in practice than as provided by the law. This is
particularly the case for timber extraction. In
Mozambique, many foreign forestry investors, after
obtaining the land-use right, finance Mozambicans
to acquire a simple license, avoiding the more
burdensome forest concession process imposed
on investors. Extralegal timber extraction is also
common: it is estimated that 48 percent of logging
in Mozambique is illegal, and other estimates are
higher (Baumert et al. 2016; Macqueen and Falcão
2017). In Tanzania, most investors can easily
obtain the necessary forest extraction permits,
but some assume they have automatic rights to

Some investors find
shortcuts: there are
reports in Tanzania
and Mozambique of
inadequate community
consultations. In Indonesia
and Peru, not all investors
have met mandated
licensing requirements.
forest products without a permit, until government
authorities intervene (see, e.g., Sulle and Nelson
2013). As noted in the section on preconditions,
legal classifications of forest or agricultural land
that do not reflect actual geography also allow for
deforestation in Peru and Guyana.
However, the data also indicate significant variations, depending on the capacities of individual
investors and whether an investor undertakes
good-faith efforts to comply with permitting regulations. For example, in Mozambique, large-scale,
powerful water users commonly obtain commercial
water permits much more easily than do smaller
commercial actors, who may find the permitting
process burdensome (Alba et al. 2016). Limited
transparency makes assessment in this area difficult, however.
In practice, companies enjoy strong management
and exclusion rights across the board. The same
is true of alienability. Companies in Mozambique
and Indonesia avoid legal restrictions on selling
or transferring land by transferring shares in the
holding company. Informal extralegal leases are
also common in Mozambique, although in contrast,
in Indonesia, palm oil concessions are permitted to
sublet, but rarely do so in practice (AsM Comments;
Filipe and Norfolk 2017; Oakland Institute 2011).
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SECTION V

ANALYSIS: AN UNEVEN
PLAYING FIELD
This section maps the uneven playing field experienced by
communities seeking to obtain formal rights to their land. We
identify those features of formalization procedures that were
especially burdensome for communities across countries and
identify limitations and risks that communities accept when
they register and document their land. We then compare
community and company procedures. Overall, procedures
are more challenging for communities than for companies,
especially given the rights at stake. In practice, community
rights are more restrictive, whereas company rights are
more expansive, and regulatory and policy frameworks favor
company rights over community land formalizations.
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Community Procedures Are
Burdensome and Inaccessible
The regulatory framework governing community
procedures is frequently complex and contradictory. The process established by law is not always
clear. Implementing regulations may never be
developed or suffer from legal flaws; in Chile,
the procedure lacks implementing regulations
since a legal opinion found them to be improperly
enacted (Dictamen de la Contraloría General de la
República No. 61011). Resultant ambiguities can
effectively block implementation of the procedure,
or result in problematic variations during implementation. Conversely, in other contexts overly
detailed regulations create highly complex procedures, such as in the Philippines, where at least 54
steps are required by the law.
In practice, procedures are generally complex,
but there are also key steps at which the process
typically breaks down (see Table 5; Section IV(2)
(a)). Without external political and financial support, communities seldom have the resources or
flexibility to resolve these problems. There is also
limited transparency, procedures stop and start
inconsistently, and many are left incomplete. These
challenges result from various factors, including a
lack of government expertise on community land
and customary tenure arrangements, challenges in
aligning customary and statutory tenure regimes,
corruption and rent-seeking behavior, opposition from more powerful commercial interests,
and political opposition. Such challenges are not
restricted to the 15 research countries and extend
beyond the global south (see Box 10).

The cross-country comparative analysis identified
the following aspects of community land formalization processes as particular challenges:

Legal, technical, and evidentiary requirements are
prohibitive for some communities:
Most procedures (12 out of 19) require communities
to obtain either legal personality or other formal
government approval of their community structure.
While defining a community and its governance
structure is important, some of these procedures
are highly complex: Cambodia requires registration with two different ministries, and the drafting
of community bylaws in Khmer (a language that
not all indigenous communities speak). Similarly,
communities are required to demonstrate ancestral
or historical status and/or ties to the land in question in (a different) 12 out of 19 procedures, often
via difficult evidentiary standards. For example, in
India, non-scheduled tribes that are “other traditional forest dwellers” must show residence in or
dependence on the forest for 75 years; in Chile, specific historical land documents must be produced as
evidence (see Section IV(1)(a)).
Government officials may have broad discretion to
interpret evidentiary requirements. This can permit
them to apply standards in a discriminatory manner, such as refusing to grant recognition as a native
community to indigenous Peruvians who did not
wear traditional dress (Peru interviews). Applications requiring extensive written documentation,
the use of technical forms, or the submission of
technical information present additional challenges,
particularly for poorer communities with few literate members (see Section IV(2)(a)).

Applications requiring extensive written documentation,
the use of technical forms, or the submission of technical
information present additional challenges, particularly for
poorer communities with few literate members.
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A lack of transparency and clarity exists
throughout the formalization process:
Community land formalization procedures may be
delayed or applications denied without a clearly
stated reason or on an arbitrary basis. For example,
in Guyana, some communities have never received
a written response to their applications, as required
by law (Donovan et al. 2012). Communities are not
always adequately informed or consulted as the
process progresses. This can be seen in three key
areas.

▪▪

▪▪
▪▪

First, government actors may skip or never
complete crucial steps in the formalization
process. In Mozambique and Tanzania, some
communities never received their final land
certificates, creating a scenario where communities assumed they had legally recognized
boundaries but did not actually have final
legal recognition of their rights. In Guyana,
the requisite check with other agencies for the
existence of overlapping rights does not always
occur, resulting in disputes later in the process
(see Section IV(2)(a); APA/FPP Comments).
Second, the lack of transparency allows errors to go unchecked. For example, surveyors
sometimes take shortcuts that result in incorrectly marked boundaries. Communities do not
always have a clear mechanism to contest or
correct these errors (see Section IV(2)(d)).
Third, self-serving behavior by government actors can further obfuscate the process. Disputes
over institutional mandates between disparate
government entities have resulted in conflicting regulations and procedures. For example,
in Peru and Guyana, institutional disputes and
confusion over institutional roles were key challenges to implementing titling procedures (see
Table 5). In India, conflicts between national
and state governments, as well as between
ministries, have undermined implementation
of the Forest Rights Act and resulted in conflicting laws and policies (CFR-LA 2016). There are
also reports of rent-seeking behavior by government officials, such as extending field visits
to receive a higher payment for services (see
Sections IV(2)(a); IV(2)(b)).

Disputes with third parties are inadequately
addressed in law and in practice:
In all procedures where practice was evaluated,
disputes between communities or between thirdparties and communities was a key challenge to
formalization. Conflicts increase costs and lead to
delays. While some countries (e.g., Tanzania) have
positively integrated dispute resolution mechanisms into the formalization process, in general,
dispute resolution was under-addressed, allowing for unresolved disputes to effectively halt the
formalization process. This is a weakness in both
the regulatory frameworks, which do not outline
clear standards for resolving disputes, and in
practice, where both governments and civil society
have struggled to adequately mobilize financial and
operational resources in response to disputes (see
Sections IV(1)(a), IV(2)(a), and IV(2)(b)).
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BOX 10 | HIGH COSTS FOR CERTAINTY
FOR CANADIAN FIRST NATIONS
The Comprehensive Land Claims process provides for a
negotiation process between the Canadian government
and First Nation communities over outstanding land
claims left unaddressed by historical treaties or other
legal mechanisms. Since the announcement of the
Comprehensive Land Claims Policy in 1973, the process has
resulted in recognition of First Nations land across more
than 40 percent of Canada’s land area (primarily in the less
populated northern regions) (AANDC 2016).
However, this recognition carries significant costs for
Indigenous Peoples. As part of the agreement, First Nations
may be expected to agree to surrendering aboriginal rights
or title, the loss of certain tax exemptions, the loss of rights
to certain resources (particularly subsurface minerals),
and/or limitations on future claims. Negotiations over the
British Columbia Treaty Process (a subregional claims
process) in the early 1990s established a framework under
which indigenous groups would surrender 95 percent of
their territories in exchange for compensation and certain
treaty rights (Ryser 2012).
The negotiating process itself is expensive, complex, and
lengthy. On average, negotiations take 15 years, but it
can take up to 30 years to complete the process (Eyford
2015). The Canadian government provides loans to finance
the negotiations. According to a 2013 audit, the average
outstanding loan per active claim stood at approximately
$10 million (at January 2013 exchange rates) (AANDC
2013). Loans may be paid out of subsequent settlement
agreements, but they are due regardless of whether an
agreement is ultimately reached. Given such high costs,
many treaty processes have been “mired in difficulties,”
and “many First Nations have all but given up on them”
(Anaya 2014).
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The presence of competing concessions to highvalue natural resources on community land
similarly can result in intractable disputes, due to
opposition from competing government ministries
or the companies holding the concessions. Poor
ministerial coordination may result in conflicting
maps or confusion over the presence and location
of concessions. Some concessions—particularly
mining concessions—are favored explicitly in the
law or in practice, and oppositions from powerful
third parties can completely block a formalization
procedure. While procedures typically require
notifying other ministries or neighboring landowners and giving them an opportunity to offer oppositions, this is accompanied by very little guidance on
how to resolve the resulting disputes. Such procedures are important for due process reasons and
to screen for potential conflicts. In Peru, notifying
other ministries is not legally required but is done
as a practical necessity. However, without checks,
the oppositions can continue ad infinitum, as has
become a problem in Brazil, and may be abused to
block communities from formalizing their land22
(see Sections IV(1)(a); IV(1)(d); IV(2)(a), IV2(b);
IV2(d)).

To Formalize Their Land, Most
Communities Must Accept Restricted
Rights, New Risks, and/or Less Land
When communities formalize their land, the
ultimate land and rights granted may imperfectly
reflect customary understandings. This introduces
a risk that communities will lose rights during the
formalization process or sacrifice other benefits or
cultural practices. The procedures examined for this
research incorporate restrictions into the formalization process that limit the amount of land formalized and the rights that may be exercised over that
land, and sometimes create new risks for communities or undermine the collective status of the land.

Significant portions of customary land may
be excluded in certificates or titles granted to
communities:
Formalization often entails the fragmentation of
customary land. This is sometimes due to legal
barriers, such as the exclusion of either forest or
nonforest land (5 procedures) or other provisions
excluding third-party rights, conservation areas,
or other specific types of land (e.g., land under the
highwater mark in Guyana).23 In practice, land is
further excluded from formalization due to the
overly strict imposition of evidentiary criteria in
preconditions, demarcation errors, or because it is
claimed by third parties. In applying at least five of
the six procedures examined in practice, officials
have applied arbitrary criteria to restrict the size of
land granted to communities (see Section IV(1)(d);
IV(2)(d)).
Communities may not be able to regain these
rights at a later stage. Only four procedures have
clear protective provisions for the right to request
additional land at a later point, and even a clear
legal procedure may not be meaningful in practice. Guyana provides a strong example of this: an
earlier titling program in 1976 and 1991 granted
some rights to indigenous communities, which were
broadly inadequate. Although the 2006 law allows
for land extensions, many requests for an extension
have received no reply or have been rejected (see
Section IV(1)(d)).

Communities do not receive full rights over the
natural resources on their land:
Resources such as timber, wildlife, and minerals are
usually governed under separate legal regimes, and
the government retains the ability to grant overlapping concessions of various types in every country
this research examined. During these transactions,
communities seldom have full rights to free, prior,
and informed consent (FPIC): only 2 out of 19
procedures had strong protections for FPIC rights

in the law. If consultations are held, they may consist of cursory meetings with community leaders,
excluding women or minority groups. Commercial
uses of natural resources by communities require
licensing, sometimes even at a small-scale level,
and these licenses are not readily accessible to communities. Although subsistence rights are normally
protected, there are some exceptions, particularly
regarding subsistence wildlife use, which was only
fully guaranteed in 5 of the 19 procedures. In practice, the lack of these rights leaves communities vulnerable to high fines or other penalties for engaging
in traditional activities and has serious livelihood
repercussions (see Sections IV(1)(d); IV(2)(d)).

Formalizing land may expose communities
to new risks:
Communities risk losing community status for their
land, a direct risk in Côte d’Ivoire, where community certificates must eventually be converted into
titles that cannot be held collectively. Elsewhere,
loss of community status is an indirect risk of
participating in titling programs that prioritize
individual or household titles. Some communities
experience political pressure to undertake individual titling, or agree to individual titling because
they are afraid of losing their land while waiting for
a community title. As a positive counter-example, in
Tanzania, community-wide titling is a prerequisite
to issuing titles to individuals or subgroups within
the community. Other risks include a loss of land
or rights that previously existed under custom or
losing the ability to apply customary law (see Section IV(1)(d)). While this research focused on risks
inherent to formalization procedures, the potential
political, social, and security risks to engaging in
formalization are unavoidable. Some communities
have been subject to retaliatory (sometimes violent)
attacks, accusations of fraud, or lawsuits (see, e.g.,
Box 12, Cambodian Center for Human Rights 2016;
RFUS et al. 2015).
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Procedures Are, on Average,
More Challenging for Communities
Than Investors
In comparing the complexity of community and
company procedures, the research uncovered
several key differences that benefit investors over
communities. This is the opposite of what might
be expected, given that communities are seeking to
formalize long-standing customary rights, which
in some countries already have the force of law,
while companies are applying to obtain new rights.
Furthermore, while communities rely on land and
associated natural resources to pursue diverse livelihoods, companies typically acquire commercial
rights for a specific investment purpose, such as oil
palm or timber extraction.
Both across and within countries, the complexity of
community and company procedures varies widely.
However, accounting for the factors just mentioned,
there are several key indications that communities
experience significant procedural challenges that
investors do not:

The formalization of community land rights takes
longer than investor land acquisition:
Even where companies must navigate complex
regulatory regimes, they obtain land much faster
than communities can formalize their rights: at the

longest, in years rather than decades. As Table 10
shows, time frames for company land acquisition
in the cases surveyed ranged from around 30 days
up to 5 years, compared to a range of 12 months to
30 years for communities (excluding those where
claims are still outstanding). Community formalization has progressed more quickly in Tanzania and
Mozambique in recent years, following sustained
country-wide titling campaigns. However, this
trend follows a rush of investor land acquisition in
both countries during the mid to late 2000s, prior
to these more recent campaigns.24
Companies do not view land acquisition as quick:
financial backers may view a multiple-year land
acquisition process as too long. But the long wait
times for communities, combined with the fact that
many communities are never able to formalize their
land in the first place, means that while communities wait to receive titles or certificates, they risk
their land being allocated to external interests (see
Section IV(1)(b); IV(4)(b)). Some countries have
established legal provisions that attempt to prevent
this, but these have had little efficacy in practice.
In the Philippines and Panama, land allocations to
third parties are supposed to be frozen while indigenous land claims are pending, and in Cambodia
communities can apply for a limited interim protective measure (although this procedure is burdensome) (Jhaveri et al. 2016; Pen and Chea 2015).

Table 10 | Land Formalization and Acquisition Timelines: Comparing Companies and Communities
COUNTRY

COMMUNITIES: RANGE

COMPANIES: RANGE

NOTES

Guyana

Up to around 30 years

1 year to “much longer”

Reflects country-wide estimates

Indonesia

4–15 years

3–5 years (HGU)

Based on limited case studies

Indonesia

4–15 years

1.5–2 years (HTI)

Based on limited case studies

Mozambique

(Only average available: 2–3 years)

3 months to 5+ years

Reflects country-wide estimates

Peru

Up to 25 years

Insufficient data (one case
study: 4 years)

Combination of case studies and countrywide estimates

Tanzania

1–3 years

30 days to 3 years

Reflects country-wide estimates

Source: WRI. See Appendices C and E.
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Company procedures are less complex than those
imposed on communities, given the additional
commercial licenses obtained:

Communities have a disproportionate
burden to address third-party claims
compared to companies:

The data findings reveal that, on average, communities are legally required to engage in two to
three steps more than companies—14.4–17.6 steps
compared to 11.2–15.6. However, many company
procedures incorporate additional licenses into the
land acquisition process—most notably environmental licenses, but also land-use clearance licenses,
sector-specific approvals, and others (see Section
IV(1)(a); IV(3)(a)). Had such commercial licenses
been excluded, the difference between the number of
legally mandated steps required of communities and
companies would have been even greater.

Governments generally impose few legal requirements on investors to screen for third-party claims
to the land they seek to acquire. Eight out of 14
company procedures do not mandate companies
to engage in meaningful community consultation,
and only 3 of the 14 included procedures that reflect
FPIC principles. Of these, 2 were legally ambiguous as to whether communities may refuse consent
to land acquisition. In addition, because there is
typically a presumption (in 12 of the procedures
surveyed) that the land belongs to the government
or is public land, outside of any mandated consultations the government has the primary burden
of ensuring that no third-party claims exist (see
Section IV(3)(a)). Even where community consultations are required, in practice they are not always
rigorous. Across countries, the extent of consultation is highly dependent on investor goodwill (see
Section IV(4)(a); IV(4)(b)). While some companies
spend significant time and resources on consultation, others avoid full consultation and postpone
compensation payments.

In other words, both in practice and in law, procedures for companies are complex primarily because
of environmental or land-use regulations related
to the intended commercial activity (see Section
IV(4)(b)). By contrast, companies may be able
to take shortcuts around important land issues
that affect local communities. For example, while
essentially all community procedures surveyed
require field visits from government officials, this is
not the case for companies. Panama and Cambodia
only require field visits as part of environmental
licensing, not as part of land acquisition, and the
Uganda Land Commission does not mandate a field
visit to verify information on a company’s application. Companies can also benefit from shortcuts
on mapping and surveying the land in question.
In Mozambique, the government only requires an
initial sketch to obtain a provisional DUAT, and
companies are not required to complete boundary
demarcation for two or five years, at which time the
DUAT can become definite. In practice there is little
monitoring to confirm that this demarcation occurs
(see Sections IV(1)(a); IV(4)(c)).

For communities seeking formalized land rights, on
the other hand, all procedures incorporate screening for potential third-party rights. However, there
is limited legal guidance on resolving any conflicts
or competing claims that emerge. In addition, most
countries (notable exceptions being Tanzania,
Uganda, Mozambique, and Papua New Guinea) do
not legally recognize customary community rights
until they are formalized.
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Community Rights Are Restricted
in Practice, but Investors Have
Expanded Opportunities, Especially If
They Do Not Have Strong Social and
Environmental Commitments
Both in formalizing land rights and in subsequently
exercising those rights, communities often find that
in practice they are not able to exercise their rights
to the full extent provided in law. This is sometimes
because governments fail to guarantee the rights
(either intentionally or due to capacity constraints)
or because communities themselves do not have the
resources to take full advantage of their legal rights.

Without clear legal guidance, and without any
recognized legal status given to customary rights,
government officials may find it simpler to excise
third-party claims from the land, a recurring problem in Guyana. Under other procedures, third-party
claims are given additional procedural protections.
For example, under both Brazilian procedures,
third-party occupants must be resettled before
communities can finalize the land formalization
process, a step that none of the company procedures requires. In Chile, the ownership presumption lies entirely with non-indigenous landowners,
from whom the government buys or expropriates
the land (see Sections IV(1)(a); IV(2)(a); IV(2)(d)).
As a result of these barriers, formalization can be
blocked by competing claims that have little merit
or are primarily efforts to capture high-value natural resources (see Sections IV(2)(a); IV(2)(d); IV(4)
(a); IV(4)(b)).
In principle, a higher presumption of ownership
should lie with communities, who are merely
formalizing existing customary rights, compared
to companies, who are acquiring new rights and
should obtain consent from prior customary owners (an obligation captured in the full realization
of FPIC). In practice, however, it is communities
who bear the more difficult burden of proving
ownership.
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In contrast, companies can engage in a range of
strategies, both legal and illegal, to respond to
regulatory burdens. This results in significant
variation between companies that seek to meet legal
or international standards, engage in thorough consultations, and conduct operations in a socially and
environmentally responsible manner and those that
seek shortcuts to extract valuable resources. The
result is an environment where both communities
and responsibly minded investors are at a competitive disadvantage, compared to companies that take
advantage of flexible legal frameworks and limited
government oversight capacity.

Companies can use a range of legal alternatives,
as well as quasilegal, extralegal, and illegal
measures to facilitate land acquisition:
While this report focuses on investor land acquisitions via government grants or leases, the researchers also discovered that many companies simultaneously pursue multiple options for acquiring land.
For example, in Peru, companies have increasingly
purchased private small-holder land as an acquisition strategy, avoiding more stringent licensing
requirements imposed when land is acquired from
the government (see Box 9). Governments also ease
companies’ paths by building flexibility into land
acquisition procedures, allowing foreign investors
to amend prior applications or engage in ongoing
negotiations with governments over concession
terms. Another approach, found for every procedure that was assessed, allows companies to use

creative corporate ownership structures to avoid
local ownership requirements or caps on the size of
land acquired (see Sections IV(3)(a); IV(4)(a); IV(4)
(d)).
This research suggests that quasilegal, extralegal,
and illegal measures to facilitate land acquisition are widespread in developing countries. For
example, investor land acquisition in the Brazilian
Amazon typically occurs outside any legal procedure. In many countries, the authors found that
companies begin economic activities or clear the
land before they have finalized acquisition (see Box
11) (see Sections IV(4)(a); IV(4)(d); Box 9)).

Communities have narrow windows of
opportunity for land formalization:
In comparison, under-resourced communities
must contend with land formalization procedures
that have little flexibility. In several countries,
procedures imposed multiple tiers of approval on
communities and/or steep requirements to address
third-party challenges. Other countries did not
provide avenues for appeal or negotiation if an
application was denied.
In practice, land formalization procedures are
even more challenging. Repeat visits from surveying teams or other government officials may be
financially or logistically impossible, particularly
for remote communities. As a result, there is little
leeway for communities to contest errors or resolve
problems. In addition, where political appointees
or elected officials are responsible for approvals,
formalization may only be possible when political
winds are favorable (see Section IV(2)(a); IV(2)
(b); Box 7). Governments also impose additional
requirements in practice, as do supporting NGOs.
This can be beneficial (for example, some Tanzanian NGOs incorporate land-use planning, finding
it necessary for long-term tenure security). But
uncoordinated new requirements can create problems, as when one community in Mozambique had
to repeat parts of a project it had already completed
to comply with new project sponsor requirements
(Knight et al. 2014; Tanzania interviews)(Section
IV(2)(a)).

BOX 11 | A PERSISTENT CHALLENGE:
COMPANIES START OPERATIONS BEFORE
OBTAINING LAND RIGHTS
A recurring problem across the countries for which
practice was examined was companies clearing the land
or conducting economic activities before they had legally
obtained the requisite land rights. For example, palm
oil companies in Indonesia do not always register their
land-use rights until after they have been operating for
four or five years. In Cameroon, some concession holders
began laying foundations, clearing the land, or marking
boundaries before negotiations were concluded and/or
without consulting local communities (Nguiffo and Watio
2015). Before a moratorium was placed on Economic Land
Concessions in Cambodia, companies started activities
before contracts were signed. One company, for example,
prematurely cleared rice fields and orchards of local
villagers (OHCHR 2007).

Combined, these barriers give communities the
impression that they have one chance to formalize their land rights. For example, communities
in Tanzania and Guyana reported accepting land
certificates or titles even when they were unhappy
with the boundaries or conditions attached, fearing
that this was their only opportunity to obtain them
(Almås et al. 2014; Schrieber 2017). While wellorganized communities have successfully advocated
to challenge restrictive procedures, many communities have limited opportunities and resources for
such activism.
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In practice, rights are restricted for communities,
but expanded for companies:
Even when communities obtain formal land rights,
they are not always able to fully exercise the rights
granted by law. Many lack the capacity to complete
the additional permits or licenses necessary to
engage in certain economic activity. This limits
their ability to exercise their full management and
resource withdrawal rights. Government agencies
sometimes tolerate community rights to subsistence use of resources, even when these are not
protected under the law; but where overlapping
concessions are granted, subsistence resource use
is often limited, even if protected by law. Similarly,
although communities are usually legally guaranteed indefinite rights, the lack of recognition of
FPIC undermines this, because governments often
retain the right to allocate concessions to high-value
resources on community land (see Sections IV(1)
(c); IV(2)(d)).
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By contrast, after acquiring land, many companies
can engage in broader economic activities and use
of natural resources than those granted by their
licenses or use licenses intended for one economic
activity as a means of accessing resources for
a different activity. Although the data revealed
significant variation among company behavior, this
was a recurring concern across all survey countries,
particularly for timber extraction. For example,
in Papua New Guinea, companies used special
agriculture business leases as a vehicle for commercial timber exploitation, rather than agricultural
activities. Governments have limited capacity, and
perhaps improper disincentives, to fully monitor
such extralegal behavior. Although the law typically
allows governments to revoke land rights where
companies fail to meet conditions or comply with
environment and social regulation, in practice revocations are sporadic and exceptional, rather than
based on a systemic review of legal compliance (see
Sections IV(4)(a); IV(4)(c); IV(4)(d)).

Regulatory and Policy Frameworks
Favor Investors over Communities in
Land Formalization Procedures
Competing policy trends complicate the regulatory
frameworks governing land. On the one hand, the
desire to create a business-friendly environment
drives government efforts to make land easily
available to major investment projects. This is often
accompanied by an emphasis on maximizing land
productivity and mise en valeur principles, which
penalize land deemed to be idle. On the other hand,
regulators may have concerns about foreign acquisition of land, displacement of customary landholders, and the social and environmental impacts of
investment projects.
Government ministers tend to resolve these
competing policy concerns reactively rather than
systematically. Reactive policy or rule-making can
create an increasingly complex regulatory regime
without effectively protecting the land rights of
communities or the investment interests of companies. Similarly, power struggles within government,
particularly over high-value natural resources,
can result either in conflicting regulations, as the
researchers found in Indonesia, or in multiple ministries seeking to control certain procedural steps,
as with Amerindian titling in Guyana.
Recognizing these recurring concerns for both communities and companies, ultimately commercial
interests (particularly elite or well-resourced investors) frequently win out over efforts to formalize community land. This is evidenced in several key ways:

Communities receive inadequate and sporadic
support, compared to the dedicated and
sustained support for investors:
Communities rely on external support to complete formalization procedures, which means that
inclusion in a government titling program or NGO
support is usually an effective precondition of formalization. Inadequate financial resources, revealing communities’ dependence on outside help,
were a problem for every community formalization
procedure assessed in practice. Even where the law
allocates responsibility for costs to one party (see
Table 5), in practice funding typically came from
a combination of communities, governments, civil

Government ministers tend
to resolve competing policy
concerns reactively rather
than systematically. Reactive
rule-making can create
an increasingly complex
regulatory regime without
effectively protecting the
land rights of communities
or the investment interests
of companies.
society, international donors, and private companies. Ministerial capacity and coordination was also
a recurring problem, as well as a primary cause of
delay in formalizing community rights (see Sections
IV(2)(a); IV(2)(b)).
In comparison, companies benefit from specific
government support mechanisms and investorfriendly initiatives and have more ready access to
information and government actors. Laws relating
to land acquisition often provide centralized investment centers, such as the Tanzania Investment
Centre or the ventanilla unica (“express window”)
for tourism concessions in Panama, which facilitate
land acquisition by coordinating among diverse
agencies (see Section IV(3)(a)). In Indonesia, companies can track the progress of their applications
electronically (Indonesia interviews). More complex
licensing requirements, such as environmental
impact assessments, are typically accompanied by
stricter deadlines for government agencies to complete requisite tasks (see Box 8). With the benefit
of strong advocacy from local officials and/or key
supporting ministries, companies may receive the
support necessary to acquire land even where there
are social or environmental concerns.
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BOX 12 | POLITICAL BACKLASH AND DEATH BY A THOUSAND CUTS IN BRAZIL
Brazil historically was one of the first
Latin American countries to recognize
indigenous rights at the constitutional
level and was a regional leader in
establishing a mechanism for the
recognition of indigenous territories
(“demarcation”). While the procedure
is not simple (this research counts
18–21 steps), it has served as a vehicle
for the recognition of more than 700
indigenous territories covering 13.8
percent of the country (ISA 2018).
This success has been met with a
deeply entrenched backlash from
a rural agribusiness bloc known as
the ruralista lobby. Historically, these
landowners have successfully blocked
indigenous land demarcation through
the courts, challenging demarcations
in expensive and lengthy lawsuits.
Since 2016, the ruralistas have
garnered a powerful political foothold
in the National Congress, launching

a series of political and legislative
attacks on the demarcation process.
This includes funding cuts to and
restructuring of Fundação Nacional do
Índio (FUNAI), the indigenous affairs
agency, altering the demarcation
process, and recommending
indictments of FUNAI employees and
civil society members for supporting
allegedly fraudulent demarcations.
In addition, President Michel Temer
signed an advisory legal opinion in
July 2017 that adopted a restrictive
reading of existing law, known as a
“marco temporal” or “deadline” theory.
This theory suggests that Indigenous
Peoples may only demarcate the
land they occupied at the time of the
adoption of the 1988 Constitution.
This is a major barrier, because
displacements of Indigenous Peoples
from their land were common under
the dictatorship that preceded the 1988

Institutional support is inadequate to effectively
implement community procedures, and officials
are unfamiliar with customary approaches to land:
The research revealed that existing government
institutions in developing countries are seldom
prepared for community land formalization. Technical capacity was a frequent problem, particularly
a lack of trained surveyors. Other challenges, such
as missing records, inadequate budget planning,
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Constitution (and before). While recent
court decisions have mostly refused
to apply this theory, it continues
to be embraced by the current
administration, and demarcation
procedures are effectively frozen.
This backlash has also targeted the
quilombola communities, including
a freeze on new demarcations
pending a judicial decision on the
constitutionality of the quilombola
titling process. In February 2018,
the Supreme Court issued a
landmark judgment affirming the
constitutionality of the process, but it
is not clear whether this will translate
to renewed movement on titling
applications, given steep budget
cuts to the implementing agency,
which leave it “barely able to operate”
(“Acompanhamento Processual: ADI
3239” 2018; Mendes 2018; Phillips 2018).

and the logistics of reaching rural areas, further
complicate the process, as does weak coordination
between national and subnational governments
(see Sections IV(2)(a); IV(2)(b)). In some countries,
institutions established by law to facilitate community land rights are never formed in practice.
In Uganda, for example, the failure to establish
district registrars and area land committees, which
are responsible for approving key steps, has made
implementation in some regions impossible (Knight
et al. 2013; Palm and Odhiambo 2015).

In addition to this lack of institutional capacity,
the research findings suggest that land administration officials may not understand customary land
rights or adapt well to collective forms of tenure.
Community procedures are disadvantaged because
they require integrating customary land governance
systems into statutory frameworks, whereas companies already operate under modern property rights
regimes. While formal registries are regularly used
for commercial land transactions, some are not
equipped to appropriately record customary land.
Similarly, surveyors do not always know how to
adapt community maps into technical terms. Legal
forms and procedures used for individual titling are
sometimes applied, without adaptation, to community titling. In the absence of specialized support
on integrating customary and statutory regimes,
existing procedures are likely to continue to favor
commercial interests (see Sections IV(1)(d); IV(2)
(a); IV(2)(b)).

Political and economic interests threatened by
community land formalization have successfully
undermined the realization of the procedures:
Some communities in the countries surveyed have
successfully advocated for and won notable policy
or regulatory changes following unjust large-scale
land acquisitions, such as the imposition of moratoriums on economic land concessions in Cambodia
or special agricultural business leases in Papua
New Guinea (see Section IV(3)). However, it is
unusual for communities to have the resources
to engage in consistent political lobbying. On the
other hand, economic or political interests that feel
threatened by community land formalization have
the resources to pursue sustained and damaging
opposition. Such campaigns can trigger the defunding of key land rights institutions and undermine
legally established procedures, as recently occurred
in Brazil (see Box 12). Resistance may also come
from local or national government entities that

risk losing tax or royalty fees from the land in
question, or from competing ministries that would
otherwise have ownership over natural resources.
After India’s central government failed to repeal
provisions of the 2013 Land Acquisition Act that
protected community land rights, it encouraged
state governments to pass laws that undermined
these protections (Ramesh and Khan 2016). These
laws then received presidential assent, using a
constitutional provision by which this assent can
elevate state laws that compete with federal laws.
This exemplifies how sustained political opposition
can undermine legal provisions that are protective
of community rights.
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SECTION VI

RECOMMENDATIONS
This research reveals significant procedural challenges
to community land formalization, and demonstrates
clear inequalities in how governments treat community
land formalization as compared to company land
acquisition. To address this inequality, WRI provides five
key recommendations for governments, implementing
institutions, civil society partners, and companies.
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Establish and Implement Clear
Community Land Formalization
Procedures

▪▪

Legislation (and implementing regulations) should
provide a clear, accessible procedure for Indigenous
Peoples and other communities to formalize their
land rights. Overly complex procedures with multiple back-and-forths between agencies are problematic, but procedures also often break down at
seemingly minor points. Governments that engage
in responsive rule-making and that seek regular
feedback from communities and civil societies will
respond better to these breakdowns.
Systematic and coordinated efforts to formalize
community land can ensure more communities
have access to the procedure, mitigate intragovernment power struggles, save costs, and avoid
conflicting procedures and regulations. Successful implementation of the legal procedures also
requires sufficient and sustained institutional and
budgetary support.

To implementing institutions and civil society
partners:

▪▪

To governments:

▪▪

▪▪
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Reassess steps that are difficult for communities to complete and engage in responsive rulemaking, with feedback from communities and
civil society. Limit requirements that communities develop highly technical information. Allow
communities flexibility in how they report and
document information, delegate more technical
tasks to agencies with the necessary expertise,
or re-assess whether this information is practically necessary for good land governance. Avoid
strict evidentiary requirements that exclude
communities from the process on an arbitrary
or discriminatory basis. Laws should clearly
permit oral testimonies and customary forms of
knowledge as supporting evidence.
Acknowledge existing customary structures
and/or acknowledge communities as having the
legal capacity to hold land rights. Verifications
for representativeness and to ensure that the
rights of minorities and women are respected
are more appropriate than mandating the development of new formal legal structures.

Clearly assign institutional roles and responsibilities among various ministries and between
national and subnational bodies. Coordinate
rule-making and policies among these actors.
Grant any new agency created by the law or any
agency with expanded responsibilities sufficient resources to carry out the new mandate.
Evaluate decentralization programs carefully.
Decentralizing government functions and
establishing government offices in rural regions
can decrease costs by reducing travel expenses
and can promote close communication with
communities. However, subnational actors
have capacity constraints. Any decentralization
of community land formalization must involve
dedicated support for regional counterparts.

▪▪
▪▪

Collaborate in systematic implementation programs. This can reduce costs by grouping communities geographically, avoid repeating work
conducted by prior titling efforts, and build
long-lasting relationships among implementing
partners.
Adopt participatory community mapping as a
best practice: communities can make internal
decisions before surveyors (typically a key expense) are sent into the field, and once surveyors arrive, community participation can ensure
that maps are sufficiently detailed and accurate.
Develop a budgetary strategy which coordinates
the many diverse actors that typically fund
community land formalization. Advocate for a
dedicated budget that does not rely solely on
political discretion. Provide dedicated resources
to community land titling: community formalization efforts should not be a mere afterthought to titling campaigns focused on land
held by individuals or households.

To companies:

▪▪

When supporting land-titling initiatives as part
of community outreach efforts, ensure that collective as well as individual lands are included.
Collaborate with experienced civil society
partners and existing programs to complement
their work, and ensure fair and accurate implementation of the program.

Establish Conflict Resolution
Mechanisms and Address Competing
Third-Party Claims
Boundary conflicts between communities and
competing third-party claims are primary sources
of delays and increased costs during community
land formalization. Unfair or inadequate dispute
resolution procedures allow commercial interests
or local elites to prevent community land from
being formalized. Although procedures providing
for conflicting claims are present in existing laws,
they rarely provide clear guidance on how to resolve
these claims. In practice, dispute resolution is often
under-addressed.
Procedures must address legitimate competing
third-party claims but without providing disproportionately burdensome obligations on communities
to screen for and respond to these claims. This
requires clear standards and procedures on how
to resolve overlapping claims, accompanied by
practical support to communities in responding to
conflicts. Similarly, coordination and communication among diverse registries, and among ministries responsible for different resources is crucial.

To governments:

▪▪
▪▪

Establish clear, fair, and accessible conflictresolution mechanisms in existing formalization procedures, accompanied by guidance on
how to resolve competing claims. This guidance
should ensure that existing registered claims
are not automatically preferenced over unregistered customary rights.
Mandate communication between entities
responsible for community land formalization
and those responsible for allocating mineral,
forestry, trophy hunting, and other industrial
concessions during the formalization process.
However, these sectoral ministries should not
be empowered to halt the process indefinitely.
Develop clear guidance on proper procedures
when overlapping concessions are discovered.

▪▪

Explore a unified cadastre such as the One Map
initiative in Indonesia (Shahab 2016). Where
this is not possible, ministries should establish
clear procedures for communicating information among the various registries, including
checks to ensure that community land rights
have been entered in all appropriate registries.

To implementing institutions and civil society
partners:

▪▪
▪▪

Incorporate dispute resolution planning into
titling programs. One best practice from Tanzania is the use of on-site mediators to resolve
minor conflicts (Schreiber 2017a). Alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms are a possible
best practice, although accessible recourse to
the courts must remain a viable option.
Consider establishing dedicated funding or
empower independent staff to respond to situations where serious third-party opposition
exists.

To companies:

▪▪
▪▪

Conduct your own due diligence. Do not rely
solely on assurances from one ministry or office
that land is freely available. Screen not only for
existing registered community land rights, but
also for pending applications and unrecognized
land rights.
Engage early and often with communities in
regions targeted for investors, including with
multiple sectors of the community (not merely
local politicians or a few community representatives).
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To governments:

▪▪

▪▪
▪▪
Prevent the Loss of Customary
Land and Provide More Inclusive
Bundles of Rights
Formalization procedures should not fragment a
community’s customary land or force communities to give up land and natural resources that they
have customarily enjoyed. Laws should ensure that
formally recognized land will reflect the reality of
community land use, and all actors should take
practical measures to prevent arbitrary exclusions
of portions of a community’s land.
Formalization should also incorporate the rights of
communities to use and enjoy the range of natural
resources on their land, including forests, wildlife,
and water. These rights allow communities to
engage in a diversity of economic livelihoods and
cultural practices.
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Ensure that community formalizations procedures do not exclude certain classes of land
(e.g., forest or unoccupied land) from formalization. Registration of different types of land
should not be governed by separate procedures
or split among diverse ministries. Adopt legal
reforms to ensure that officials do not have
broad discretionary power to excise tracts of
land from final titles or certificates. As necessary, develop regulatory or policy guidance
to constrain the ability of decision-makers to
impose ad-hoc caps on the size of land granted
to a community.
Provide legal procedures that clearly establish
opportunities to obtain later extensions of community land area or, at a minimum, preserve
the right to request land in the future. Extension procedures, like the original formalization
procedure, should be clear, simple, and accessible.
Grant communities full rights to the range of
natural resources on their land. Subsistence
rights to resources can be affirmed via simple
changes to law, such as an exemption to hunting bans for personal consumption. If commercial rights to mineral, wildlife, or other
resources are reserved for the government at
the constitutional level, increased access to
these resources can still be provided to communities by simplifying licensing requirements
or providing community-specific permits. In
such cases, protections for FPIC are crucial (see
Recommendation 5).

To implementing institutions and civil society
partners:

▪▪
▪▪

To prevent mapping errors, include communities in surveying and ensure that communities
have an opportunity to provide feedback before
any maps are finalized and the land demarcated.
Sensitize government officials and society more
generally about the importance of community
land to rural livelihood and the necessity of recognizing larger tracts of community land that
incorporate seemingly vacant areas.

▪▪

Ensure Oversight, Accountability,
and Transparency
Transparency and accountability are necessary to
prevent community applications from disappearing
into government bureaucracy and to ensure against
abuse and mistakes in the process. This requires
simultaneous monitoring and oversight mechanisms that are bottom-up (from communities) and
top-down (from higher-level institutions). Similarly, at a national level, all actors should promote
transparency around how land is allocated and
existing information about the land. This includes
transparency as to how and when land is allocated
to investors.

To the international community:

▪▪

To governments:

▪▪

▪▪

Ensure that the legal framework provides communities with the right to request information
about the status of their application, the right
to appeal adverse decisions, and the right to
participate in all stages of the process. Obligate
government authorities to notify communities of decisions, including reasons for that
decision, and to give regular status updates on
applications.
Adopt transparent mechanisms for hiring and
paying surveyors and other officials.

Assess procedures in consultation with communities and adapt policies accordingly. These
consultations should include specific outreach
with minority communities and to obtain feedback from women, youth, and vulnerable segments of the community. Broadly disseminate
information about the procedure and conduct
appropriate training for government officials,
particularly after new regulations are enacted
or amended.

Develop and strengthen monitoring tools and
other supporting initiatives, such as LandMark
(www.landmarkmap.org), which provides maps
of indigenous and community lands, or the
Open Government Partnership (OGP), which
is a multilateral initiative that aims to secure
government commitments to transparency.
Consider developing an annual country-level
assessment on the relative ease of formalizing
community land rights around the world.

To companies:

▪▪

Develop mechanisms for ensuring that company policies are transparent and accessible
to local communities, including procedures
related to land acquisition and community
consultation.

All parties can work to appropriately acknowledge
community land rights while creating a fairer
regulatory environment for companies. This requires
improved monitoring of company behavior and
mandating and supporting FPIC procedures.
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Level the Playing Field between
Communities and Companies
and Create a Fairer Investment
Environment
Under the status quo, communities face multiple
barriers to formalizing their land rights, while many
companies find ways to skirt legal requirements
and are not required to obtain free, prior, and
informed consent (FPIC) from communities. This
allows companies to acquire land more quickly than
communities and sets the stage for future community-investor conflicts. In addition, this places at
a competitive disadvantage those companies that
seek to genuinely engage in community consultations and comply with applicable laws.
In response, all parties can work to appropriately
acknowledge community land rights while creating
a fairer regulatory environment for companies. This
requires improved monitoring of company behavior
and mandating and supporting FPIC procedures.
It also requires acknowledging customary practices
and approaches to land governance. One reason
community procedures are disadvantaged, compared to commercial interests, is because custom-
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ary land governance systems do not always integrate well with the statutory regimes that govern
formal land registration and documentation.

To governments:

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Strengthen monitoring and oversight of company behavior. Screen for companies that take
shortcuts during licensing and/or begin commercial operations before the land is legally
acquired.
Require companies to engage in full FPIC when
acquiring land or where overlapping concessions are allocated on community land.
Ensure that natural resource concessions are
not granted while an application for the formalization of community land rights is pending or
unresolved. Legal provisions forbidding this
or allowing communities to obtain an interim
protective order (as in the Philippines and
Cambodia) are positive. However, successful
implementation of such provisions requires
transparency in timelines for community and
company procedures.

To implementing institutions and civil society
partners:

▪▪
▪▪

Provide specialized support and training on appropriately recognizing customary understandings of the land. For example, train technical
staff on the acceptability of community maps
and customary boundary markers and on the
appropriate procedures for accurately capturing
customary boundaries on technical maps.

To companies:

▪▪
▪▪

Seek FPIC from communities occupying land
near any intended investment, even where not
required by law.
Advocate governments for transparent, fair,
and consistent land acquisition procedures.
Promote industry-wide standards around acknowledging customary land rights and engaging in FPIC procedures.

Support and develop community empowerment initiatives. Programs, such as training for
community paralegals or information campaigns, can allow communities to engage more
effectively with formal procedures. Initiatives
to promote long-term tenure security, while
beyond the scope of this report, are also important, such as the development of village landuse plans in Tanzania.
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS OF COMMONLY USED AND LEGAL TERMS
This appendix lists terms commonly used in this report. These terms
may reflect country-specific definitions, but they are outlined here
from a comparative perspective or based on international law and
international norms. Domestic laws may define these terms differently.
For example, some countries have highly specific definitions of those
who are considered to be Indigenous Peoples, but the definition here
reflects the definition in international law.
Alienation Rights: The right to sell or transfer land or to lease or
sublease land to a third party. For our purposes, it does not include
inheritance rights. The extent to which community land should be
freely alienable is the most contentious component of the “bundle of
rights” approach (RRI 2012).
Amerindian (Guyana): A term used in Guyana for Indigenous Peoples.
The term is still used in the law, although there have been some attempts to replace it with the term “Indigenous Peoples.”
Artisanal Mining Rights: Rights to conduct small-scale mining
activities.
Bundle of Rights Theory: Bundle of rights theory is a metaphor
developed by 20th century American jurists for categorizing property
rights as a “bundle of sticks” representing various rights regulating
resource use among persons. In the context of community rights, this
theory has been used to classify collective property rights along five
axes: withdrawal, management, exclusion, alienation, and access rights
(Schlager and Ostrom 1992). A more expansive bundle of rights may
correlate with stronger community land rights, although recognizing
the full bundle may not be the “optimal outcome for all community
tenure regimes” (RRI 2012).
Cadastre: An official government registration of surveys, maps, or
other boundary information.
Certificate: A document that formally attests to the existence of
the land right documented therein (adapted from Garner 2011). This
includes certificates of title, as well as a diversity of other certificates
across countries (such as certificates of ancestral domain, certificates
of right of occupancy, etc.).
Commercial Rights: Rights to trade, sell, or otherwise profit from
natural resources.
Commons: Lands maintained by communities as shared property.
Community land may be partly or entirely made up of the commons,
depending on community land management practices (Pearce 2016).
Community land may include, among others, grazing lands, hunting
grounds, sacred lands, forests, fallow land, and land held for future
generations.
Community: Communities are groupings of individuals and families
that share common interests in a definable local land area. They
may be formally recognized as a community and structured via state
institutions or exist informally. Community identity is based on selfdefinition, with some qualifications where this risks exclusion of vulnerable or minority members (Knight 2010). This research uses a flexible
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definition of community to capture this principle of self-definition as
well as the variety of communities defined under domestic law as
landholding entities. For the sake of brevity, references to communities
and community lands in this report should be read to incorporate both
community and indigenous land rights, unless otherwise noted.
Community Land: Land (and natural resources) collectively held and
governed by a community, regardless of recognition under national
statutory law. Community land may include both common resource
areas or land that the community has allocated to individuals, households, or subgroups.
Company/Investor: All else being equal for a given procedure, this
research assumes a company or investor is a limited liability company,
or the closest equivalent corporate form (such as a private limited company, S.A.R.L., Lda, or S.R.L). Where procedures differ between foreign
and domestic investors, this is specified.
Conditions: In this report, legal conditions. These are affirmative or
negative requirements attached to a right acknowledged or granted
by the state. Breaches of these conditions may result in revocation or
alteration of the right.
Customary Law: Norms and practices that regulate the behavior of
a given community, typically based on traditional or long-standing
practices. In some countries, customary law is formally recognized and
incorporated into statutory law.
Emphyteutic Lease: In French, bail emphytéotique. A type of longterm lease in civil law jurisdictions.
Exclusion Rights: The right to control access and entry to land by
third parties.
Expropriation: Compulsory acquisition of land or other property by
the government. International standards dictate that expropriation
should only occur for a public purpose and must be followed by prompt
payment of fair compensation as provided in national law (FAO 2012).
Formalization of Land Rights: As used in this report, the process by
which the government acknowledges collective land rights, culminating in the registration and documentation of those rights. Registration
includes entering the rights in a government registry or cadastre.
Documentation includes the issuance of a title or certificate to the
community. Formalization may be the vehicle for legally recognizing
rights held informally or under custom, or it may constitute a further
confirmation of rights already recognized by the law.
Free, Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC): Indigenous Peoples shall
not be removed from their land without their free, prior, and informed
consent (United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, International Labor Organization Convention 169). States have
an obligation to respect FPIC under international human rights law, and
the principle is also incorporated in standards governing the private
sector. There is no universal definition for what constitutes FPIC, but
it should represent a collective decision of the community. While
traditional decision-making processes should be respected, a mere

sign-off from a sole leader is insufficient, and processes should include
women and marginalized groups (see, for example, IFC Performance
Standard 7, Guidance Note). Although international law only requires
FPIC in the context of Indigenous Peoples, this report considers FPIC a
best practice to ensure that any community holding land collectively is
not unjustly deprived of that land.
Indigenous Lands or Territories: Collectively held and governed
lands (and natural resources) of Indigenous Peoples. As with other
community lands, some indigenous lands may, with group consent, be
allocated for use by individuals and families. Other indigenous land is
managed as common property.
Indigenous Peoples: People with distinct social, cultural, or economic
characteristics, practicing in part or in full their own customs or
traditions. The term includes those who are descended from people
inhabiting a country or region at the time of conquest, colonization, or
the establishment of modern boundaries. Whether a group of persons
is considered to be indigenous is based on self-identification (ILO
Convention 169). The rights of Indigenous Peoples receive heightened
protection under international law. Governments have a responsibility
to recognize the unique relation that Indigenous Peoples have to their
traditional or ancestral lands (Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname
2007; Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay
2006).
Land Acquisition: Obtaining rights to land or natural resources that
were not previously held under customary or statutory tenure. This
research uses the term to apply generally to the various means that
investors use to acquire land from the government. Note that land
purchases on the private market and land obtained via government
expropriation, while also forms of land acquisition, are not included in
this research.
Management Rights: The right to make decisions regarding land and
the resources on that land.
Mise en valeur: From the French, to put into use or to put into value. A
principle derived from the colonial era that links the ownership of land
to productive use of that land. Where encoded in law, mise en valeur
requirements typically require that land be under certain specified
uses for a person to acquire or maintain rights to that land. Land held
collectively is not always recognized as in use under these requirements. Some Anglophone countries also have parallel use requirements in the law.
Notice and an Opportunity to Respond: Notice requirements are
legal requirements that establish procedures for notifying parties
whose rights may be lost or affected by an administrative action of the
potential loss of their rights. Due process concerns typically require
that parties be given adequate notice and an opportunity to respond.
While national laws vary, notice requirements may involve direct
service (that is, directly contacting an individual), a public posting, or a
public announcement through widely used media sources.
Oppositions: As used here, oppositions do not refer to general opposition to the formalization of a community land right, but to specific
objections made by third parties as part of the formalization process.
Regulations may alternatively use language such as contestations,
competing claims, objections, etc.

Precondition: A requirement that must be completed prior to the formalization or land acquisition process and is not part of the procedure
itself or linked to the formalization or acquisition of land rights. In the
methodology for this report, a precondition is distinct from a step. Thus,
obtaining general recognition of indigenous status is a precondition,
but if the recognition requires a showing of landholdings or is established for land management purposes, it is a step.
Provisional/Definitive Rights: Provisional rights are granted for a
limited term, after which the right will be lost if certain requirements or
conditions are not completed to convert the right into a definitive one.
Quilombolas (Brazil): Afro-Brazilians descended from escaped slaves
who founded historic communities known as quilombos. Quilombola
communities are defined by Decree 4.887 of 2003 as ethnic-racial
groups, based on self-identification, with their own historical trajectory,
having specific territorial relations, and with a presumption of black
ancestry related to resistance to historical oppression (translation by
authors).
Registry/Registration: An official government written record of
legal property rights or the act of recording a right in such a registry. A given country may have multiple registries capturing different
rights or maintained by separate government entities. Entry in a land
registry constitutes evidence of the existence of rights. For registries
established under a Torrens title system (a widely used system of land
registration around the world) entry in land registries may be definitive
proof of ownership.
Revocation of Rights: This occurs when a previously granted right is
rescinded by the government, such as for a failure of the rights holder
to meet certain conditions attached to the right. It should be distinguished from other means of extinguishing rights, including expropriation.
Step: Any interaction between two separate entities, including
between the entity acquiring the land, the person the land is acquired
from, government agencies, consultants, and lawyers. This means that
interactions between government agencies or offices are considered
separate steps. Intra-community interactions or internal company actions are not considered separate steps.
Subsistence Rights: Rights to use natural resources for basic livelihoods, such as for food and water needs of an individual or a family,
for housing or other basic building materials, or for sacred or religious
purposes. The term does not incorporate trading or selling the resource
outside of a community.
Tenure Security: The certainty that a person’s rights to land will be
recognized by others and protected against external threats or competing claims. Without security of tenure, households are significantly
impaired in their ability to secure sufficient food and to enjoy sustainable rural livelihoods (FAO 2002).
Title: An instrument that constitutes legal evidence of ownership
rights in property (adapted from Garner 2011).
Withdrawal Rights: The right to sever and remove the fruits of the
land or specific resources on the land. This research categorizes withdrawal rights separately for subsistence and commercial uses.
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APPENDIX B. COMMUNITY DATA, LAW
Table B1 |

Data for Indicators on the Formalization Process

PROCEDURE

NUMBER OF
GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

DEMONSTRATION
OF HISTORIC
STATUS OR TIES
TO THE LAND?

LEGAL PERSONALITY/
OTHER FORMAL
GOVERNMENT APPROVAL
OF COMMUNITY
STRUCTURE?

Brazil: Collective Land Titling of Quilombolas

15–21+

6

Yes

Yes

Brazil: Indigenous Territories

18–21

8

Yes*

No

Cambodia: Collective Land Title

11–25

5–9

No

Yes

Cameroon: Land Title

12–17+

8–9

Yes*

No

Chile: Art. 20(b) Land Transfer

6

2

Yes*

Yes

Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate

14–15

9

Yes*

No

Guyana: Amerindian Land

10–12+

3

Yes*

Yes

India: Community Forest Rights

13–22

5

Yes

No

Indonesia: Customary Forest

12

12

Yes

Yes

Mozambique: Delimitation

7

1–2

No

No

Mozambique: Demarcation

10

4

No

No

11–18

5–6

Yes*

No

Peru: Native Community Land Title

19

7

Yes

Yes

Peru: Usufruct Contract for classified forestland

20

8

Yes

Yes

54–61+

19

Yes*

Yes

10–13

5–6

No

Yes

3+

2

No

Yes

Uganda: Certificate of Customary Occupation

14–16+

5

No

Yes

Uganda: Group Freehold

15–17+

5

No

Yes

Average

14.4–17.6

6.3–6.7

Median

12–17

5–6

Panama: Indigenous Community Land Title

Philippines: Certificate of Ancestral Domain
PNG: Registered Customary Land
Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

Note: *Historic ties to specific land.
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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Table B2 |

Data for Indicators on the Cost in Time, the Cost in Money, and the Size of the Land

PROCEDURE

COST
IN TIME
(OVERALL)

COST IN MONEY
GENERALLY

PARTY
RESPONSIBLE

SURVEYING
COST

SIZE OF
LAND:
NUMERIC
CAP?

Brazil: Collective Land Titling of Quilombolas

None

No overall cost

Not specified

Not specified

No

Brazil: Indigenous Territories

None

None

Not specified

Not specified

No

Cambodia: Collective Land Title

None

None

Not specified

Not specified

No

Cameroon: Land Title

None

No overall cost

Community

Community

No

Chile: Art. 20(b) Land Transfer

None

No overall cost

Not specified

Not specified

No

Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate

None

No overall cost

Community

Community

No

Guyana: Amerindian Land

None

No overall cost

Government

Government

No

India: Community Forest Rights

None

None

Community

Community

No

Indonesia: Customary Forest

None

No overall cost

Government

Government

No

Mozambique: Delimitation

None

No overall cost

Varies

Varies

No

Mozambique: Demarcation

None

No overall cost

Varies

Varies

No

Panama: Indigenous Community Land Title

None

None

Government

Government

No

Peru: Native Community Land Title

None

No overall cost

Varies

Varies

No

Peru: Usufruct Contract for classified forestland

None

No overall cost

Varies

Varies

No

Philippines: Certificate of Ancestral Domain

None

No overall cost

Varies

Varies

No

PNG: Registered Customary Land

None

No overall cost

Varies

Varies

No

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

None

No overall cost

Not specified

Not specified

No

Uganda: Certificate of Customary Occupation

None

No overall cost

Community

Community

No

Uganda: Group Freehold

None

No overall cost

Community

Community

No

Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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Table B3 |

D ata for the Indicators on Duration of the Rights and Revocability, and on the Ability of a
Community to Request Land in the Future

PROCEDURE

DURATION OF
RIGHTS

CONDITIONS

REVOCABILITY

ABILITY TO REQUEST LAND
IN THE FUTURE

Brazil: Collective Land Titling of Quilombolas

Unlimited

None

None specified

No clear prohibition

Brazil: Indigenous Territories

Unlimited

None

Abandonment of the
land

Contested point of law

Cambodia: Collective Land Title

Unlimited

None

None specified

Ambiguous

Cameroon: Land Title

Unlimited

None

Administrative fault

No clear prohibition

Chile: Art. 20(b) Land Transfer

Unlimited

None

None specified

No clear prohibition

Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate

3 years

Development
of the land;
registration
within 3 years

Failure to develop
land; failure to
register

Not forbidden; legal procedure
likely forecloses

Guyana: Amerindian Land

Unlimited

Government
discretion to
create

Violating conditions;
failure to develop
land;
abandonment

Yes

India: Community Forest Rights

Unlimited

None

None specified

Not forbidden; legal procedure
likely forecloses

Indonesia: Customary Forest

Unlimited

None

Abandonment

No clear prohibition

Mozambique: Delimitation

Unlimited

None

None specified

No clear prohibition

Mozambique: Demarcation

Unlimited

None

None specified

No clear prohibition

Panama: Indigenous Community Land Title

Unlimited

None

None specified

No clear prohibition

Peru: Native Community Land Title

Unlimited

None

Abandonment

Yes (no implementing
regulations)

Peru: Usufruct Contract for classified
forestland

Unlimited

None

Abandonment

Yes (no implementing
regulations)

Philippines: Certificate of Ancestral Domain

Unlimited

None

Fraud

Yes

PNG: Registered Customary Land

Unlimited

None

Dissolution of the
land-holding body

No

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

Unlimited

None

None specified

No clear prohibition

Uganda: Certificate of Customary Occupation

Unlimited

Government
discretion to
create

Violating conditions

No clear prohibition

Uganda: Group Freehold

Discretionary
time—unlimited

Government
discretion to
create

Violating conditions

No clear prohibition

Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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Tables B4 and B5 represent the data for the indicator on the bundle of formalized rights.
Table B4 |

Data on Withdrawal Rights

PROCEDURE

TREES AND
FOREST
RESOURCES

WATER

WILDLIFE

MINERALS

HYDROCARBONS

Subsistence

Commercial

Subsistence

Commercial

Subsistence

Commercial

Subsistence

Artisanal

Commercial

Subsistence

Commercial

Brazil: Collective Land Titling of
Quilombolas

1

2

1

3

3

4

1

4

4

4

4

Brazil: Indigenous Territories

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

1

4

4

4

Cambodia: Collective Land Title

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

4

4

4

4

n/a

n/a

1

3

2

3

2

3

4

4

4

Chile: Art. 20(b) Land Transfer

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

4

4

Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate

1

3

1

3

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

Guyana: Amerindian Land

2

3

2

3

2

3

1

1

3

4

4

1
(some
RV)

RV

1

RV

4

4

RV

4

4

4

4

Indonesia: Customary Forest

2

4

1

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

Mozambique: Delimitation

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

3

4

4

Mozambique: Demarcation

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

3

4

4

Panama: Indigenous Community Land
Title

2

3

1

3

2

3

4

4

4

4

4

Peru: Native Community Land Title

1

2

1

3

3

2

3

3

4

4

4

Peru: Usufruct Contract for classified
forestlands

1

2

1

3

3

2

4

4

4

4

4

Philippines: Certificate of Ancestral
Domain

2

3

1

3

1

3

2

3

3

3

3

PNG: Registered Customary Land

1

3

1

3

1

1

3

3

4

4

4

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

Uganda: Certificate of Customary
Occupation

1

2

1

3

3

3

1

3

4

4

4

Uganda: Group Freehold

1

2

1

3

3

3

1

3

4

4

4

Cameroon: Land Title

India: Community Forest Rights
(RV = regional variation)

Note: Legal protection of the rights is assessed on a scale of 1 (most protection) to 4 (least protection):
1: The law provides full enjoyment of the right.
2: The law protects the right subject to significant restrictions.
3: The law protects the right in limited circumstances.
4: The law does not protect the right.
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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Table B5 |

Data on Management, Exclusion, and Alienation Rights, and Rights to FPIC

PROCEDURE

MANAGEMENT

FPIC

general

commercial

Brazil: Collective Land Titling of Quilombolas

1

2

2

Brazil: Indigenous Territories

1

2

Cambodia: Collective Land Title

1

Cameroon: Land Title

ALIENATION

sale

lease

1

4

4

2

1

4

4

1

3

1

4

4

1

1

3

1

1

1

Chile: Art. 20(b) Land Transfer

1

1

2

1

4

4

Côte d’Ivoire: Land Certificate

1

1

4

1

1

1

Guyana: Amerindian Land

2

2

3

1

1

2

India: Community Forest Rights

2

2

3

1

4

4

Indonesia: Customary Forest

2

2

2

1

4

2

Mozambique: Delimitation

1

1

2

2

2

2

Mozambique: Demarcation

1

1

2

2

2

2

Panama: Indigenous Community Land Title

1

1

1

1

4

4

Peru: Native Community Land Title

2

2

2

2

3

3

Peru: Usufruct Contract for classified
forestlands

2

2

2

3

4

4

Philippines: Certificate of Ancestral Domain

1

1

1

1

4

3

PNG: Registered Customary Land

1

1

3

1

4

2

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

2

2

2

2

4

2

Uganda: Certificate of Customary Occupation

1

1

3

1

1

1

Uganda: Group Freehold

1

1

3

1

1

1

Note: Legal protection of the rights is assessed on a scale of 1 (most protection) to 4 (least protection):
1: The law provides full enjoyment of the right.
2: The law protects the right subject to significant restrictions.
3: The law protects the right in limited circumstances.
4: The law does not protect the right.
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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APPENDIX C. COMMUNITY DATA, PRACTICE
Data on community practice were derived from a literature review in
Mozambique and Guyana, with comments from the Amerindian Peoples
Association and the Forest Peoples Programme as to the accuracy
of the Guyana data. Data from Peru and Indonesia were derived from
a combination of a literature review and interviews conducted by
country researchers. For Indonesia, this included interviews with civil
society representatives and, for Peru, interviews with government and
NGO representatives at both the national and subnational level. In Peru,
researchers interviewed 14 key stakeholders, including subnational
and national government representatives (10), a legal adviser, an
NGO, and indigenous organizations/leadership (2). Interviews were
semi-structured, and in some cases associated documentation was

Table C1 |

requested. Further information was collected through official requests
under the regulations on public access to environmental information.
In Indonesia, researchers conducted interviews with four persons who
had practical experience in implementing the relevant regulations,
including community members and NGOs. Data from Tanzania were
derived from a combination of a literature review and feedback from
the Tanzanian research team, based on interviews with 18 government
officials, land tenure experts, and NGO representatives. (Thirteen were
specifically targeted for information about the community process; the
others were targeted for the company process but were also asked
information about community procedures.)

D ata for Indicators on the Formalization Process, the Cost in Time, the Cost in Money,
the Size of the Land, the Duration of the Rights, and their Revocability

PROCEDURE

NUMBER OF
STEPS

# OF GOV.
AGENCIES

Guyana:
Amerindian Land

37–44
8–9
(Guidelines)
29–32 (practice)

Indonesia:
Customary Forest

17

Mozambique:
Delimitation

COST IN TIME

COST IN $
(USD)

SIZE OF
LAND

DURATION
OF RIGHTS

REVOCABILITY

Up to ~30 years
—
Outstanding claims:
since 1960s

259–8,288 ha
(limited data)

Unlimited

1 report:
extinguished
arbitrarily

21

4–15 years

—

—

Unlimited

None reported

9

2

2–3 years

2000–13329

<10–500,000

Unlimited

None reported

Peru: Native
Community Land

28

12

Up to 20+ years
10–25 years

1000–13000

19–452,735 ha

Unlimited

None reported

Peru: Usufruct
Contract

33

15

(same as above)
plus 30 days–1 year

—

—

Unlimited

None reported

Tanzania: Certificate
of Village Land

18

5–6

1–3 years
500–1000
Outstanding claims:
5+ years

39–5,172 ha

Unlimited

None reported

Source: Field research led by CIFOR, AsM Law Office, UCRT, and RRI. Comments by APA/FPP. Sources listed in Appendix G, as well as Amerindian Land Titling Project Board 2016, Atkinson
et al. 2016, Almås et al. 2014, Byamugisha 2013, De Wit and Norfolk 2010, Donovan et al. 2012, Fairley 2012, Ghebru et al. 2015, GOG/OP 2010, Knight et al. 2014, TFCG 2015, Quan et al. 2013, and
Schreiber 2017a.
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Withdrawal Rights
WATER

WILDLIFE

MINERALS

HYDROCARBONS

4

4

4

Indonesia: Customary Forest

2

4

1

4

2

4

2

--

--

--

--

Mozambique: Delimitation

2

4

1

3

1

3

--

--

--

4

4

Peru: Native Community Land Title

2

3

2

3

2

3

4

4

4

4

4

Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

1

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Commercial

--

Subsistence

--

Commercial

4

Artisanal

2

Subsistence

4

Commercial

1

Subsistence

4

Commercial

2

Subsistence

Guyana: Amerindian Land

Commercial

TREES AND
FOREST
RESOURCES
Subsistence

PROCEDURE

Note: Represents the data indicator on the bundle of formalized land rights. Protection of the right in practice is assessed on a scale of 1 (most protection) to 4 (least protection):
1: The right is enjoyed regularly and consistently, and receives protection from the state.
2: The right is protected inconsistently.
3: The right is protected rarely.
4: The right is effectively denied.
Source: Field research led by CIFOR, AsM Law Office, UCRT, and RRI. Comments by APA/FPP. Sources listed in Appendix G, as well as Almås et al. 2014, Atkinson et al. 2016, Ghebru et al.
2015, Macqueen and Falcão 2017, De Wit and Norfolk 2010, Knight et al. 2014, and Oakland Institute 2011.
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Data on Management, Exclusion, and Alienation Rights, and Rights to FPIC

PROCEDURE

MANAGEMENT

FPIC

general

commercial

Guyana: Amerindian Land

2

3

3

Indonesia: Customary Forest

2

2

Mozambique: Delimitation

2

Peru: Native Community Land Title
Tanzania: Certificate of Village Land

EXCLUSION

ALIENATION
sale

lease

3

—

—

2

2

4

2

3

2

2

1

4

2

3

2

3

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

Note: Represents the data indicator on the bundle of formalized land rights. Protection of the right in practice is assessed on a scale of 1 (most protection) to 4 (least protection):
1: The right is enjoyed regularly and consistently, and receives protection from the state.
2: The right is protected inconsistently.
3: The right is protected rarely.
4: The right is effectively denied.
Source: Field research led by CIFOR, AsM Law Office, UCRT, and RRI. Comments by APA/FPP. Sources listed in Appendix G, as well as Almås et al. 2014, Atkinson et al. 2016, Cabral and
Norfolk 2016, De Wit and Norfolk 2010, Donovan et al. 2012, Ghebru et al. 2015, Knight et al. 2014, Oakland Institute 2011, and Rose 2014.
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APPENDIX D. COMPANY DATA, LAW
Table D1 includes data on the land acquisition process, including the nature of the process and the extent of community consultations required. Community consultations do not include consultation requirements related to environmental impacts rather than land acquisition. These consultations also
do not include requirements that only involve a sole leader or local authority or if only a general notice and/or opportunity for oppositions is given.

Table D1 |

Data on Indicators for the Land Acquisition Process

PROCEDURE

NUMBER
GOV.
ACQUISITION
OF
AGENCIES MECHANISM?
STEPS

LEGAL PRESUMPTION
ABOUT LAND STATUS

COMMUNITY
CONSULTATIONS?

DOES PROCEDURE
INCORPORATE
STEPS TO
ENSURE FPIC?

Bidding process OR
application

Government owns (solicited
proposals); Government
owns (unsolicited proposals)
but requires verification (by
government, detailed proposal
by applicant)

No (only
Commune
Council
involved)

No

Application to
government

“National land” that is free of all
effective occupation

No

No

N/A

Government owns

No

No

Cambodia: Economic
Land Concessions

14–17+

5–7

Cameroon: Provisional
Concessions on
National Land

5–7

5

Côte d’Ivoire:
Emphyteutic Lease

N/A

N/A

Guyana: State Land
Grant or Lease

6–7

3

Application to
government

Government owns

No

No

Indonesia: HGU Land
Use Right/Palm Oil
Plantations

19–26

22

Application to
government; but
direct negotiations
with communities
to acquire land
(compensation)

Forest is state forest (unless
evidenced by private title);
Company is expected to
compensate communities

Yes, company
has to negotiate
arrangements
with
communities in
acquiring land

No

14

9

Application to
government

Government owns/verifies for
other rights

No

No

11–15+

8–13

Application to
government

Government owns (Government Yes, consultation Yes BUT legal
verifies; Government gives
meetings
ambiguity
opinion on other existing use
rights)

Panama: Concessions
for Tourist Investment

19+

10

Application and
bidding process

Government

No

No

Peru: Rights to
Forests on Classified
Agricultural Land

28+

11

Application to
government

Government owns

No

No

Philippines: Lease of
(Public) Alienable and
Disposable Land

9–33+

4–10

Application and
bidding process
(bidding favors
applicant)

Public lands declared alienable

Yes, if land is
an ancestral
domain

Yes, if land is an
ancestral domain

3

2

Lease/lease-back
arrangement

Lease/lease-back arrangement

Yes, ministry
leases land
from customary
owners

No

Indonesia: HTI/
Industrial Forests
Mozambique: DUAT
Acquisition for
Economic Purposes

PNG: SABL
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PROCEDURE

NUMBER
GOV.
ACQUISITION
OF
AGENCIES MECHANISM?
STEPS

LEGAL PRESUMPTION
ABOUT LAND STATUS

COMMUNITY
CONSULTATIONS?

DOES PROCEDURE
INCORPORATE
STEPS TO
ENSURE FPIC?

Government owns OR
community via lease/leaseback

Yes, vote by
assembly

Yes BUT legal
ambiguity as
to whether a
community can
refuse

Tanzania: Granted
Right of Occupancy/
Derivative Right

5–13+

4

Application to
government OR
lease/lease-back
from government

Uganda: Freehold
Land from District
Land Board

8–13+

4

Application to
Land in district “not owned by
government (District any person or authority” (as
Land Board)
determined by DLB)

No

No

Uganda: Grant/
Leasehold from ULC

5–7+

2

Application to
government
(Uganda Land
Commission)

No

No

Averages (Low and
High)

11.2–15.5

6.85–7.15

9–14

5–7

Median (Low and
High)

ULC owns

Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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D ata for Indicators on Cost in Time, Cost in Money, Size of the Land, Duration of the Rights, and Conditions
Imposed on the Right

PROCEDURE
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COST IN
TIME

COST IN $

SIZE OF LAND:
NUMERIC CAP?

DURATION OF RIGHTS
term

renewability

CONDITIONS

Cambodia: Economic Land Concessions

None

None overall

0-10,000 ha

50 years*
*reduced in
2011

Once, 50 years
(possible 99 year cap)

Yes

Cameroon: Provisional Concessions on
National Land

None

None overall

No

5 years
(provisional)

Yes (extended or
converted)

Yes

Côte d’Ivoire: Emphyteutic Lease

None

None overall

No

18–99 years

Yes, unclear time

Yes

Guyana: State Land Grant or Lease

None

None overall

No

99 years

No exceptionally 1 year Yes

Indonesia: HGU Land Use Right/Palm Oil
Plantations

None

None overall

25-100,000 ha

35 years

Once, 25 years

Yes

Indonesia: HTI/Industrial Forests

None

None overall

0-150,000 ha

60 years

Once, 35 years

Yes

Mozambique: DUAT Acquisition for
Economic Purposes

None

None overall

No

2 (foreign) or Definitive: 50 years;
5 (domestic) Renew once
years
(provisional)

Yes

Panama: Concessions for Tourist
Investment

None

None overall

Varies

40–60 years

Once, 30 year

Yes

Peru: Rights to Forests on Classified
Agricultural Land

None

None overall

0-10,000 ha

No limit

N/A

Yes

Philippines: Lease of (Public) Alienable
and Disposable Land

None

None overall

0-1,000/500
25 years
(domestic/foreign)

WRI.org

Once, 25 years

Yes

PROCEDURE

COST IN
TIME

COST IN $

SIZE OF LAND:
NUMERIC CAP?

DURATION OF RIGHTS
term

CONDITIONS

renewability

PNG: SABL

None

None overall

No

99 years

Yes

Tanzania: Granted Right of Occupancy/
Derivative Right

None

None overall

No (missing
regulation)

98–99 years

Yes

Uganda: Freehold Land from District
Land Board

None

None overall

No

No limit

Discretionary

Uganda: Grant/Leasehold from ULC

None

None overall

No

99 years
(foreign);
none
(domestic)

Yes

Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.

Table D3 |

Data for the Indicator on the Bundle of Rights

PROCEDURE

TREES/
FOREST
RESOURCES

WATER

Cambodia: Economic Land
Concessions

2/3

3

Cameroon: Provisional Concessions
on National Land

3

Côte d’Ivoire: Emphyteutic Lease

WILDLIFE

MINERALS HYDROCARBONS

MANAGEMENT

EXCLUSION

ALIENATION
(SALE/
LEASE)

3

4

4

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

2

2

3*

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

Guyana: State Land Grant or Lease

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

2

Indonesia: HGU Land Use Right/Palm
Oil Plantations

1

2

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

Indonesia: HTI/Industrial Forests

1

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

4

4

Mozambique: DUAT Acquisition for
Economic Purposes

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

4

Panama: Concessions for Tourist
Investment

3

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

Peru: Rights to Forests on Classified
Agricultural Land

1

2

4

4

4

2

2

1

1

1

Philippines: Lease of (Public)
Alienable and Disposable Land

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

2

PNG: SABL

4

3

1/4

3

3

1

1/3

1

2

2

Tanzania: Granted Right of
Occupancy/Derivative Right

1

1

2

3

4

2

2

1

2

2

Uganda: Freehold Land from District
Land Board

2

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

Uganda: Grant/Leasehold from ULC

2

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

(GENERAL/
COMMERCIAL)

Notes: Includes information on the bundle of rights received during company land acquisition. Legal protection of the rights is assessed on a scale of 1 (most protection) to 4 (least
protection):
1: The law provides full enjoyment of the right.
2: The law protects the right subject to significant restrictions.
3: The law protects the right in limited circumstances.
4: The law does not protect the right.
Withdrawal rights to various resources are assessed only for commercial use of these resources.
* Legally ambiguous
Source: WRI, based on the laws in Appendix F.
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APPENDIX E. COMPANY DATA, PRACTICE
Data on company practice were derived from a literature review in
Mozambique and Guyana. Data from Peru and Indonesia were derived
from a combination of a literature review and interviews conducted by
country researchers. In Peru, researchers interviewed 16 key stakeholders, including national and subnational government representatives
(13), private company representatives (2), and an NGO representative.
These interviews were conducted in the same manner as for community procedures (see Appendix C). In Indonesia, researchers conducted
two interviews with persons with practical experience in the relevant

Table E1 |

industry. The researchers also evaluated standard operating procedure
documents from a confidential company. Data from Tanzania were derived from a combination of a literature review and feedback from the
Tanzanian research team, based on interviews with 17 government officials, NGO representatives, and officials from the private sector. (Eleven
of these persons were targeted for information about the company
procedure; the remainder were targeted for the community procedure
but were also asked questions about the company procedure.)

D ata on Indicators for the Land Acquisition Process, Cost in Time, Cost in Money, the Size of the Land, Duration
of the Rights, and Conditions Imposed on the Right

PROCEDURE

NUMBER
OF STEPS

GOV.
AGENCIES

COST IN TIME

SIZE OF
LAND
(HA)

DURATION
OF RIGHTS

CONDITIONS

Guyana: State Land Grant or Lease

11–15*

3*

1 year – “much
longer”

--

25–50 years

Yes

Indonesia: HGU Land Use Right/Palm Oil
Plantations

18–25

24

3–5 years

100,000+

35 years

Yes

Indonesia: HTI/Industrial Forests

13

10

1.5–2 years

150,000+

60 years

Yes

Mozambique: DUAT Acquisition for
Economic Purposes

8–13

Insufficient
data

3 months – 5+
years

356,000

50 years
(definitive
DUATs)

Yes

Peru: Rights to Forests on Classified
Agricultural Land

38

13

--

--

N/A

Yes

Tanzania: Granted Right of Occupancy/
Derivative Right

9–20

--

30 days – 3 years

60,000+

99 years

Yes

Note: *Limited sources; data accuracy is limited.
Source: Field research led by CIFOR, AsM Law Office, UCRT, and RRI. Sources listed in Appendix G, as well as Cabral and Norfolk 2016, Chiziane et al. 2015, Cleaver et al. 2010, CPI 2016,
Di Matteo & Schoneveld 2016, German et al. 2013, Ghebru et al. 2015, Hanemann 2016, IFC 2016, Makwarimba and Ngowi 2012, Mandamule 2017, MITADER 2018, Mozambique Council of
Ministers Resolution 83/2014, Mei and Alabrese 2013, Oakland Institute 2011, and Olenasha 2013.
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WRI.org
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Data for Indicator on the Bundle of Rights
TREES/
FOREST
RESOURCES

WATER

WILDLIFE

MINERALS

HYDROCARBONS

General

Commercial

Sale

Lease

PROCEDURE

MANAGEMENT

EXCLUSION

ALIENATION

Guyana: State land grant
or lease

2*

3*

3*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Indonesia: HGU Land Use
Right/Palm Oil Plantations

1

2

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

4

Indonesia: HTI/Industrial
Forests

1

4

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

4

Mozambique: DUAT
acquisition for economic
purposes

2

3

3

4

4

1

1

1

1

2

Peru: Rights to Forests on
Classified Agricultural Land

1

2

4

4

4

—

—

1

—

—

Tanzania: Granted Right of
Occupancy/Derivative Right

1

1

2

3

4

1

1

1

2

2

Notes:
*Limited sources; data accuracy is limited.
Includes information on the bundle of rights received during company land acquisition. Legal protection of the rights is assessed on a scale of 1 (most protection) to 4 (least protection):
1: The law provides full enjoyment of the right.
2: The law protects the right subject to significant restrictions.
3: The law protects the right in limited circumstances.
4: The law does not protect the right.
Withdrawal rights to various resources are assessed only for commercial use of these resources.
Source: Field research led by CIFOR, AsM Law Office, UCRT, and RRI. Sources listed in Appendix G, as well as Alba et al. 2016, Baumert et al. 2016, Cabral and Norfolk 2016, Filipe and
Norfolk 2017, Hanemann 2016, Macqueen and Falcão 2017, Morgera 2009, Oakland Institute 2011, and Sulle and Nelson 2013.
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APPENDIX F. LIST OF NATIONAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS REVIEWED
Brazil
Constitution 1988
Ato das Disposições Constitucionais Transitórias [Temporary
Constitutional Provisions Act]

Laws and Decree-Laws:

de 2014, Dispõe sobre os fundos de índice de renda fixa …
▪▪ Leie dá13.043
outras providências [On Fixed Income Index Funds…and Other
Provisions]

MJ 80, de 19 de janeiro de 2017
▪▪ Portaria
Portaria
2.498, de 31 de outubro de 2011
▪▪ Portaria MJNº 682/PRES
de 24 de junho de 2008
▪▪ Portaria FCP 98, de 26-deFunai,
de 2007
▪▪ Portaria INCRA 1.101, de 19 novembro
novembro de 2003
▪▪ Portaria FUNAI 14, de 09 dedejaneiro
▪▪ INCRA Instrução Normativa 57, de 20dede1996Outubro de 2009
▪▪

de 2012, Dispõe sobre a proteção da vegetação nativa;
▪▪ Leialtera12.651as Leis
nos 6.938, de 31 de agosto de 1981, 9.393, de 19 de

Court Cases:

▪▪
▪▪

Cambodia

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

dezembro de 1996, e 11.428, de 22 de dezembro de 2006; revoga as
Leis nos 4.771, de 15 de setembro de 1965, e 7.754, de 14 de abril de
1989, e a Medida Provisória no 2.166-67, de 24 de agosto de 2001; e
dá outras providências [On the Protection of Native Vegetation and
Other Provisions]
Lei 10.406 de 2002, Institui o Código Civil [Civil Code]
Lei 9.605 de 12 de fevereiro de 1998, Dispõe sobre as sanções
penais e administrativas derivadas de condutas e atividades
lesivas ao meio ambiente, e dá outras providências [Sanctions for
Environmentally Harmful Activities]
Lei 9.433 de 1997, Institui a Política Nacional de Recursos Hídricos,
cria o Sistema Nacional de Gerenciamento de Recursos Hídricos,
regulamenta o inciso XIX do art. 21 da Constituição Federal, e altera
o art. 1º da Lei nº 8.001, de 13 de março de 1990, que modificou a
Lei nº 7.990, de 28 de dezembro de 1989 [Instituting a National
Water Policy and Creating a National System of Water Resource
Management]
Lei 6.001 de 1973, Estatuto do Índio [Indigenous Statute]
Lei 5.197 de 1967, Dispõe sobre a proteção à fauna e dá outras
providências [On the Protection of Wildlife]
Decreto-Lei 227, de 28 de fevereiro de 1967, Dá nova redação ao
Decreto-Lei nº 1.985, de 29 de janeiro de 1940 (Código de Minas)
[Revising the Mining Code]

Decrees:

6.040 de 2007, Institui a Política Nacional de
▪▪ Decreto
Desenvolvimento Sustentável dos Povos e Comunidades

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
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Ministerial Orders and Instructive Norms:

WRI.org

Tradicionais [National Policy on Sustainable Development of
Traditional Peoples and Communities]
Decreto 5.051 de 2004, Promulga a Convenção no. 169 da
Organização Internacional do Trabalho - OIT sobre Povos Indígenas
e Tribais [Promulgates ILO Convention 169]
Decreto 4.887 de 2003, Regulamenta o procedimento para
identificação, reconhecimento, delimitação, demarcação e titulação
das terras ocupadas por remanescentes das comunidades
dos quilombos de que trata o art. 68 do Ato das Disposições
Constitucionais Transitórias [Procedures for Identifying,
Recognizing, Delimiting , Demarcating and Titling Land Occupied by
Remnants of Quilombos]
Decreto 1.775/1996, de 8 de Janeiro de 1996, Dispõe sobre o
procedimento administrativo de demarcação das terras indígenas e
dá outras providências [Administrative Procedure for Demarcating
Indigenous Lands]

Pet. 3.388/RR. Julgamento, 23 de Outubro de 2013 [Raposa Serra
▪▪ STF,
do Sol Case].

Constitution, 1993

Laws:

on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations, No. NS/
▪▪ Law
RKM/0815/010 (2015)
Code, No. NS/RKM/1207/030 (2007)
▪▪ Civil
Law
▪▪ (2007)on Water Resources Management, No. NS/RKM/0607/016
Law, No. NS/RKM/0802/016 (2002)
▪▪ Forestry
Land
Law,
No. NS/RKM/0801/14 (2001)
▪▪ Law on Mineral
Resource Management and Exploitation, No. NS/
▪▪ RKM/0701/09 (2001)

Sub-Decrees:

on Procedures of Registration of Lands of Indigenous
▪▪ Sub-Decree
Communities, No. 83 ANK.BK (2009)
on the Mortgage and Transfer of the Rights over a
▪▪ Sub-Decree
Long-Term Lease or an Economic Land Concession, No. 114 ANKr.
BK (2007)

on Economic Land Concessions, No. 146 ANK/BK (2005)
▪▪ Sub-Decree
on State Land Management, No. 118 HNK/BK (2005)
▪▪ Sub-Decree
Sub-Decree
▪▪ (2003) on Community Forest Management, No. 79 ONKr.BK
On Environmental Impact Assessments Process, No.
▪▪ Sub-Decree
72.ANRK.BK (1999)

Ministerial Orders:

No. 496 (MEF), Ministry of Economy and Finance (2016)
▪▪ Prakas
No. 376 (MoE), Ministry of Environment (2009)
▪▪ Prakas
▪▪ Petroleum Regulations, dated Sept. 28, 1991.

Cameroon

Chile

Laws:

Constitution, 1980

du 14 décembre 2016 portant code minier [Mining Code]
▪▪ LoiLoi 2016/017
du 18 avril 2013 fixant les incitations à l’investissement
▪▪ privé2013/004
en République du Cameroun
du 22 décembre 1999, Code Pétrolier [Petroleum Code]
▪▪ LoiLoi 99/013
98/005
avril 1998 portant régime de l’eau [Water Regime]
▪▪ Loi 94/01 dudu2014janvier
1994 portant régime des forêts, de la faune
▪▪ et da la pêche [Forest, Wildlife,
and Fishing Regime]
Loi
91/003
du
30
juin
1991,
portant
loi de finances de la République
▪▪ du Cameroun pour l’exercice 1991/1992
[Finances Law for 1991/1992]

Ordinances:

77-1 du 10 janvier 1977 portant modification de
▪▪ Ordonnance
l’ordonnance nº1 du 6 juillet 1974 fixant le régime foncier [amending

▪▪
▪▪

Ordonnance 74-1]
Ordonnance 74-2 du 6 juillet 1974, fixant le régime domanial [State
Land Regime]
Ordonnance 74-1 du 6 juillet 1974, fixant le régime foncier [Land
Regime]

Decrees:

nº 2006/0368/PM du 03 mai 2006 fixant l’organisation et les
▪▪ Décret
modalités de fonctionnement du Bulletin des Avis Domaniaux et

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Fonciers [Operating Procedures for the Land Notice Bulletin]
Décret nº 2005-481 du 16 décembre 2005, modifiant et complétant
certaines dispositions du décret nº 76/165 du 27 avril 1976 fixant les
conditions d’obtention du titre foncier [amending Décret nº 76-165]
Décret nº 2001/164/PM du 08 mai 2001 précisant les modalités
et conditions de prélèment des eaux de surface ou des eaux
souterraines à des fins industrielles ou commerciales [Means
and Conditions for Collecting Surface or Subterranean Waters for
Commercial or Industrial Purposes]
Décret nº 2000/465 du 30 juin 2000 fixant les modalités
d’application de la loi nº 99/013 portant code pétrolier
[Implementing Rules of the Petroleum Code]
Décret nº 76-166 du 27 avril 1976, fixant les modalités de gestion du
Domaine National [Management Rules of National Land]
Décret nº 76-165 du 27 avril 1976, fixant les conditions d’obtention du
titre foncier [Conditions for Obtaining a Land Title]
Décret nº 95/466/PM du 20 juillet 1995, fixant les modalités
d’application du régime de la faune [Implementing Rules of the
Wildlife Regime]

Laws:

20.283 de 2008 (Ley de Bosque Nativo) [Native Forest Law]
▪▪ Ley
Ley
19.719 de 2001, Patente Minera Especial para Pequeños Mineros
▪▪ y Mineros
Artesanales [Special Mining License for Small and
Artisanal Miners]

19.473 de 1996, Ley de Caza [Hunting Law]
▪▪ Ley
Ley
1993 (Ley Indígena) [Indigenous Law]
▪▪ Codigo19.253Civilde[Civil
▪▪ Ley 18.248 de 1983Code]
(Codigo de Mineria) [Mineral Code]
▪▪

Decrees:

66 de 2013 del Ministerio de Desarrollo Social, 15
▪▪ Decreto
de noviembre de 2013, aprueba reglamento que regula el

▪▪
▪▪

procedimiento de consulta indígena en virtud del artículo 6 Nº 1
letra a) y nº 2 del convenio nº 169 de la organización internacional
del trabajo y deroga normative que indica [Regulations on
Indigenous Consultation Proceedings according to ILO Convention
169]
Decreto 40 de 2012 del Ministerio del Medio Ambiente, 30 de octubre
de 2012, aprueba Reglamento del Sistema de Evaluación de Impacto
Ambiental [Environmental Impact Assessment System Regulations]
MIDEPLAN Decreto 395/1994, 24 de noviembre de 1993, Aprueba
Reglamento Sobre el Fondo de Tierras y Aguas Indígenas
[Regulations on the Indigenous Land and Waters Fund]

Resolutions and Decisions:

Ex. 878 de 2003, Manual para la Aplicación del Procedimiento
▪▪ Res.
para la Compra de Tierras a través del Programa Subsidio Artículo

▪▪
▪▪

20 letra b) del Fondo de Tierras y Aguas Indígenas de la CONADI
[Manual for the Application of Procedures for the Purchase of Lands
through the Article 20(b) program]
Res. Ex. 1.847 de 2011, dejó sin efecto la Resolución Exenta 878
[rendering Res. Ex. 878 de 2003 without effect]
Dictamen de la Contraloría General de la República No. 61011 de 27
de septiembre de 2011 [Ruling No. 61,011 of the Office of the National
Comptroller-General]

Ministerial Orders and Instructions:

Nº 0565/A/MINEF/DFAP/SDF/SRC du 1998 (as amended),
▪▪ Arrêté
du 14 août 1998 fixant la liste des animaux des classes A, B et C et

▪▪

répartition d’abattage par type de permis sportif de chasse [List of
Class A, B, and C Animals and Distribution of Hunting Permits]
Instruction nº 000009/Y.18/MINDAF/D300 du 29 décembre 2005
relative à l’instruction des dossiers de demande d’attribution en
concession ou en bail sur le domaine national
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Côte d’Ivoire

Guyana

Laws:

Laws:

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Loi nº 2014-427, Code Forestier [Forestry Code]
Loi nº 2014-138, Code Minier [Mineral Code]
Loi nº 98-755, Code de l’Eau [Water Code]
Loi nº 98-750, Domaine foncier rural [Rural Land Law]
Loi nº 98-705, Loi de Finances [Finances Law]
Loi nº 96-669, Code Petrolier [Petroleum Code]
Loi nº 65-225, relative à la protection de la faune et à l’exercice de la
chasse [Wildlife Protection and Hunting Law]
Loi du 25 Juin 1902

Decrees:

nº 2014-397 du 25 juin 2014 déterminant les modalités
▪▪ Décret
d’application de la loi 2014-138 du 24 mars 2014 portant Code Minier

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

[Operating Rules of the Mining Code]
Décret nº 99-595 du 13 octobre 1999 fixant la procédure de
consolidation des droits des concessionnaires provisoires de terres
du domaine foncier rural [Consolidation Procedures of Provisional
Concession Rights on Rural Land]
Décret nº 99-594 du 13 octobre 1999 fixant les modalités
d’application au domaine foncier rural coutumier de la loi nº 98-750
[Operating Rules of the Rural Customary Land Domain]
Décret nº 96-894 du 08 novembre 1996 déterminant les règles
et procédures applicables aux études relatives à l’impact
environnemental des projets de développement [Rules and
procedures for Environmental Impact Studies]

Ministerial Orders:

Conservation and Management Act, No. 14 of 2016
▪▪ Wildlife
Areas Act, No. 14 of 2011
▪▪ Protected
Act, 2009 (Cap. 67:01)
▪▪ Forests
Forestry Commission Act, 2007 (Cap. 67:02)
▪▪ Guyana
Amerindian
Act, 2006 (Cap. 29:01)
▪▪ Investment Act,
2004 (Cap. 73:03)
▪▪ Water and Sewerage
(Cap. 30:01)
▪▪ Petroleum (ExplorationAct,and2002Production)
Act, 1986 (Cap. 65:10)
▪▪ Acquisition of Lands (Not Beneficially Occupied)
Act, 1984 (Cap.
▪▪ 62:09)
Act, 1976 (historic law)
▪▪ Amerindian
Surveys
(Special
Act, 1970 (Cap. 59:04)
▪▪ Property Tax Act, Provisions)
1962
(Cap.
81:21)
▪▪ Land Registry Act, 1959 (Cap. 5:02)
▪▪ Hydro-Electric Power Act, 1956 (Cap. 56:03)
▪▪ Status of Aliens Act, 1951 (Cap. 14:04)
▪▪ State Lands Resumption Act, 1905 (Cap. 62:02)
▪▪ State Lands Act, 1903 (Cap. 62:01)
▪▪ Land Surveyors Act, 1891 (Cap. 97:01)
▪▪

Regulations:

Management and Conservation Regulations 2013
▪▪ Wildlife
Lands Regulations 1919
▪▪ State
and Conditions of Lease of State Lands for Agricultural
▪▪ Terms
Purposes 1919

nº 30-MINAGRA du 15 mai 2001 définissant les formulaires
▪▪ Arrêté
d’approbation et de validation des enquêtes foncières rurales

India

▪▪

Laws:

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

officielles [Forms for Approving and Validating Official Rural Land
Investigations]
Arrêté nº 112 MINAGRA du 6 septembre 2000, définissant le
formulaire de constat d’existence continue et paisible de droits
coutumiers sur un bien foncier du Domaine Rural [Form for
Ascertaining Continuous and Peaceful Existence of Rights on Rural
Land Property]
Arrêté nº 111-MINAGRA du 06 septembre 2000 définissant le procèsverbal de recensement des droits coutumiers et les documents
annexes [Reporting of the Record of Customary RIghts]
Arrêté nº 085-MINAGRA du 15 juin 2000 fixant les modalités
de réalisation et de présentation des plans des biens fonciers
du domaine foncier rural coutumier [Terms for Realizing and
Presenting Maps of Customary Rural Land]
Arrêté nº 02 MINAGRA du 8 février 2000 portant modèles officiels du
certificat foncier individuel et du certificat foncier collectif [Official
Model of Individual and Collective Land Certificates]
Arrêté nº 147 MINAGRA du 9 décembre 1999 portant modèle officiel
du formulaire de demande d’enquête en vue de l’établissement
d’un certificat foncier et précisant la compétence des sous-préfets
[Official Model Form for an Investigation Request to Obtain a Land
Certificate]

Constitution, 1949
Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
▪▪ The
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, No. 30 of 2013
Tribes and other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition
▪▪ Scheduled
of Forest Rights) Act, No. 2 of 2007
(Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act, No. 40 of 1996
▪▪ Panchayats
(Conservation) Act, No. 6 of 1980
▪▪ Forest
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
▪▪ Scheduled
Atrocities) Act, No. 33 of 1989 (as amended)
Protection Act, No. 53 of 1972 (as amended)
▪▪ Wildlife
and Minerals Act, No. 67 of 1957
▪▪ Mines
(Regulation and Development) Act, No. 53 of 1948 (as
▪▪ Oilfields
amended)

Regulations:

Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition
▪▪ Scheduled
of Forest Rights) Rules, 2007
Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition
▪▪ Scheduled
of Forest Rights) Rules, 2012 (amending the Scheduled Tribes and

▪▪
▪▪
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Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights)
Rules, 2007)
Mineral Concession Rules, 1960 (as amended)
Petroleum and Natural Gas Rules 1959 (as amended)

Ministerial Letters and Guidance:

Tribal Affairs, Guidelines to the Forest Rights Act, 2006
▪▪ Ministry ofof Tribal
Affairs, Letter dated 9 June 2008, No. 17014/02/2007▪▪ Ministry
PC&V (Vol. VII), to All State Secretaries in charge of Tribal Welfare,

▪▪

Sub.: Implications of the phrase “primarily reside in and who depend
on the forests or forest lands for bona fide livelihood needs” appearing
in sections 2(c) and 2(o) of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006
Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Letter, No/23011/33/2010 FHA, dated 8.11.2013,
to The Chief Secretaries of all State Governments, the Administrators
of all Union Territory Administrations, Sub: Conversion of all forest
villages, old habitations, unsurveyed villages etc. into revenue villages
under Section 3(1)(h) of the Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006

Indonesia
Laws:

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Law No. 39 of 2014 on Plantations. Undang-Undang Nomor 39 Tahun
2014 tentang Perkebunan.
Law No. 4 of 2009 on Mineral and Coal Mining. Undang-Undang No.
4 tahun 2009 tentang Pertambangan Mineral dan Batubara
Law No. 22 of 2001 concerning Oil and Gas. Undang-Undang No. 22
tahun 2001 tentang Minyak dan Gas Bumi
Law No. 5 of 1960, Basic Agrarian Law. Undang-Undang No. 5 Tahun
1960 tentang Peraturan Dasar Pokok-Pokok Agraria.

of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial Planning/Head of National
▪▪ Minister
Land Agency Decree No. 21 of 1994 on the procedure for company

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Government Regulations:

Regulation No. 104 of 2015 about procedures to change
▪▪ Government
the designation of forest areas. Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 104

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

tahun 2015 tentang Tata Cara Perubahan Peruntukan dan Fungsi
Kawasan Hutan.
Government Regulation No. 27 of 2012 on Environmental Permits.
Peraturan Pemerintah nomor 27 Tahun 2012 tentang Izin Lingkungan.
Government Regulation No. 23 of 2010 concerning the
Implementation of Mineral and Coal Mining Business Activities.
Peraturan Pemerintah No. 23 tahun 2010 tentang Pelaksanaan
Kegiatan Usaha Pertambangan Mineral dan Batubara
Government Regulation No. 22 of 2010 on Mining Areas. Peraturan
Pemerintah No. 22 tahun 2010 tentang Wilayah Pertambangan
Government Regulation No. 40 of 1996 on Cultivation Rights, Right
to Build and Land Use Rights. Peraturan Pemerintah No. 40 Tahun
1996 tentang Hak Guna Usaha, Hak Guna Bangunan, dan Hak Pakai
Atas Tanah.
Government Regulation No. 13 of 1994 on Wildlife Hunting. Peraturan
Pemerintah Nomor 13 tahun 1994 tentang Perburuan Satwa Buru

Ministerial Regulations:

of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial Planning/Head of the
▪▪ Minister
National Land Agency Regulation No. 5 of 2015 on Location Permits.

▪▪

Peraturan menteri agraria dan tata ruang/kepala badan pertanahan
nasional, nomor 5 tahun 2015 tentang izin lokasi
Minister of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial Planning Ministry Regulation
No. 9 of 1999 on the Procedures for granting and revoking rights and
management rights on State land. Menteri Negara Agraria/Kepala Badan
Pertanahan Nasional, Nomor 9 Tahun 1999 tentang Tata Cara Pemberian
dan Pembatalan Hak Atas Tanah Negara dan Hak Pengelolaan

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

▪▪
▪▪

to obtain land for capital investments. Keputusan Menteri negara
agraria/ kepala badan pertanahan nasional nomor 21 tahun 1994
tentang tata cara perolehan tanah bagi perusahaan dalam rangka
penanaman modal
Ministry of Agriculture Regulation No. 29/Permentan/KB.410/5/2016
amending the Minister of Agriculture’s Regulation No 98/
Permentan/OT.140/9/2013. Peraturan Menteri pertanian No. 29/
Permentan/KB.410/5/2106 tentang Perubahan atas peraturan
Menteri pertanian No 98/Permentan/OT.140/9/2013 tentang
pedoman perizinan usaha perkebunan
Ministry of Agriculture Regulation No. 26/Permentan/HK.140/4/2015
about Terms, Process and Standard operating procedures on
Technical Recommendation for Agriculture Business License
based on Capital Investment. Peraturan Menteri Pertanian No.
26/Permentan/HK.140/4/2015. Syarat, Tata Cara Dan Standar
Operasional Prosedur Pemberian Rekomendasi Teknis Izin Usaha Di
Bidang Pertanian Dalam Rangka Penanaman Modal
Ministry of Agriculture Regulation No. 98/Permentan/OT.140/9/2013
On Plantation Licensing Guidelines. Peraturan Menteri pertanian
Nomor 98/Permentan/OT.140/9/2013 tentang pedoman perizinan
usaha perkebunan
Ministry of Environment and Forestry Regulation No. P.83/Menlhk/
Setjen/Kum.1/10/2016 on Social Forestry. Peraturan Menteri
Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan No. P.93/Menlhk/Setjen/
Kum.1/10/2016 tentang Perhutanan Sosial
Ministry of Environment and Forestry Regulation No p.51/Menlhk/
Setjen/KUM.1/6/2016 about Procedure for the Release of Production
Forest area that can be Converted. Peraturan Menteri Lingkungan
Hidup dan Kehutanan No. P.51/Menlhk/Setjen/KUM.1/6/2016 tentang
Tata Cara Pelepasan Kawasan Hutan Produksi yang dapat Dikonversi
Minister of Environment and Forestry Regulation No. P.62/Menlhk
-Setjen/2015 on Timber Utilization Permit. Peraturan Menteri
Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan Nomor P.62/Menlhk-Setjen/2015
tentang Izin Pemanfaatan Kayu.
Ministry of Environment and Forestry Regulation No. P.32/MenlhkSetjen/2015 on Forest Rights. Peraturan Menteri Lingkungan Hidup
dan Kehutanan No. P.32/Menlhk-Setjen/2015 tentang Hutan Hak.
Minister of Forestry Regulation P.31/Menhut-II/2014, Procedures
for granting and expanding working areas of timber use permit in
natural forest, timber use permit in ecosystem restoration area, or
industrial forest timber use permit in production forests. Peraturan
Menteri Kehutanan Nomor P.31/Menhut-II/2014 tentang Tata Cara
Pemberian Dan Perluasan Areal Kerja Izin Usaha Pemanfaatan Hasil
Hutan Kayu Dalam Hutan Alam, Izin Usaha Pemanfaatan Hasil Hutan
Kayu Restorasi Ekosistem Atau Izin Usaha Pemanfaatan Hasil Hutan
Kayu Hutan Tanaman Industri Pada Hutan Produksi
Ministry of Forestry Regulation No. P.32/menhut-ii/2010 about the
exchange of forest area. Peraturan Menteri Kehutanan Nomor P.32/
Menhut-II/2010 tentang Tukar Menukar Kawasan Hutan
Director General of Social Forestry and Environmental Partnership
Regulation (Ministry of Environment and Forest) P.1/PSKL/Set/
Kum.1/2/2016, on Verification and Validation of Forest Rights.
Peraturan Direktur Jenderal (Perdirjen) PSKL P.1/PSKL/Set/
Kum.1/2/2016 tentang Tata Cara Verifikasi dan Validasi Hutan Hak
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Mozambique

Panama

Constitution, 2004

Constitution, 1972

Laws:

Laws and Decree-Laws:

de 18 de Agosto, Lei dos Petróleos [Petroleum Law]
▪▪ LeiLei 21/2014
20/2014
Lei de Minas [Mining Law]
▪▪ Lei 16/2014 dede2018 dede Agosto,
Junho, Concernente ao estabelecimento dos
▪▪ princípios e normas básicos
sobre a protecção, conservação,

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

restauração e utilização sustentável da diversidade biológica
nas áreas de conservação, bem como o enquadramento de uma
administração integrada, para o desenvolvimento sustentável do
país [Establishing Principles and Basic Norms on the Protection,
Conservation, Restoration, and Sustainable Use of Biological
Diversity in Conservation Areas and an Integrated Framework for
Sustainable Development]
Lei 10/1999, de 7 de Julho, Estabelece os principios e normas básicos
sobre a protecção, conservação e utilização sustentável dos
recursos florestais e faunísticos [Principles and Basic Norms on
the Protection, Conservation, and Sustainable Use of Forestry and
Wildlife Resources]
Lei 19/1997 de 1 de Outubro, Lei de Terras [Land Law]
Lei 16/1991 de 3 de Agosto, Lei de Águas [Water Law]

Decrees:

30/2012, de 1 de Agosto, Requisitos para a exploração
▪▪ Decreto
florestal em regime de licença simples e os termos, condições

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

e incentivos para o estabelecimento de plantações florestais
[Requirements for forestry exploitation under simple licenses
and terms, conditions and incentives for establishing forestry
plantations].
Decreto 43/2010 de 20 de Outubro, Introduz alterações no n.º 2 do
artigo 27 do Regulamento da Lei
de Terras, aprovado pelo Decreto n.º 66/98, de 8 de Dezembro
[Amending the Land Law Regulations]
Decree 43/2009 de 21 de Agosto, Regulamento da Lei de
Investimentos [Investment Law Regulations]
Decreto 43/2007, de 30 de Outubro, Regulamento de Licenças
e Concessões de Águas [Water Concessions and Licenses
Regulations]
Decreto 12/2002, de 6 de Junho, Regulamento da Lei de Florestas e
Fauna Bravia [Forest and Wildlife Regulations].
Decreto 66/1998, de 8 de Dezembro, Regulamento da Lei de Terras
[Land Law Regulations]
Decreto 15/1993 de 25 de Agosto, Regulamento do exercício da
actividade de Agrimensor Ajuramentado [Regulations on Activities
of Sworn Surveyors]

Ministerial Orders:

Ministerial 158/2011, de 15 de Junho, Ministério da
▪▪ Diploma
Agricultura, Adopta procedimentos específicos para a consulta

▪▪
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às comunidades locais no âmbito da titulação do direito de uso e
aproveitamento da terra [Specific Procedures for Local Community
Consultations during DUAT titling]
Diploma Ministerial 29-A/2000, de 17 de Março, Ministério da
Agricultura e Pescas, Anexo Técnico ao Regulamento da Lei de
Terras [Technical Annex to the Land Law Regulations]

37 de 2 de agosto de 2016, Que establece la consulta y consen▪▪ Ley
timiento previo, libre e informado a los pueblos indígenas [Free, Prior,
and Informed Consent and Consultation of Indigenous Peoples]

80 de 8 de noviembre de 2012, Que dicta normas de incentivos
▪▪ Ley
para el fomento de la actividad turística en Panamá [Incentive Rules
for the Promotion of Tourist Activities].

55 de 23 de mayo de 2011, que adopta el Código Agrario de la
▪▪ Ley
República de Panamá [Agrarian Code]
59 de 8 de octubre de 2010, Crea la Autoridad Nacional de
▪▪ Ley
Administración de Tierras, unifica las competencias de la Dirección

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

General de Catastro, la Dirección Nacional de Reforma Agraria,
el Programa Nacional de Administración de Tierras y el Instituto
Geográfico Nacional Tommy Guardia y dicta otras disposiciones
[Creating the National Authority of Land Administration]
Ley 72 de 23 de diciembre de 2008, Procedimiento especial para
la adjudicación de la propiedad colectiva de tierras de los pueblos
indígenas que no están dentro de las comarcas [Establishing
Special Procedures for the Adjudication of the Collective Property of
the Lands of Indigenous Peoples that are not in the Comarcas]
Ley 2 de 7 de enero de 2006, Que regula las concesiones para
la inversión turística y la enajenación de territorio insular para
fines de su Aprovechamiento turístico y dicta otras disposiciones
[Regulating Tourist Investment Concessions and the Leasing of
Island Land for Purposes of Tourist Development]
Ley 24 de 7 de junio de 1995, Por la cual se establece la legislación
de vida silvestre en la República de Panamá y se dictan otras
disposiciones [Wildlife Law]
Ley 8 de 16 de junio de 1987, Por la cual se regulan actividades
relacionades con los hidrocarburos [Regulating Hydrocarbons Activities]
Decreto Ley 35 de 1966, mediante el cua se reglamenta el uso de las
aguas [Regulating Water Use]
Decreto Ley 23 de 1963, por el cual se apreuba el Código de
Recursos Minerales [Mineral Resources Code]

Regulations:

Decreto Ejecutivo 123 de 14 de agosto de 2009, por el cual se
▪▪ MEF,
reglamenta el Capítulo II del Título IV de la Ley 41 del 1 de Julio de

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

1998, General de Ambiente de la República de Panamá y se deroga
el Decreto Ejecutivo 209 de 5 de septiembre 2006 [Environmental
Regulations]
MEF, Decreto Ejecutivo 85 de 14 de junio de 2006, que reglamenta la
Ley No. 2 de 7 de enero de 2006, que regula las Concesiones para
la Inversión Turística y la Enajenación del Territorio Insular para
Fines de su Aprovechamiento Turístico y dicta otras disposiciones
[Regulations of the Tourist Investment Concession Law]
MEF, Decreto Ejecutivo 43 de 7 de julio de 2004, Que reglamenta
la Ley No. 24 de 7 de junio de 1995 y dicta otras disposiciones
[Regulating Law No. 24 of 1995]
MIDA, Decreto Ejecutivo 223 de 29 de junio de 2010, que reglamenta
la Ley 72 de 2008, que establece el procedimiento especial para
la adjudicación de la propiedad colectiva de tierras de los pueblos
indígenas que no están dentro de las comarcas [Special Procedures
for the Adjudication of Collective Property of Indigenous Peoples not
on the Comarcas]

Supremo Nº 018-2012-AG, Nov. 13, 2012, Reglamento
▪▪ Decreto
de Participación Ciudadana para la Evaluación, Aprobación y

Papua New Guinea
Laws:

(Amendment) Act, No. 4 of 2010
▪▪ Forestry
Groups Incorporation (Amendment) Act, No. 29 of 2009
▪▪ Land
Registration (Amendment) Act, No. 21 of 2009
▪▪ Land
Forestry
(Amendment) Act, No. 19 of 2007
▪▪ Environment
▪▪ Oil and Gas Act,Act,No.No.4964ofof19982000
▪▪ Land Act, No. 45 of 1996
▪▪ Mining Act, No. 20 of 1992
▪▪ Investment Promotion Act, No. 8 of 1992 (as amended)
▪▪ Forestry Act, No. 30 of 1991 (as amended)
▪▪ Land Registration Act 1981 (Cap. 191)
▪▪ Land Groups Incorporation Act 1974 (Cap. 147)
▪▪ Fauna (Protection and Control) Act 1966 (Cap. 154)
▪▪

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Regulations:

(Prescribed Activities) Regulation, No. 30 of 2002
▪▪ Environmental
(Permits) Regulation, No. 27 of 2002
▪▪ Environmental
Regulations, No. 5 of 1999
▪▪ Land
Regulation, No. 3 of 1998
▪▪ Forestry
Investment
Promotion Regulations 1992
▪▪

Ministerial Resolutions:

Ministerial Nº 0370-2017-MINAGRI. Sept. 15, 2017.
▪▪ Resolución
Lineamientos para Georeferenciar el Plano de Demarcación

Peru
Constitution, 1993

Laws and Legislative Decrees:

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Ley Nº 29785, Aug. 31, 2011, Ley del Derecho a la Consulta Previa a
los Pueblos Indígenas u Originarios, Reconocido en el Convenio 169
de la Organización Internacional del Trabajo (OIT) [Law on the Right
to Prior Consultation of Indigenous Peoples].
Ley Nº 29763, July 21, 2011, Ley Forestal y de Fauna Silvestre [Forest
and Wildlife Law].
Ley Nº 29151, Dec. 14, 2007, Ley General del Sistema Nacional de
Bienes Estatales [National Public Property System Law].
Ley Nº 27446, Apr. 20, 2001, Ley del Sistema Nacional de Evaluación
de Impacto Ambiental [Environmental Impact Assessment Law].
Ley Nº 27037, Dec. 30, 1998, Ley de Promoción de la Inversión en la
Amazonía [Amazon Investment Promotion Law].
Decreto Legislativo Nº 653, July 30, 1991, Ley de Promoción de las
Inversiones en el Sector Agrario [Agricultural Investment Promotion
Law].

Supreme Decrees/Regulations:

Supremo Nº 021-2015, Sept. 30, 2015, Reglamento para la
▪▪ Decreto
Gestión Forestal y de Fauna Silvestre en Comunidades Nativas y

▪▪
▪▪

▪▪

Seguimiento de Instrumentos de Gestión Ambiental del Sector
Agrario [Regulations on Citizen Participation in the Evaluation,
Approval and Monitoring of Environmental Management
Instruments in the Agrarian Sector].
Decreto Supremo Nº 013-2010-AG, Nov. 19, 2010, Reglamento para la
Ejecución de Levantamiento de Suelos [Soil Survey Regulations].
Decreto Supremo Nº 019-2009-MINAM, Sept. 24, 2009, Aprueban
el Reglamento de la Ley Nº 27446, Ley del Sistema Nacional
de Evaluación de Impacto Ambiental [Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations].
Decreto Supremo Nº 017-2009-AG, Sept. 1, 2009, Reglamento de
Clasificación de Tierras por su Capacidad de Uso Mayor [Land Use
Classification Regulations].
Decreto Supremo Nº 002-2009-MINAM, Jan. 16, 2009, Reglamento
sobre Transparencia, Acceso a la Información Pública Ambiental
y Participación y Consulta Ciudadana en Asuntos Ambientales
[Regulations on Transparency, Access to Public Environmental
Information and Participation and Citizen Consultation on
Environmental Affairs].
Decreto Supremo Nº 003-79-AA. Jan. 25, 1979. Reglamento de la Ley
de Comunidades Nativas y de Desarrollo Agrario de la Selva y Ceja
de Selva [Regulations of the Native Communities Law].

Campesinas. [Regulations Guiding Community Forest Management
in Native and Peasant Community Lands].
Decreto Supremo Nº 018-2015-MINAGRI, Sept. 29, 2015, Reglamento
para la Gestión Forestal [Forest Management Regulations].
Decreto Supremo Nº 016-2015-MINAGRI, Sept. 18, 2015, Texto Único
de Procedimientos Administrativos (TUPA) del Ministerio de
Agricultura y Riego [Unified Text of Administrative Procedures of the
Ministry of Agriculture].

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Territorial de Comunidades Nativas Tituladas [Guidelines for
Demarcating/Georeferencing Boundaries of Community Lands].
Resolución Ministerial Nº 0194-2017-MINAGRI. May 24, 2017.
Lineamientos que sustituyen el uso de análisis de suelo por una
evaluación agrólogica de las tierras de comunidades nativas para
la clasificación de su capacidad de uso. [Guidelines to Substitute a
Soil Use Analysis with an Agrological Evaluation].
Resolución Ministerial Nº 0589-2016-MINAGRI. Oct. 21, 2016.
Modificación de los Lineamientos para la ejecución del
Procedimiento de Reconocimiento e Inscripción Administrativa
de la Personería Jurídica de Comunidades Nativas y Anexos
[Amendment of the Guidelines for Recognizing and Registering
Native Communities as Legal Persons].
Resolución Ministerial Nº 0435-2016-MINAGRI. Aug. 12, 2016.
Aprueban los “Lineamientos para la ejecución del Procedimiento
de Reconocimiento e Inscripción Administrativa de la Personería
Jurídica de Comunidades Nativas.” [Guidelines for Recognizing and
Registering Native Communities as Legal Persons].
Resolución Ministerial Nº 172-2016-VIVIENDA. July 23, 2016, que
aprueba el Reglamento Nacional de Tasaciones [National Valuation
Regulations].
Resolución Ministerial Nº 0547-2014-MINAGRI. Sept. 30, 2014.
Precisan que la demarcación y titulación de comunidades nativas a
cargo de los Gobiernos Regionales, previsto en el D. Ley No. 22175 y
su Reglamento, aprobado por D.S. NO. 003-79-AA, no podrá quedar
suspendido por superposición con área de Bosques de Producción
Permanente - BPP [Resolution indicating that formalization of
native community lands cannot be suspended in cases of overlaps
with areas demarcated as concessions for timber and non-timber
purposes].
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Nº 064-2014/SBN, Sept. 5, 2014. Aprueban Directiva Nº
▪▪ Resolución
006-2014/SBN, denominada “Procedimiento para la aprobación

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

de la venta directa de predios de dominio privado estatal de libre
disponibilidad” [Procedures for the Approval of Direct Sales of
Private State Property].
Resolución SUNARP Nº 122-2013-SUNARP/SN. May 29, 2013. Aprobar
la Directiva Nº 005-2013- “Directiva que regula la Inscripción de los
actos y derechos de las Comunidades Nativas” [Directive on the
Registration of Native Community Rights].
Resolución Nº 097-2013-SUNARP/SN, May 3, 2013. Reglamento
de Inscripciones del Registro de Predios [Property Registration
Regulations].
Resolución Ministerial Nº 0811-2009-AG. Nov. 18, 2009. Aprueban
relación de procedimientos administrativos a cargo de las
Direcciones Regionales de Agricultura derivados de la función
específica del literal “n” del artículo 51º de la Ley Orgánica de
Gobiernos Regionales [Relating the Procedures of the Regional
Directorate of Agriculture to the specific functions in Article 52(n) of
the Regional Government Law].

Philippines
Constitution, 1987

Laws:

Peoples’ Rights Act, Republic Act No. 8371 (1997)
▪▪ Indigenous
Property
Registration
Presidential Decree No. 1529 (1978)
▪▪ Water Code, PresidentialDecree,
Decree
▪▪ Forestry Code, Presidential DecreeNo.No.1067705(1976)
▪▪ Public Land Act, Commonwealth Act No. 141(1975)
(1936) (as amended)
▪▪ Wildlife Resources Conservation and Protection
Act, Republic Act
▪▪ No. 9147 (2001)
Act, Republic Act No. 7942 (1995)
▪▪ Mining
Small-Scale Mining Act, Republic Act No. 7076 (1991)
▪▪ People’s
Civil
Code,
Republic Act No. 386 (1949)
▪▪

Regulations:

A.O. No. 96/1996, Revised Implementing Rules and
▪▪ DENR
Regulations of Republic Act 7942.
DENR-DA-PCSD A.O. No. 01/2004. Implementing Rules and
▪▪ Joint
Regulations (IRR) of Republic Act 9147.
Administrative Circular No. 1/2014. The 2014 Revised Rules of
▪▪ NCIP
Procedure Before the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples.
A.O. No. 4/2012. Revised Omnibus Rules on Delineation and
▪▪ NCIP
Recognition of Ancestral Domains and Lands of 2012.
A.O. No. 3/2012. The Revised Guidelines on Free and Prior
▪▪ NCIP
Informed Consent (FPIC) and Related Processes of 2012.
A.O. No. 1/2004. Guidelines on the Formulation of the Ancestral
▪▪ NCIP
Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP).
Code of the Philippines, Implementing Rules and Regulations,
▪▪ Water
1979.
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Tanzania
Laws:

Act, No. 21 of 2015
▪▪ Petroleum
Act, No. 14 of 2010
▪▪ Mining
Resources Management Act, No. 11 of 2009
▪▪ Water
Wildlife
Act, No. 5 of 2009
▪▪ Land UseConservation
Planning Act, No. 6 of 2007
▪▪ Environmental
Act, No. 20 of 2004
▪▪ Forest Act, 2002Management
(Cap.
323)
▪▪ The Courts (Land Disputes Settlements) Act, 2002 (Cap. 216)
▪▪ Land Act, 1999 (Cap. 113)
▪▪ The Village Land Act, 1999 (Cap. 114)
▪▪ The Land Registration Act, 1953 (Cap. 334)
▪▪ Tanzania Investment Act, 1997 (Cap. 38)
▪▪ Local Government (District Authorities) Act, 1982 (Cap. 287)
▪▪ Land Acquisition Act, 1967 (Cap. 188)
▪▪

Regulations:

Conservation (Wildlife Management Areas) Regulations,
▪▪ Wildlife
Government Notice No. 206 of 2012.
▪▪ Village Land Regulations, Government Notice No. 86 of 2001.

Uganda
Constitution, 1995

Laws:

(Exploration, Development and Production), No. 3 of 2013
▪▪ Petroleum
Companies
Act, No. 1 of 2012
▪▪ Local Government
Amendment Act, No. 12 of 2006
▪▪ Local Governments(Rating)
Act, No. 8 of 2005
▪▪ Land (Amendment) (Rating)
Act,
No.
2
▪▪ Mining Act, No. 9 of 2003 of 2004
▪▪ National Forestry and Tree Planting Act, No. 8 of 2003
▪▪ Land Act, 1998 (Cap. 227)
▪▪ Water Act, 1997 (Cap. 152)
▪▪ Uganda Wildlife Statute, 1996 (Cap. 200)
▪▪ Interpretation Act, 1976 (Cap. 3)
▪▪ Surveyors Registration Act, 1974 (Cap. 275)
▪▪ Land Acquisition Act, 1965 (Cap. 226)
▪▪ Survey Act, 1939 (Cap. 232)
▪▪ Registration of Titles Act, 1924 (Cap. 230)
▪▪

Regulations:

Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 100 of 2004)
▪▪ Land
Regulations 2004 (S.I. No. 71 of 2004)
▪▪ Mining
Resources Regulations (S.I. No. 33 of 1998)
▪▪ Water
▪▪ Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (S.I. No. 13 of 1998)

APPENDIX G. ADDITIONAL SECONDARY SOURCES RELIED UPON FOR DATA ON
PRACTICE IN MOZAMBIQUE AND GUYANA
The following sources represent those secondary sources, not cited
elsewhere in this paper, that were relied upon to derive data on
practice for Mozambique and Guyana, as included in Appendix C and
Appendix E.
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ENDNOTES
1.

High inequity can slow economic growth, divide society and
foment unrest, harm the environment, and undermine political
systems (Cingano 2014; Klasen and Nowak-Lehmann 2008;
Ostry et al. 2014; Piketty 2013; Saez et al. 2017).

2.

In 2017, Latin America remained the most dangerous region for
land and environment defenders.

3.

Although estimates are as high as 65 percent or more of the
global land area (Alden Wily 2011b).

4.

While communities hold large bundles of land rights under
customary tenure arrangements, community members are
commonly granted more limited land rights over plots of community’s land that have been allocated to them. For example,
under most customary tenure arrangements, members cannot
sell community land that they use for their homesteads and
family farms.

5.

6.

In Tanzania, while some villagers have elected to split their
village into two or more, often the government has pressed for
such divisions. Commonly, there are surges in village divisions
just prior to national elections, leading to new parliamentary
constituencies in ruling party strongholds. When a village divides into two, both villages must again apply for a Certificate
of Village Land.
Although many customary tenure systems do not provide
women or other vulnerable community members with
significant land rights or tenure security (Giovarelli et al. 2013;
Salcedo-La Viña and Morarji 2016).

7.

In addition to land acquisitions by companies for economic
development purposes, community land is also threatened by
other developments, such as the creation of new protected
areas (Pyhälä et al. 2016; RFUK 2018).

8.

In the Philippines, the government makes public the names
of indigenous groups with a Certificate of Ancestral Domain
Title. Investors often reach out to indigenous groups when
they acquire a title requesting access to their land and natural
resources.

9.

Alternatively, where the broader enabling environment does
not support sustainable land management (for example,
limited public investments in land and agriculture), formalization or even tenure security may not be sufficient conditions
for increased productivity or improved farmer income (Lawry
et al. 2014).

10. The literature notes similar procedural issues in many countries in North America, Europe, and Australia.
11.

This definition of a step is derived from the definition used in
the World Bank’s Doing Business assessments.

12.

In Panama, there is also no clear exemption for land belonging
to Indigenous Peoples from the constitutional provision that
vacant lands (“tierras baldías”) are the property of the state. In
Tanzania, there are inconsistencies between the Land Act and
the Village Land Act that, under one interpretation, could be
read to reserve unoccupied or unused land for the state.

13.

Exceptions are linked to ambiguity in the law or where a
separate legal framework governs, such as for community
water rights in Chile. It should also be stressed that several
procedures exclude forestland or certain water bodies from
the land that may be granted up front.

14.

In Mozambique, one survey of communities that had not
engaged in the delimitation process found that 94 percent did
not attempt to contact NGOs to begin the process. The primary
reason (75 percent) for this was a lack of awareness (Ghebru
et al. 2015).

15. In May 2016, new provisions were introduced modifying soil
analysis into an agrological evaluation. This still requires field
work to classify forest and agricultural lands.
16. A prior regulation imposed additional layers of approval on
delimitations between 1,000 hectares and 10,000 hectares and
those above 10,000 hectares. However, DNTF Circular N. 1/2010
clarified that this restriction does not apply to delimitations of
community land.
17.

Forest rights for subsistence purposes were protected slightly
less in practice than in law in Peru and Mozambique, and water rights for subsistence practice were slightly less protected
in Peru. Subsistence wildlife rights were less protected in
practice in Tanzania and Indonesia. Subsistence rights were
enjoyed to a greater extent than allowed by law for wildlife
rights in Peru and Guyana, water rights in Indonesia, and forest rights in Tanzania.

18. In Tanzania, the state technically holds all land. Tanzanian
citizens can acquire “granted rights of occupancy,” but foreigners acquire a “derivative right,” under which the state holds
the granted right of occupancy and gives the investor what is
essentially a lease.
19.

As a qualification to these numbers, ambiguity in some stages
of the process and lack of transparency as to company land
acquisitions procedures, made establishing precise time
frames difficult.

20. The cost break down for the 10,000 hectare palm oil project
included $91,000 (initial costs such as satellite images and
trips), $121,000 (soil study and land classification), $200,000
(environmental impact study), and between $15,150 and
$21,212 (land-use change).
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21. In Peru, about half of the acreage cultivated for palm oil is
held by small and medium-size producers. One data source
in Guyana indicates an average agricultural lease of only 9.8
hectares, although another source indicates a higher average
of 1,065 hectares. In Mozambique, domestic investors hold
significant amounts of land, with one study finding an average
of 86 hectares, but still far less than foreign investors. Another
study emphasizing foreign concessions found an average of
17,656 hectares. Compare Ghebru et al. (2015) with Di Matteo
(2016).
22. For an example of competing land claims encountered during
the demarcation of a Brazilian indigenous territory, see InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights, Report No. 44/15,
Case 12.728, Merits, Xucuru Indigenous Peoples, Brazil, July 28,
2015.
23. This research did not examine the intersections between
the legal regimes governing conservation areas and land
titling programs. However, this did emerge as an issue during
research into challenges in practice, particularly in Indonesia.
24. For example, in Mozambique, 2.7 million hectares were leased
to investors between 2004 and 2009. The iTC program—the
key program responsible for helping communities delimit land
in more recent years—was only organized in 2005. It carried
out no community delimitations in 2007–08 and only 11 in
2008–09. Similarly, Tanzania launched a larger-scale formalization project in 2008 (Schreiber 2017a; Schreiber 2017b).
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